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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

Civ. No.
JOSEPH D. GILBERTI, JR., P.E., an
Individual and Licensed Professional Engineer,

COMPLAINT
Plaintiff, DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

v.

GOVERNOR RON DESANTIS, 
Governor, State of Florida, 

and

THE MOSAIC COMPANY and MOSAIC 
FERTILIZER, LLC, ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, SARASOTA COUNTY 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, 
DESOTO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS, HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY 
STATE ATTORNEYS OFFICE, SARASOTA 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, PEACE RIVER 
MANASOTA WATER SUPPLY AUTHORITY, 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA WATER 
MANAGEMENT DISTRICT, 72 PARTNERS, 
LLC, LUIS E. RIVERA,

Defendants.

___________________________________________

RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATION ACT (“RICO”)

Plaintiff JOSEPH D. GILBERTI, JR., P.E., hereinafter “THE ENGINEER,” is an 

Individual, filing for a complaint against DEFENDANTS or “Enterprise”, allege as follows:

INTRODUCTION

1. THE ENGINEER brings this action against DEFENDANTS for a Violation of 

RICO, 18 U.S.C. § 1961-1968, et seq (a), (b), (c) and (d).  THE ENGINEER seeks damages 

from DEFENDANTS who are working in a massive Florida Statewide Enterprise and group of 

Media Networks who are essentially hiding secret underground rivers of endless Unique 

Alkaline Spring Water (herein after called “Blue Gold”) that is critical Public healthcare, Safety, 
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Welfare, Job Creation, National Debt, overall Sustainability, National Defense and US Energy 

production. 

2. This Enterprise is working to hide and/or steal these secret underground Blue 

Gold Resources for both foreign and domestic groups using the Department of Justice, FBI & 

CIA employees, Seminole Tribe Casino owners, Power Corps like FPL, Duke Energy with 

corrupt Florida and US Judges, Lawyers and Police Departments for Foreign and Domestic 

Terrorist Groups.  This Enterprise is collectively manipulating and laundering US Tax dollars, 

using State and Federal routed Funds to steal unique lands and hide Natural and Endless 

Drinking water to fill cancer centers with bad manmade treated water from Polluted ground 

water and Rivers, to sell medicine, cancer centers and healthcare machines while killing millions 

of People over decades.  Defendants have targeted this US Resources with our Tax Paid agencies 

using internal employees, local Law firms connected with Banks with Foreign Terrorist Groups 

and Organization to steal prime underground and land locations for real estate hidden from the 

American People.  

3. The Enterprise above is connected with another overlapping Enterprise filed in 

US Federal Courts in Washington DC (Gilberti vs Federal Reserve et. al., Case 19-cv-00738-

KJB) against the FEDERAL RESERVE and many Environmental Agencies, that is moving to 

appeal in the Federal Appeals Circuit for the District of Columbia regarding 

JURUSTICTION from Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson who never even looked at the facts or the 

US Resource and may be in conflict due to Political issues with President Trump and being 

appointed by ex-President Obama and Harvard Law this case will prove is hiding this US 

Resource for decades with Moffit Cancer Centers, St Joseph’s and Moffit Research-USF in 

Tampa and many US and World Universities.  These Enterprises hid critical US National 

Defense and an ENDLESS underground Antioxidant Spring Water Resource with NASA and 
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EPA showing critical geological indicators that teach America and other Nations how to find 

many more in Days, essentially ending World Hunger and many reasons for migration and Wars.   

These Unique hidden underground resources create World sustainability in days and ending 

reasons to printed money by the Federal Reserve and Rothschild World Bank Zion from 

lowering escalated fuel cost and inefficiency from shipping international trade commodities from 

limited natural resources, food, water and medicine across the World from Nation to Nation that 

was created by hiding these Resources with programs derived from FALSE Global Warming 

initiatives like the Kyoto Protocol that is linked to the purposely caused BP Oil spill this case can 

prove.  A Global economic crisis was created by the DEFENDANTS and this Enterprise.  

4. DEFENDANTS are in a powerful Enterprise working with Global Groups, such 

as but not limited to Rothschild Federal Reserve IMF Banks, Bilderberg Group, Rockefeller, J.P. 

Morgan, Israel Mosaic Phosphate, Florida and US Banks, State and Federal Courtrooms, Judges, 

Federal and Florida County Clerks, Police Departments, Hospital Districts, large Land 

Developers, Drinking Water and Environmental Regulatory Agencies, US and State Tax base 

programs, such as the Florida Forever Trust Fund, Department of Transportation, State 

Revolving Fund for infrastructure extensions Drinking Water Supplies.  These Groups have 

worked together to monopolize and control Elections, Media, Campaign funding, Development, 

Housing markets, businesses, infrastructure spending, unnecessary Medicine and Opioid 

production-sales-marketing, by pumping much lower Level of Service drinking water, to 

condemn millions of Homes, Businesses, Tourists and Citizens with Cancer rates; in an effort to 

steal Medicaid, sell Medical equipment with inside trading from Cancer and Disease rate 

projections from poor raw Water Supply and bottling resources, building Cancer Centers and 

more Hospitals, profiting from bottling when Tap can be more healthy, causing pollution and 

RED TIDE, collectively and essentially causing a massive Healthcare and National Debt crisis.   
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4. Access to a secret endless Underground River of Antioxidant Spring Water “Blue 

Gold” hidden since 1969 by the Department of Interior, Southwest Florida Water Management, 

Tampa Central Command, General Development Corp and Rothschild IMF Banks who fund our 

Federal Reserve with others is shown below.  Live videos available with underground experts 

claiming nothing on Earth is even close to this World resource for America!  And it’s FREE as 

Water is FREE!  It’s the Cost to get to the Tap and THE ENGINEER reserves rights to make 

sure medicine is lowered in cost and World Bottling to pay for our Nations needs for Kids, 

Schools, Healthcare and cleaning up the Oceans and Rivers Mosaic Phosphate and the 

DEFENDANTS Destroy to kill our Water supplies and Children.

1969 Floridan Well (Earth Coring) dug 1509’ deep accessing Oceans beneath the Earth located at my 
Land at 9438 Daughtrey Road, Sarasota Florida 34266. This Well was hidden and in permit files for 

SWFWMD for decades

See Unique Underground River natural ready to drink spring Water Antioxidant readings 
that can be verified in ONE HOUR by any lab of the Courts choice as THE ENGINEER 
will grant access immediately to find more across the Nation in days.
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Unique Alkaline Mineral Spring Water Readings tied to Secret Underground Ocean isolated under 
Daughtrey and Gilberti Sarasota lands hidden by SWFWMD, Sarasota-Charlotte-Desoto County, Peace 

River Manasota Lawyer, Engineers and consultants and EPA

5. DEFENDANTS hide this US Resource with Tampa Central Command and 

Florida Leaders for decades per our investigations and set up Tax base systems to pay hundreds 

of millions to ex-Commissioners, and Ranchers next door timed after Hurricane Charlie while 
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building the ZIKA Pond reservoirs like RV Griffin and Tampa CW Bill Young Reservoir in 

Hillsborough County with Tampa Bay Water Authority (The Tampa conflict Water Wars – see 

Florida Water wars).  Below is millions spent to neighboring ranches on the same month THE 

ENGINEER and his clients land are attacked by the DEFENDANTS with a Levy to hide the US 

Resource from millions of People.

Millions in Florida Forever Trust funds to ex-Commissioner Longino next door same week 
Sarasota filed LEVY for $120K to steal 2500acres of land with Resource w Swfwmd, Tax dollars 

illegally spent while US Resource attacked by DEFENDANTS

6. DEFENDANTS assist the Global elite to create a World Military and Big Pharma 

complex to move masses of People from Nation to Nation, causing border crisis and National 

debts to the World and US People by hiding these Secret Underground Access points to a vast 

secret Ocean of Antioxidant spring water and Energy production from Mankind.  

7. A diagram of the Peace River Loop system designed in 1991 that planned this attack 

with the FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD and Rothschild IMF Banks with Blue Gold Bush 

Family through Tampa McDill Air Force base Deep State Military Complex, Israel Mosaic 
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Phosphate/Israel Chemicals LTD and Monsanto to build a Eugenics operation to poison regions 

of neighborhoods, create bottled water that causes more pollution with the EPA who also helped 

hid this with the FAKE Ice Comet Theory and Fake Global Warming initiatives like Kyoto 

Protocol that links to a purposely done BP Oil Spill this case discovery can prove.  See diagram 

of Peace River loop system that can now have Earths’ healthiest water to the Tap with lower 

water bills.

Four county commissioners via Sarasota, Desoto, Charlotte and Manatee County own this Regional 
system.

8. See LandTech Design Group, Inc., THE ENGINEERS corporation who filed a 

Notice of Intent to sue the EPA on December 19, 2018 where video links showing terrorism acts 

tied to Governor Rick Scott, Hillsborough State Attorney, Pam Bondi, Mark Ober, Chris Shaw, 

Judge Conrad, Judge Dominquez, Judge Mark Wolfe tied to the Enterprise during the Boston 

Bomb that was used in Tampa to raise THE ENGINEERS cyberstalking bond for Mosaic 

Phosphates lawyer from Greenberg Traurig, Dave Weinstein and Vin Marchetti timed with the 

attacking the critical lands, with a predatory loan forced used working with Sarasota to Tampa 

staff, leaders, local engineers and lawyers to impose a Sarasota Levy in the millions.  The loaned 
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millions to a poor farmer, Cecil Daughtrey, THE ENGINEERS Client (see Sarasota Case 2011 

CA 004209 NC and US Supreme Court Case 18-1110) who never had a Job, hence the Truth 

and Lending act and TILA many lawyers and the Trustee Luis Rivera skated around for years in 

the US Middle District courts, Sarasota courts and now in the US Supreme Court.  This Notice of 

Intent was copied to Judge Leon in Washington DC Federal courts in a Motion to intervene on 

the Trump Shutdown case referenced in this Complaint.

9. A proposed 15 County, 60 City Transmission System to serve Tampa to South 

Florida antioxidant spring water is hidden by all Florida Leaders and the DEFENDANTS to keep 

Cancer and Opioids rising as an epidemic in Florida and USA.   See Schematic below and FDOT 

Permit Tracking Number in District 1, 4, & 6 (FDOT Tracking No. 0032982 resubmitted on 

Feb 4, 2019 from submittals back to April 1, 2013 also to District 5 & 7 Tampa).  

300-mile Antioxidant pipeline solves Florida North South Water Conflict submitted to FDOT in 2014
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10. DEFENDANTS steal donations for Moffit by keeping cancer rising and invest in 

Cancer machines, medicines on the Stock Market as they watch our dead children and families 

react to different water treatment mixtures mixing from different polluted rivers, different arsenic 

ground water resources and interconnecting systems like Peace River Manasota and Tampa Bay 

Water supply.  Knowing Mosaic mining spills with Radioactive gypsum boards, hurricane spills 

and unknown spills in the swamp occur constantly.  Just to feed the Doctors and Lawyers who 

kick it back to the Cops, Judges and Developers like Lennar, WCI, Palmer Ranch, Lakewood 

Ranch, Pat Neil Communities, Land Solutions, Land Holding South, Wheel Lock, Lee Pallardy, 

Culverhouse, High Hat Ranch, Moffit Cancer Centers, Benderson Development, Debartolo 

Development and many more as this case opens nationally.

11. DEFENDANTS violated the Florida Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act by 

forming predatory loans on targeted large tracts of land that have secret underground endless 

alkaline spring water rivers to hide them from the Public and steal lands, see Sarasota ongoing 

Cases 2011 CA 004209 NC, 2015 CA 006544 NC and 2016 CA 000205 NC.  THE 

ENGINEER’S client Cecil Daughtrey has petitioned to the US Supreme Court since October 

2018 (US Supreme Court Case Docket 18-1110) on Terrorism Acts surrounding this US 

Resource, kidnapping of his THE ENGINEER by DEFENDANTS and Fraud by US Middle 

District courts with Lawyers and Trustee Luis Rivera II of Gray Robinson Law and Henderson 

Franklin Law in Fort Myers Florida.  

12. In this particular area of west Florida, DEFENDANTS attacked THE ENGINEER 

and his clients Cecil Daughtrey Jr. and Robert Flint of Flint Farms in Sarasota, Desoto and 

Manatee Counties, on both sides of THE ENGINEERS land to prevent the 300mile Spring Water 

Transmission in FDOT and multi agency permitting since 2012 to serve over 10million taps from 

Sarasota to Miami down Interstate I-75 and US Hwy 27, from West Florida to South Florida.  
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DAUGHTREY lacked the ability to repay the $2.3million dollar predatory loan as he never had a 

Job nor realized the water resource’s ability to connect to a Regional system or its critical 

Medical and Public need to provide cleaner and less expensive Drinking Water to millions of 

Taps of Hospitals, Homes, businesses and Schools.  See US Middle District Cases ongoing 9:13-

bk-14831-FMD Daughtrey vs Rivera and 9:19-ap-00104-FMD Gilberti vs Rivera.  

13. The Following State and Federal cases in Florida, Georgia and Washington are 

tied to this Complaint in US Supreme Courts, US Florida Middle District Courts, Sarasota 

County Courts, Hillsborough County Courts, Broward County Courts, US District Court of 

Columbia and Georgia Courts:

US Supreme Court case: 18-1110 Cecil Daughtrey, et ux., vs Rivera

US Federal Court
District of Columbia case: 19-cv-00738 Gilberti vs Federal Reserve, et. al

Florida US Middle Dist case: 9:13-bk-14831-FMD Daughtrey vs Rivera
9:19-ap-00104-FMD Gilberti vs Rivera, et. al,

Georgia 11th Dist case: 2:15-cv-35-Ftm-29 Daughtrey vs Rivera 

Sarasota Cases: 2011 CA 004209 NC BSFL Holdings vs Daughtrey
2015 CA 006544 NC Gilberti vs 72 Partners LLC
2016 CA 000205 NC 72 Partners vs Joe Gilberti

Hillsborough Cases: 12-CM-011299-A State of Florida vs Joe Gilberti 
13-DR-006408 David Weinstein vs Joe Gilberti
13-DR-007061 Vincent Marchetti vs Joe Gilberti
13-CM-008278-A State of Florida vs Joe Gilberti
16-CF-010976-A State of Florida vs Joe Gilberti
18-CF-004829-A State of Florida vs Joe Gilberti
18-CF-005038-A State of Florida vs Joe Gilberti

Broward County Cases: CACE 18-008568 Borges vs Cruz 
CACE 18-009607 Pollack vs Cruz
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18001958CF10A State of Florida vs Cruz
17002130CF10A State of Florida vs Cory Gilberti
19-005019 Israel vs Desantis

Florida DOAH Cases: 17-003257PL –Fla Board of Engineers vs Gilberti
18-003276 – Polk Regional vs Peace River-Swfwmd

Florida Board of Eng Case: 2016-029320 – Board of Engineers vs Joe Gilberti

US Federal Court
District of Columbia Case 19-cv -00051 – John Doe vs Trump (shutdown)

14. The above cases show timed kidnapping by DEFENDANTS and Hillsborough 

County District 13 with Sarasota District 12, US Middle District, Broward District 17 on THE 

ENGINEER and his Family members with Terrorist attacks tied to Boston Bomb, Texas 

Fertilizer explosion, Pulse Bar shooting, Marjorie Stoneman Douglas using Greenberg Traurig 

Law, Mosaic Phosphate, Gov Rick Scott, State Attorneys, Public Defenders, Water boards, 

Florida Engineering Board that can show a full blown attack on THE ENGINEER’S rights from 

finding the World underground access to Oceans of Unique Spring Water.  These Courts, 

Lawyers, boards and more are in an Enterprise to hide and/or steal the US Resource for Foreign 

Terrorist Corporations.  All charges were forced to either be dropped on Joe Gilberti and his 

family or forced in duress to take a plea to save the land with the US Resource in Sarasota.  The 

Enterprise across West Florida and US Middle District courts where dockets were timed after 

with bond hikes used to keep Gilberti or his family illegally incarcerated, and at times tortured 

until they give up on saving America or its critical US Resource.  In these cases Judges ignored 

the US Resource as Pam Bondi, Andrew Warren, Mark Ober and DEFENDANTS in an 

Enterprise attacked our National Defense Constitution, created more laws to attack Gilberti (see 

Florida HB 1099) timed with attacking his licensure and family.  Cory Gilberti was charged for 

AR-15 shooting of Cambridge Security building with NO PROOF but due to attorney fees and 
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never being in trouble in his life nor having a Gun, took a Plea in Duress and Fear for his life as 

he almost died in Broward Jails.   More cases such where Gilberti intervened in Water Board 

lawsuits ran off once filed.

15. Below is a copy of email correspondence proving THE ENGINEER was setup 

and kidnapped by Hillsborough County District 13 staff (with help of Lee County and Sarasota 

County Dist 12 and 20, as well as Broward County District 17) where Public Defender Chris 

Shaw, the entire State Attorneys office, Mark Ober, Andrew Warren, Pam Bondi and Judges 

during the 2016 Election pulled a fake arrest to subdue THE ENGINEER when land cases were 

up in Middle District, 11th District Court of Appeals, and Sarasota Courts.  The Enterprise 

worked with Cops, Media, Pulse Bar, Commissioners, Hospital boards and these lawyers, Judges 

and police to attack America.  They filled out fake AR-15 death threats on Pulse bar week.  Chris 

Shaw was the Public Defender for THE ENGINEER for the Boston Bomb bond hike on April 

15, 2013 for Mosaic chief council at Greenberg Traurig and Sheriff Gee, Mark Ober and Pam 

Bondi with Obama administration who disappeared two day before.  Chris Shaw is an arch 

Criminal with the Enterprise and Judges on the payroll of the Enterprise in with the 

DEFENDANTS.   See exhibit below which ties to an entire case(s) of lies to attack THE 

ENGINEER, his land, America and kill millions with Cancer Rates, poor economy, bad food, 

foreclosures and bad medicine.
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Proof no AR-15 threat was found but Judge Wolfe and State attorney forced plea to get to 
Sarasota case after 6months of Torture and confinement

FAKE POLICE REPORTS WITH AR-15 TIMED WITH PULSE BAR SHOOTING BY 
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY DISTRICT 13
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16. Director of Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), Jon Iglehart 

helped THE ENGINEER submit the Phase 1 funding to the FDEP State Revolving Fund (SFR) 

to the Marjorie Stoneman Douglas building in Tallahassee on January 28, 2018, 17 days before 

the Parkland Marjorie Stoneman Douglas shooting happened while Gilberti is in a FAKE AR-15 

death threat District 13 Hillsborough County bond game (similar to the Boston Bomb game and 

tied to it with same lawyers) created by Christopher Shaw the Public Defender in the 2012 

Hillsborough Case with Greenberg Traurig Dave Weinstein.  Christopher Shaw is on record 

pulling the Sarasota land and water files in civil cases and suddenly disappeared in 2013 just 

before Trial; for charges that were ultimately dropped involving Mosaic and Greenberg Traurig.  

Then Chris Shaw and Pam Bondi’s gang turns around and files Fake AR-15 threats on Pulse Bar 

week at the same time Broward attacks Cory Gilberti with an AR-15 threat (see Broward Case 

State vs. Cory Gilberti 17002130CF10A).  Then files false charges 8months later within days 

of the potentially FAKE Parkland shooting, which another lawsuit or modification of this 

complaint is coming as witnesses keep coming forward.   These potential FAKE Acts of 

shootings utilizing the Smith-Mundt Act of 1948 modified in 2013 were used by the Enterprise, 

Deep State Leaders, Media and Courts to subdue THE ENGINEER, steal bond money, tax base 

from Schools and Florida Tax payers, influence control, Elections, Campaign agendas, US and 

Florida Judges, Cops, State Attorneys and Media that would affect Jury decisions in a Fake news 

atmosphere, hence forcing a plea after many months of illegal confinement and bond games.  

These false flags were used by the Enterprise to spend millions on special doctors and teach 

FEAR across America while the Enterprise capitalizes on subduing the Engineer and his lands 

for foreign Terrorist corporations such as Mosaic and FPL-Nextra, bottling corps like Nestle and 

more.  All in an effort to subdue THE ENGINEER while timing other district court dockets with 

land grabs and ILLEGAL Compromises or even NO NOTIFICATION of hearings and such.
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17. DEFENDANTS in an effort to sell Opioid and Cancer Centers collectively used 

Tax dollars to lower the LEVEL OF SERVICE (See multiple Florida Racketeering Cases filed 

just last month across Florida such as in Brevard County Case 6:19-cv-00145-PGB-TBS) of 

Water Supply and to hide the secret underground River of Unique and ENDLESS Antioxidant 

Spring Drinking Water and to destroy American Families, sell medicine and Opioids, and 

prevent other Nations and US States from understanding this knowledge under this land that 

finds many more in days with its geological indicators DEFENDANTS knew of for over 40yrs.

18.     DEFENDANTS worked in an Enterprise to stop the 300mile Pipeline, permits and 

project by THE ENGINEER, hence condemn millions of homes and businesses during a 

Historical recession during Obama, Clinton and Bush Administrations.  Taking advantage of 

millions like a typical mobster Racketeering operation does in times of crisis while filling our 

homes with Opioid sales and Obama-Bush-Clinton Healthcare LIES and higher costs of 

Insurance premiums to feed Hospital investment groups and Big Pharma Hedge funders backed 

by Rothschild Federal IMF Banks and their partners.  

19.   DEFENDANTS forced THE ENGINEER’S Clients with areas of this underground 

secret river, which is part of the Project, into a Levy with Sarasota County and a syndicated 

group of Terrorist Lawyers, Developers and members of US Agencies.  While processing the 

forced Levy on Cecil Daughtrey from an ILLEGAL Mortgage or TILA, the Enterprise used Tax 

Base dollars for the last of the Florida Forever Trust Fund in June 2010 on Longino Ranch next 

door spending over $16million with Southwest Florida Water Management District and Sarasota 

County for a ranch that is useless to tax payers, which could have been used to connect this 

Resource to over 3million residents over 9yrs ago after Hurricane Charlie destroyed the Peace 

River system for years.  Many children, Pets and US Citizens died of Cancer who would have 
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potentially never obtained Cancer or beat the Cancer with this world Medicine water mixture tied 

to a vast deeper underground Ocean.  This Vast Ocean is global but can only be accessed by 

Natural Meteor Impacts that causes deep leaks.  (See Oceans beneath the Earth and Gilberti KT 

Hypothesis and multiple University studies).  Many homes and businesses would have prospered 

instead of foreclosing causing divorces, home breakups, and domestic violence.  And intern, 

prescribing Opioids and unnecessary medicines being advertised across America and now to our 

Children who don’t need them.  In an effort to employ Doctors, Psychiatrist and fools and end 

real job creators and economic drivers like Construction and building alkaline cancer reducing or 

preventing homes from these endless unique resources to the Tap.

20. DEFENDANTS purposely attacked and circled around THE ENGINEER and his 

lands and his client’s lands while taking his work and most likely attacking other sites across the 

Nation while THE PEOPLE are hidden from the World Knowledge exposed.  They have 

shutdown internet sites timed with critical data, hide presentations to Commissioners by 

changing out Meta Data Software and falsifying dates, until that was found then quickly fixing it 

and change personnel or contract vendors involved.   All in an effort with DEEP STATE terrorist 

Judges, Lawyers, Police, Investment groups, agencies attacking THE ENGINEER with the secret 

underground resource.

21. DEFENDANTS want to hide the fact they built hundreds of millions in pipes and 

massive Zika Pond called RV Griffin Reservoir after Hurricane Charlie to poison millions of 

Taps in a 4County Peace River Manasota Water Supply interconnecting infrastructure system 

with RED TIDE Peace River water and/or Arsenic ground Water raw resources from Carlton 

WTP, Punta Gorda WTP and Peace River WTP, to raise water bills, increase cancer rates to the 

West Florida region at million of Taps for Homes, Hospitals, Schools and Businesses.   

22. DEFENDANTS with their Enterprise used consulting engineering companies such 
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as but not limited to, Stantec, King Engineering, Johnson Engineers, HDR and Corollo 

Engineering to hide the secret underground vast and unique US natural drinking water Resource 

with staff members of multiple Counties listed with DEFENDANTS that will soon grow with 

discovery in this case and others tied to it listed.  

23. DEFENDANTS spent hundreds of Millions of US Tax dollars wheeled down from 

over printed money on neighboring lands Carlton, Walton and Longino Ranch (ex-Sarasota 

County commissioner Buster Longino adjacent to THE ENGINEER and Daughtrey lands) to 

hide this Resource for two decades with Southwest Florida Water Management, Sarasota 

County, local continuing service engineers and environmentalists, civil servants, Universities and 

Washington Federal Reserve IMF Banks to fill Cancer Centers, run up a National debt crises and 

foreclose homes across Florida and America during an unnecessary War from 9-11 these groups 

are tied to in Florida with Bush Family (Blue Gold Bush Family).  This Sarasota-Manatee-

Desoto secret underground resource and site teaches America how to find many more in days 

with its geological indicators via historical Meteor Impacts providing leaks or access to deep 

Oceans beneath Earth far past Oil drilling and Mankind’s technology.  This site can be verified 

in ONE DAY.  The Courts, Universities, Labs and DEFENDANTS can simply perform a Water 

Quality Health scan and pump report in hours and have data emailed to any US Leader or 

University in ONE DAY.

24. DEFENDANTS used Government Shutdowns by President Obama in 2013 for 

computer HP Glitch for ObamaCare timed with Dockets of software changes in E-file systems to 

hide Notification of Trials with Sarasota county on a critical case against THE ENGINEER and 

his clients, while Tampa District 13 is kidnapping Gilberti with Greenberg Traurig chief council 

for Mosaic Phosphate who is next to their lands with the secret underground River of Unique 

Water never seen on Earth.  This water can be verified in ONE HOUR and not one THE 
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ENGINEER or Leader is willing to do it as they are afraid to HELP AMERICA from these 

Terrorist Enterprises and DEFENDANTS.  Obama shutdown was timed on Columbus Day 

October 14, 2013, to hide a critical Trial on National Holidays, using sudden appointed retired 

Judges in Sarasota, software transitions on Sept 9, 2014, to hide Trial notifications, utilizing 

Clerk Meta Data Software changes for the April 1, 2013 Florida E-File mandate in County Clerk 

systems to hide notification of Trials.  

25. DEFENDANTS worked in a syndicated group manipulating dockets, and timing 

them with kidnapping THE ENGINEER in Hillsborough County on days of Boston Bomb 

Terrorism attack with fraudulent bond hearings, for Mosaic’s Chief Lawyer Dave Weinstein of 

Greenberg Traurig, at the time of Sarasota land Trials without proper notification, while 

orchestrating this e-file game and multiple judge rotation and racket.   More on this corrupt 

racket is explained in further detail, and was disclosed in open courts, filed at the US Middle 

District Courts, Sarasota circuit courts and US Supreme courts regarding the same.

26. DEFENDANTS filed fake police Reports with Hillsborough and Tampa Police, 

Hillsborough County State Attorneys office District 13, as well as Broward County Scott Israel 

on THE ENGINEER and their family members involving Boston Bomb Marathon Explosion, 

AR-15 threats timed the week of the Pulse Bar shooting and our Marjorie Stoneman Douglas 

shooting as part of the revised Smith-Mundt Act to process timed prosecutions and bond hikes 

with Sarasota and US Middle District land cases, to steal the land and hide the US Resource from 

America with Terrorist Lawyers, Judges, Developers and Foreign Banks-Investors part of the 

Enterprise.  

27. DEFENDANTS utilized their Enterprise to create confusion and use media 

momentums on Elections, School Board groups, to attack THE ENGINEER, the US hidden 

Resource and to create a false issue of gun control.
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28. DEFENDANTS with Deep State crooked police officers, Lawyers, Judges and 

State Attorneys falsely accused THE ENGINEER to force a plea timed in duress while lands are 

being attacked in 11th District Courts of appeals in Georgia and Sarasota County where MOSAIC 

has influence with Greenberg for over 20yrs via mining compacts and Florida Water Wars. A 

massive group of Lawyers, Judges, Police officers, Firemen, School board officials with Leaders 

have helped DEFENDANTS as an Enterprise as this Resource under THE ENGINEER’S land 

may dictate World Medicine much higher in value LEVEL OF SERVICE in Water supply to 

billion of People as these access points are hidden all over the Globe. 

29. DEFENDANTS while attacking the lands in Sarasota and US Middle district courts 

with a gang of Lawyers, Media news groups (such as Fox News, ABC News, Channel 2 News, 

SNN News, Wink News, Politico), Judges and Bankers have hidden multiple permit petitions, 

taken review fees and retired or rotated civil servants and Judges timed with Subduing THE 

ENGINEER to reset the project and momentums as well as scaring away investors and civil 

servants who were trying to help, such as FDEP Director Jon Iglehart in Fort Myers and many 

more.  DEFENDANTS with this Enterprise and US Media, Leader and banks are conspiring an 

effort to keep Cancer rising a the Tap of over 10million Florida Homes, keep foreclosures rising, 

causing businesses to fail from poor Water resources and RED TIDE issues, and holding up 

millions of Jobs and True overall sustainability.

30. DEFENDANTS violated the Florida Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act by 

making a loan to the Daughtrey’s, THE ENGINEER’S client and used the US Middle District 

Trustee Luis Rivera to include THE ENGINEER’S Land in its ILLEGAL compromise that has 

caused Litigation and being hidden by a Union Bank Blanket bond of $48,000,000.00 dollars 

since 2014.  DEFENDANT was aware that Daughtrey lacked the ability to repay the loan.  All in 

an effort to damage THE ENGINEER’S land, Pipeline project and millions of Americans by 
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stealing and hiding the US Resource.

31. DEFENDANTS failed to deliver all material disclosure required by The Truth in 

Lending Act (“TILA”) and Regulation Z, including, among other things, failing to clearly and 

accurately disclose (1) the amount financed, (2) the finance charges, (3) the annual percentage 

rate, including any variable feature disclosure, (4) the number, amounts, and timing of payments 

scheduled to repay the obligations, and (5) the total payments using these terms in violation of 

Regulation Z.

32. DEFENDANTS violated the Florida Fair Lending Act, section 494.0078, et seq. 

(“FFLA”) by, among other things, extending credit to the Daughtrey’s to steal THE 

ENGINEER’S Land with access to the secret underground Resource, hidden 40yrs by 

DEFENDANTS, and stop THE ENGINEER’S ongoing Public Need project, without any regard 

for THE ENGINEER’S clients Daughtrey’s ability to pay back the loan.  FFLA prohibits lenders 

from engaging in any pattern or practice of extending loans to borrowers based on the borrowers’ 

collateral without regard to the borrowers’ ability to repay the loan, including the borrowers’ 

current and expected income, current obligations, and employment.

33. DEFENDANTS have worked collectively in a CIVIL CONSPIRACY to steal 

property owned by the Daughtrey’s and THE ENGINEER was, and still is, worth substantially 

more than the amount of the predatory Loan (with an invalid Mortgage and Survey); contains 

wetlands and other natural conditions that make it desirable for acquisition as part of an 

Environmental Land Acquisition and Protection Program; and has a deep well (tied to a massive 

underground River in an isolated area) located within its boundaries, the control of which by 

certain persons or entities could cause such persons or entities to achieve, or maintain, a 

monopoly power with regard to the areas’ water supply.

34. DEFENDANTS are in violation of the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade 
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Practices Act (“FDUTPA”).  

35. DEFENDANTS are in violation of the Florida Consumer Collections Practices Act 

(“FCCPA”).  Rob Harper, Brian Philpot, BSFL Holdings, Lee Pallardy, Thomas Howze, 

Kenneth Harrison, Lawrence Hall, Spenser Hall and 72 Partners LLC knew, or should have 

known, that the Mortgage did not create a legitimate security interest in the real property owned 

by the Daughtrey’s and THE ENGINEER.

36. DEFENDANTS with Kenny Harrison and Southwest Florida Water Management 

District (Swfwmd) are in CONFLICT with this site as Kenny Harrison sat on Swfwmd Peace 

River Board after Hurricane Charlie to build the unnecessary RV Griffin 6 Billion gallon 

Reservoir for Peace River Manasota Water Supply Authority in 2006 to 2009, knowing of the 

Daughtrey land and Resource for decades being a neighbor next to the land for over 40yrs.  

Harrison Cattle LLC leases land at the RV Griffin parcel since 1970’s when the EPA was formed 

to hide this Unique underground Rivers with US Geological Survey, General Development Corp, 

Department of Interior and the Army Core of THE Engineers for a taking with Mosaic at this 

time when population demanded it.  A long range Racketeering operation tied to Global UN 

Water Wars and Blue Gold Bush Family to control Water, Food, Medicine, Development and 

Federal spending with unique Raw Resources.

37. DEFENDANTS are associated with an Racketeering and Corrupt enterprise, 

which from approximately January, 2010 through the present has functioned as a continuing unit 

and has been engaged in an ongoing and continuing course of conduct with the common purpose 

of obtaining an ownership or other interest in the Daughtrey’s’ land, and/or for the purpose of 

achieving or maintaining a monopoly power.  In furtherance of such goals, the enterprise 

engaged in a pattern of criminal activity including, but not limited to, violations of Chapter 838, 

Florida Statutes, relating to bribery and misuse of public office, and violations of §817.54, 
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Florida Statutes, by obtaining the Mortgage, Note and other Loan Documents by false pretenses. 

participated and/or conspired to participate in said enterprise through a pattern of criminal 

activity and/or the collection of an unlawful debt.

38. DEFENDANTS have worked with local Leaders and Media to hide a much 

higher Level of Service of Endless Alkaline Spring Water supply with lower water bills; and 

Unique Water Mixtures that affect Medicine production to Taps of millions of Homes, 

businesses, Healthcare facilities and Schools to increase cost to Healthcare, National Debt, 

Medicaid and create Cancer Centers and through increased Cancer rates and diseases.

39. DEFENDANTS in Desoto County with MOSAIC stole THE ENGINEERS plans 

for a new Mosaic Fertilizer Rodeo Arena at the Turner Center in Desoto County with the Arcadia 

Rodeo Board, Desoto County commissioners and Staff, Judge Don T. Hall and Judge Parker 

while current Engineers like Bart Arrington who now works for THE MOSAIC Company was 

Desoto County chief Engineer.  DEFENDANTS purchased a 15 acre parcel with Arcadia Rodeo 

Board from Desoto County Commission while Commissioners Elton Langford, Commissioner 

Buddy Mansfield sat on both sides of the contract signed by Donald Conn the Desoto county 

attorney, knowing the Rodeo Board and County Commission where selling to each other to pull 

a 501c3 grant from the Federal Government.  This County attorney Donald Conn and Mosaic are 

now proposing a 22,000 acre Phosphate mine next to THE ENGINEERS Property where the 

underground river feeding the local water aquifers will be destroyed by Mosaic’s radioactive 

mining our US Resource forever.  The DEENDANTS are fully attacking Americas Natural 

resources using deep state Engineers, Judges, Lawyers, Cops and Agencies with the Federal 

Reserve to kill Americans at the Tap.  This Desoto-Manatee-Charlotte-Sarasota leadership, staff 

with Southwest Florida Water Management Lawyers, Engineers and consultants and Peace River 

are working to kill children with Cancer rates, condemn rivers, homes, fish and wildlife with the 
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EPA in the name of Clean Water acts, Environmental campaign promises and Elections.  

40. The Desoto Rodeo Board and Desoto County while targeting THE ENGINEER 

lands for MOSAIC in 2011 for the Greenberg Traurig Fort Meade vs ACOE lawsuit for 

MOSAIC settlements is too easy to see.  DEFENDANTS trade parcels with hidden resources for 

settlements and mining compacts.  Currently MOSAIC is attempting to mine and destroy this US 

Resource with a 22,000 acre proposal in Desoto County adjacent to the underground river.  The 

public is in an outrage as they have already destroyed numerous aquifers for their so-called 

Phosphate needs when the reality it they import 85% of the potash from Morocco and 

Mississippi River to Apollo Beach Tampa Port then train it to their handling facilities.  Proving 

they are purposely destroying America’s resources and racketeering trade with foreign groups to 

poison or Taps tied to a Medical industry that hides behind the Hospitals. The Doctors and 

Foundation are investing in stocks for Medical equipment and Bio-Tech food demands from the 

rise in Cancer and diseases from the Tap, bankrupting the Insurances and Hospitals, or 

essentially writing it off and diminishing the tax base struggling from bail outs and over printing 

by Federal Reserve.  The National Water supply bleeds into everything for Healthcare, Energy 

production, food production and Economic growth, all being taxed by Federal Reserve to destroy 

Americans. 

41. DEFENDANTS are working involved in the promotion of medicine sales through 

Poor Water Supplies promoting Eugenics through profits tied to the Big Pharma complex; 

combined with a condemnation of homes, real estate tracts and Infrastructure funding 

manipulations in a massive land capturing scheme, to steal critical Raw Resources in Minerals 

and Waters supply to sell medicine and unnecessary bottled water for Foreign and domestic Wall 

Street Corporations.  

42. DEFENDANT have influenced Federal Courts, Florida and US Leaders, Retail 
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Banks and Media to hide a Global Clean Water and Energy Resource and its knowledge that 

lowers the needs for borrowing their printed money, War Machines, Medicine production and 

Healthcare cost to America and all Nations.

43. The primary group quarterbacking the RICO for the DEFENDANTS is THE 

MOSAIC PHOSPHATE and MOSAIC FERTILIZER, Rothschild IMF Banks, Big Pharma 

groups, 72 Partners LLC, Power and Energy Corporations who are hiding many more secret 

underground antioxidant spring water rivers like this one owned by THE ENGINEER in 

Sarasota County.  DEFENDANTS know of many more underground alkaline spring water rivers 

across America and are hiding them from the Public to increase healthcare cost, utility bills and 

control the future of which parcels get served higher grade drinking water until they capture 

remaining parcels in prime locations.  

44. DEFENDANTS are in a group to keep cancer and diseases rising at the Tap and 

bottled water production for local Hospital and Cancer Center Medicaid real estate expansions, 

Cancer Research and University grants, employment of Healthcare Doctors and staff, New 

equipment payoffs, Pill Mill profits, to keep insurance premiums at a high to contribute in higher 

crime rates through helping and assisting in a statewide Opioid crisis generated from 

contaminated Water supply from poor Raw Water Resources.  

45. DEFENDANTS have known of these secret underground Resources from 

geological investigations for Oil and Gas drilling past aquifers and these massive underground 

resources.  

46. DEFENDANTS have targeted many Aquifers for their Phosphate production and 

Big Pharma complex to destroy millions of American homes and Families.  

47. DEFENDANTS, specifically THE MOSAIC COMPANY and MOSAIC 
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FERTILIZER (herein also referred to as “MOSAIC”) is known in West Florida for 

contamination of Raw Water supplies for Drinking Water and Aquifers by their destructive 

phosphate mining operations. 

48. DEFENDANTS are hiding this Unique and Endless Water Mixture from the US 

President and Military to condemn Americans with Chemical treated Water, Bad Medicine, 

oppression and foreclosures to destroy the basic Right to Life, Liberty and the Pursuit to 

Happiness.

49. DEFENDANTS are putting all Americans at Risk as this site knowledge, Water 

Mixture, Energy Production and Sustainability allows other Nations to find their access points to 

Oceans beneath Earth of endless spring water to open ending World Hunger.  They are holding 

up World knowledge that creates potential World Peace which lowers the needs for Migration of 

millions of People who lack Resources, the need for Barrier Walls with Maintenance Cost, and 

cause millions of Deaths of Children each year from a Global Water Crisis the DEFENDANTS 

have created.

PARTIES

PLAINTIFF

50. Plaintiff, Joseph D. Gilberti, Jr., P.E, “THE ENGINEER” is a Professional Civil 

Engineer and Land Consultant located in Lee County, Florida with a mailing zip code of 33931 

whose President, of LandTech Design Group, Inc. and owns lands in Sarasota County with a 

critical underground Aquifer with medicine changing readings that are capable of delivering 

Antioxidant Spring water supply to over 10million taps from Tampa to Miami.  Millions in 

documents submitted to FDOT and leaders across the State and USA for years.  See THE 

ENGINEER website at https://gilbertibluegold.com/ 

51. THE ENGINEER is a property owner who has access to a secret hidden endless 

https://gilbertibluegold.com/
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underground spring river approximately 2000ft below his Ranch, tied to a much deeper Global 

vast Ocean from geological and water quality indicators shown in permit petitions and lab results 

over the past years from a private well that accesses a massive underground River in the Rock, 

tied to a much deeper Ocean or Engine, located on his Agricultural Property.  This isolated area 

bleeds onto Daughtrey and Robert Flint properties at the Tri-County monument.

DEFENDANTS

52. In general note should be taken that a syndicated group of individuals within the 

Government and Federal Reserve are the culprits and not the entire Agency or Bank.  Defendants 

may counterclaim other defendants and join THE ENGINEERS side once they verify the US 

hidden underground Resource below THE ENGINEERS land and potentially many more it 

shows America how to find in days via Gilberti KT Hypothesis.  Defendants are specifically 

listed on the cover sheet and furthermore described as follows:

53. DEFENDANT Governor Ron Desantis, Governor of the State of Florida has 

been a leader in Florida at the Congressional level for years and is not Governor and knows of 

this Water supply from Governor Rick Scott and Gilberti Motion to Intervene on cases in 

Broward County Scott Israel vs Desantis, Case 19-005019 filed on April 25, 2019.  A Governor 

and a Soldier has an ethical duty and knows with common sense that endless spring water to the 

Tap of millions vs RED TIDE Treated Water should be addressed in this region for Water supply 

IMMEDIATELY, especially when its surrounded by Obama and Rick Scott terrorism games and 

issues timed with subduing THE ENGINEER.  Governor Ron Desantis website is at 

https://www.flgov.com/

54. DEFENDANT The Mosaic Company is a corporation organized and existing 

under the laws of the state of Delaware, having its principal place of business at 3033 Campus 

Drive, Plymouth, Minnesota 55441.
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55. The Mosaic Company owns property adjacent to plaintiffs properties at the 

Sarasota-Desoto-Manatee Tri County area in Desoto county proposing a 22,000acre phosphate 

and potash mine for the specific purpose of sending the raw materials to self-owned processing 

facilities, similar to The Mosaic Company’s New Wales Facility located in Mulberry, Florida.  

Mosaic’s Website can be found at http://www.mosaicco.com/

56. The Mosaic Company is on track to DESTROY America’s potentially most 

valuable Water mixture as they have done in the past, for foreign investors tied to Israel and 

Saudi-Arabia.  Although the corporate office is in America is owners are foreign and potential 

terrorist considering the actions, manipulation of our Tax paid agencies with the 

DEFENDANTS.

57. The Mosaic Company owns and operates phosphate and potash mines for the 

specific purpose of sending the raw materials to self-owned processing facilities, including The 

Mosaic Company’s New Wales Facility located in Mulberry, Florida.

58. Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 

the state of Delaware, having its principal place of business at 3095 County Road 640 W, 

Mulberry, Florida 33860.  

59. At chemical plants, phosphoric acid and byproduct gypsum are produced by 

reacting phosphate rock (fluorapatite) with sulfuric acid. Gypsum is formed as a fine-grained 

precipitate that must be filtered from the phosphoric acid product. Most of Florida’s chemical 

plants produce sulfuric acid on site, from native sulfur that they import through the Port of 

Tampa.  Great amounts of byproduct heat are produced in the process. In the past, Florida’s 

phosphate chemical plants were large consumers of energy. As fuel prices have risen, virtually 

all of the facilities have installed cogeneration facilities to generate electricity from waste heat. 

Now they produce more electricity than they need; and sell the excess power.  Large volumes of 

http://www.mosaicco.com/
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water are used in the production of phosphoric acid. An effluent, consisting of water with a very 

low pH and very high concentrations of dissolved solids, results from reaction of phosphate rock 

with sulfuric acid. The reaction is exothermic; so the resulting effluent is very hot. The effluent 

can be reused; but it must be cooled. Typical Central Florida chemical plants circulate effluent 

through series of ponds and ditches to cool it by evaporation.

60. Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC owns and operates many Phosphate facilities in West 

Florida that are known to destroy Drinking Water Aquifers, for an operation produces finished 

phosphate products used in crop fertilizers and animal feed.  See gypsum stack that destroys 

Aquifers in heavy storms as these Huge facilities are Unnatural and are destroying the Public 

Health and Safety of millions of Americans to fill Cancer centers and Moffit Cancer Research 

studies for Universities such as USF, UF, FSU, Harvard, Yale, Notre Dame and many more as 

part of a massive Big Pharma complex and Eugenics operation covered up by old retirees in 

Florida and its market for Cancer bleeding into our young children and families.

      

Figure A. Aerial Photo of a chemical plant and its       Figure B. Oblique view of a gypsum stack and
associated gypsum stacks and cooling water ponds.     Cooling water ponds.

Twenty-two gypsum stacks have been built at 14 chemical plants in, and adjacent to, the Central 

Florida Phosphate District. Their locations are shown in Figure C.   Most chemical plants import 

anhydrous ammonia and combine it with phosphoric acid to make various fertilizers and animal 
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feed ingredients. Some phosphate chemical plants have been equipped with uranium extraction 

circuits to recover uranium as a byproduct.  

Figure C
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The bottom of this Phosphate area shown ends at THE ENGINEERS property where Mosaic and Desoto 
County are planning another Attack on America’s No1 Drinking Water never seen before on Earth.  No 
Water mixture is even close for Magnesium and Calcium and this Eugenics operation was part of getting 

this specific site under THE ENGINEERS land in Sarasota for over 40yrs!
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61. Above is a picture of the DEFENDANTS and Enterprise who place mines next to 

Schools and homes to fill cancer centers and create RED TIDE blooms at the mouth of Rivers 

exiting to West Florida Coastal Waters from Tampa to Lee County along the Peace River 

Corridor.  Southwest Florida Water Management District and the Department of Interior formed 

the EPA in 1974 with the Bush Family influences and FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD to create 

colleges, Medicines, Deaths, Wars and more as this World knowledge THE ENGINEER 

provides with Gilberti KT Hypothesis changes Water Origin Theory and teaches other Nations 

how to find millions more in days.  DEFENDANTS perfectly planned for Hurricanes and spills 

along rivers to blame RED TIDE on sickness that is really RADIOACTIVE Water supply by 

DEFENDANTS to kill millions over decades and it getting worse.  DEFENDANTS are in an 

enterprise to hide the contamination setups planned to create a massive cancer cluster from 

Tampa to south Florida to employ Doctors, Lawyers, sell medicine and medical machines, etc., 

at the cost of millions of lives over decades on Americans and Tourist and to overspend on 

unnecessary infrastructure to pay off investors like FPL and Duke energy during elections times 

to vote within States and Federal funds to keep the RACKET moving on Water supply Eugenics 

tied to Big Pharma and Military complex.

62. Below is a diagram of numerous pipelines interconnecting Mosaic mines 

transecting fuels and Ammonias pipelines along neighborhood right-of-ways and roads that leak 

into water tables and rivers killing fish and wildlife.  These lines are indicators of the 

DEFENDANTS enterprise that used Florida Forever Trust funds next to THE ENGINEERS land 

after Hurricane Charlie for Longino, Walton and Carlton ranch to connect an old gypsum stack at 

RV Griffin in Desoto County from Carlton WTP to Peace River WTP.  The DEFENDANTS are 

mimicking the same systems in the northern Phosphate district to fill cancer centers with Moffit 

with Progress Energy Nuclear power plant spills in Crystal River, then using poor water supplies 
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to fill Cancer centers from showers in homes inducing radioactive treated water and poor bottled 

water now using Tap water too.

63. Mosaic's Four Corners Mine produces phosphate rock from phosphate-rich 

sediments of the Miocene-Pliocene Peace River Formation. Including the old American 

Cyanamid Fort Lonesome operation, the mine consists of approximately 62,000 acres located in 

Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk Counties, Florida. Average annual production is about 7 

million metric tons per year. Draglines are used for mine excavation; currently 7 are in operation. 

Mining depths range from 40 to 80 feet. Approximately 30 feet of overburden, consisting 

primarily of quartz sand, are stripped to expose the phosphate-rich sediments (matrix) of the 

Miocene-Pliocene Peace River Formation. Excavated matrix is slurried with water and pumped 

by pipelines to on-site beneficiation facilities, where phosphate rock is separated from gangue 
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materials consisting primarily of quartz and various clay minerals. Beneficiated phosphate rock 

is transported from the mine by rail and truck to Mosaic's fertilizer manufacturing facilities in 

Central Florida and Louisiana.  

64. The Four Corners mine project was originally planned by the WR Grace 

Corporation (Grace). International Minerals and Chemicals (IMC) approached Grace and 

proposed doubling the size of the project and became a 50% partner. Grace was to be the 

managing partner. The engineering firm Davy McKee was hired to build the project. Plant design 

began in 1979, construction in 1981, and could have been complete and ready to run by 1982. 

Unfortunately the phosphate rock market went into a down cycle and the plant did not actually 

start up until January of 1985 (with 3 draglines). Market conditions were still weak, and Grace 

shut the plant down in February of 1986 with no near-term plans to restart, virtually all 

employees were released. Within a few years Grace left the industry and sold off their holdings 

to various companies including the 50% ownership of Four Corners to IMC. Shortly after the 

sale, IMC started operation on a 10/4 schedule in January of 1989, it switched to a 7 day/week 

schedule in January 1994 and has operated continuously (except for several short inventory 

reductions periods) since then. During the IMC era, Four Corners went from a 4-dragline to a 6-

dragline operation, and certain areas of beneficiation underwent debottlenecking to 

accommodate the increased matrix tonnage. Later, during the Mosaic era, 2 more draglines were 

purchased for a total of 8. The maximum annual tonnage produced was 8.1 million tons in fiscal 

2011/2012.  The company name changed several times along the way.   In 1993 IMC and Agrico 

merged to form IMC-Agrico, later becoming IMC Fertilizers; and in 2004 they merged with 

Cargill to become Mosaic.  

69. In April of 1991 a Heavy Media plant was started up to remove dolomite (MgO) 

contaminants from the coarser-grained pebble product. It operated on an as-needed basis for 
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approximately 50 months, until 1997, when the mining strategy was changed and lower grade 

matrix was no longer mined. The Heavy Media plant has not operated since.

70. In 2007 a Central Screening station (pre-washer) was constructed in the 

Lonesome mining area to facilitate pumping matrix at a lower cost to the Four Corners plant. It 

was taken out of service in 2015 as mining in the Lonesome area began tapering down. The Four 

Corners beneficiation plant consists of two nearly independent trains – a north plant, and a south 

plant. At each plant feed (sand-sized grains of phosphate rock) is washed, sized, and separated 

from gangue minerals by two fine flotation, and one coarse flotation circuits.  Originally a spiral 

section was used to upgrade the ultra-coarse feed, but after the merger with Agrico an economic 

analysis showed it was better to produce a low cost screen oversize called Intermediate 

Phosphate (IP).

71. Major Grace and IMC contributors on the mine design team included Charlie 

Green, the project design manager, and Claire Olson, Howard Adams, Jim Lawver, George 

McKereghan, Mac McClintock. Operations managers of the Four Corners Mine have included 

Gene Armbrister (the original manager for Grace and IMC), Bob Kinsey, Steve Olson, Howie 

Stoughton / Gene Armbrister (co managers), Charles Morris, Don Tompkins (Mosaic), Howie 

Stoughton, Bruce Bodine, Karen Swager, and Alan Lulf, the current manager.

THE FLORIDA PLATFORM

72. The Florida Platform is delimited by the 200 m (600 ft) isobath at the shelf break 

to the approximate location of the Paleozoic suture beneath southern Georgia and Alabama 

(Figure E).  The Suwannee–Wiggins Suture (Thomas et al. 1989) is the proposed location where 

terranes with African affinities are welded to the North American Plate (Chowns and Williams 

1983; McBride and Nelson 1988; Woods et al. 1991). The basement rocks of the Florida 

Platform are a fragment of the African Plate that remained attached to the North American Plate 
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when rifting occurred in the Jurassic and range in age from late Precambrian-early Cambrian to 

mid-Jurassic (Barnett 1975). Excellent reviews of the geology of the basement are provided by 

Smith (1982), Arthur (1988), Smith and Lord (1997), and Heatherington and Mueller (1997). 

Barnett (1975) provided a structure contour map of the sub-Zuni surface. This surface equates to 

what is now recognized as pre-Middle Jurassic. Barnett’s interpretation of the basement surface 

has it occurring as shallow as approximately 915 m (3000 ft) below mean sea level (msl) in 

central-northern peninsular Florida. The basement surface dips west and southwest toward the 

Gulf of Mexico basin, to the south into the South Florida basin, and to the east into the Atlantic 

basin. The basement surface reaches depths of more than 5180 m (17,000 ft) below msl in 

southern Florida (Barnett 1975).  

73. The platform, deposited unconformably on top of the basement, is constructed of 

Middle Jurassic to Holocene evaporite, carbonate, and siliciclastic sediments deposited on a 

relatively stable, passive margin of the North American Plate. The age assignments for the 

Middle Jurassic to Holocene formations are, at times, tentative propositions due to limited, or 

lack of, paleontological evidence in some formations. The age determinations for some of the 

younger units, for example the Pliocene Tamiami Formation, are based on a vast amount of 

paleontological evidence. This, in part, is responsible for differing interpretations of when, 

where, and how much sediment was deposited across the platform (see and compare Salvador 

[1991b] and Randazzo [1997]).

FLORIDA PLATFORM STRUCTURE UNDER MOSAIC ATTACK

74. The Florida Platform has been a relatively stable portion of the trailing edge of the 

North American Plate since the mid-Jurassic. Winston (1991) stated that the Mesozoic and 

Cenozoic structural movement on the Florida–Bahama Platform was entirely negative. Florida’s 

arches, or structural highs, were not formed by uplift but as the result of subsiding more slowly 
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than the flanking basins. However, faulting of the basement rocks created many of the structural 

features recognized on the pre–mid-Jurassic surface (Barnett 1975; Smith and Lord 1997). Faults 

disrupting the Upper Jurassic sediments have been identified in northwestern Florida; some 

displacements exceed 305 m (1000 ft) (Lloyd 1989). Miller (1986) recognized a number of 

known or suspected Cenozoic faults that affect the Floridan Aquifer System. Duncan et al.    

(1994) identified faulting in the Lower to Middle Eocene Oldsmar Formation. A number of 

hydrogeologic and geomorphic investigations have proposed the existence of faults (Wyrick 

1960; Leve 1966; Lichtler et al. 1968; Pirkle 1970; White 1970). The faults in the Cenozoic 

section have very limited displacement, generally less than 30.5 m (100 ft) and are difficult to 

identify due to limited displacement, well control, few “marker” beds, erosional disconformities, 

and karstification.   Little has been said concerning folding of post–mid-Jurassic sediments on 

the Florida Platform. Missimer and Maliva (2004) believe that folding is more widespread on the 

Florida Platform than is presently recognized due to the limited amount of detailed subsurface 

data. They recognized folding with associated fracturing and faulting in the sediments of the 

Intermediate (Miocene–Pliocene sediments) and Floridan Aquifer systems (Eocene–Oligocene 

sediments) on the southern portion of the platform. They postulated that the interaction of the 

Caribbean and North American plates in the Late Miocene to Pliocene produced the folds, 

fractures, and faults. The oldest features recognized as affecting deposition of post–mid-Jurassic 

sediments on the platform are expressed on the pre–mid-Jurassic surface (Arthur 1988). The 

Mesozoic structural features affecting deposition of sediments include a series of basins or 

embayments and arches (figure 2). Some of these features affected deposition into the mid-

Cenozoic (for example, the South Florida basin; Scott 1988). Other features affected the 

deposition into the late Cenozoic (for example, the Apalachicola Embayment; Schmidt 1984). 

The Peninsular Arch affected deposition from the Jurassic through the Cretaceous and was 
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intermittently positive during the Cenozoic (Miller 1986). The Cenozoic structural features 

affecting deposition are shown in figure 3. One of the more interesting structural features of the 

Florida Platform is a southwest-tonortheast trending low that has affected deposition from the 

mid-Jurassic until at least the Middle Miocene. Some portions of the feature continued to affect 

deposition through the Pleistocene. This feature has an extended list of names that have been 

applied to all or parts of it. An excellent review of the names applied to the feature was presented 

by Schmidt (1984) and Huddlestun (1993). However, Georgia Channel System is the name that 

has been applied to the entire sequence (Huddlestun 1993) (figs. 2, 3).

75. The Georgia Channel System had its origin in the formation of the South Georgia 

Rift in the Triassic–Jurassic  (Huddlestun 1993). From the Late Cretaceous through the 

Paleocene, this area was the boundary between carbonate deposition to the south and siliciclastic 

deposition to the north. By the Eocene, the Appalachian Mountains had been highly eroded 

leaving relatively low hills and significantly reduced siliciclastic sediment transport via streams 

and rivers. In the Eocene and Oligocene, as the result of a greatly reduced siliciclastic supply, 

carbonate deposition extended across the Georgia Channel System. The channel system was then 

infilled by predominantly siliciclastic sediments in the Late Oligocene to the Early Miocene in 

response to uplift in the Appalachians (Scott 1988).  The material in this section for Mosaic 

mines and Florida platforms was taken from Public record Mosaic Phosphate reports via Field 

Trip Guide Book No. 67.   The following exhibits and more information regarding the same can 

be provided in Discovery of the Complaint.  Note should be take that these studies hide critical 

issues of Water Origin theories that these Mining and Energy corps have hidden from Mankind 

and the Tax payers for their Enterprise operation for decades.
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Figure E. Limits Florida Platform remaining from the KT Event or Yucatan meteor impact that 
created the Gulf of Mexico and kill the last of the Dinosaurs
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76. At all times relevant, Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC operated the New Wales Facility and 

Four Corners that destroyed a water aquifer to nearby homes and other Phosphate mines in 
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Manatee, Polk, Hillsborough and now proposed in Desoto County at the direction and under the 

control of its parent, The Mosaic Company.

77. CW Bill Young in Hillsborough County is being used at a Water Supply that is a 

old gypsum stack that since failed and cracked within years to feed these same lawyers and 

engineers to senselessly tax millions and raise water bills with a ZIKA pond, timed to move 

millions and dirt with elections and mining compacts in a effort to set up a future Water supply 

terrorism attack in the Swamp where drones and low flying pesticide planes can attack millions 

in just minutes with anthrax.  Failing FEMA Stafford Act 6.11 and the DEFENDANTS duty to 

protect and be proactive in protection for the drinking water resources in the United States and 

Florida.

78. Under the direction and control of its parent, Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC has operated 

and continues to operate the New Wales Facility and many more mines permitted and with 

mining compacts with the DEFENDANTS with disregard to public health, cancer rates at the 

tap, protection of our National Defense resources and environmental safety.

79. Israel owns Mosaic Phosphate for years and Rothschild Federal Reserve IMF 

Bank.  Barrack Obama timed both real and fake terrorism acts with US Media (See Smith-Mundt 

Act) and used their Government Shutdown leverage during our Sarasota case with a Meta Data 

transfer game for E-File mandate with Sarasota county clerk of courts to hide a Trial on October 

14, 2013 on Columbus Day during the Obama HP Glitch Shutdown with the Enterprise.  Nobody 

showed up on THE ENGINEERS side as there was no notification and if there was it was lost in 

the software transfer as THE ENGINEER had lawyers looking daily as this whole trial would 

have prevailed via an Invalid Mortgage on a critical US Resource against THE PEOPLE to pump 

dirty water to millions was now exposed.  The enterprise uses shutdowns with Federal Reserve 

where Presidents and Congress need to print more money and time their agendas on items and 
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land grabs of this nature with the Media deterring everyone.  The Enterprise managed to run up a 

$22 Trillion dollar deficit, charging $600bil/year in interest on only $1.7tril collected by 300 

million people in America.  Causing each man, woman and child to owe over $600,000/each that 

can never be paid back, while hiding our Critical drinking water and knowledge to find access 

points to a vast secret underground Ocean.   DEFENDANTS while hiding this RESOURCE 

with Federal agents in the FBI, such as Mr. Mueller and also EPA, FEMA, Dept of Defense 

in Tampa Central Command, Obama, Bush, Clinton and Media influence attacking THE 

ENGINEER and President Trump who is trying to help stop this Eugenics in Florida and 

America.  The FEDERAL RESERVE and its funders like Rothschild IMF Bank basically own 

our US dollar, the Leaders and Media hiding this World Water Resource and knowledge and 

have used Mosaic and Blue Gold Bush Family to target this LAND for decades; since the Peace 

River Loop option was initiated in 1991 or even as early as the General Development Corp fall 

out that platted the entire west Coast in the 1970’s when the EPA and Department of Interior 

knew of the well dug as far back as 1969.  See Department of Interior reports and Keller 

Williams reports where DEFENDANTS located the well in 1972 and illustrated it in another 

Sarasota and Southwest Florida study in 1987.  Bottom line if this Water is the Healthiest by far 

ever seen on Earth, tied to an underground Ocean, Rothschild owns every nations debt except 

Cuba, Iran and North Korea and this is how they infiltrate America.  By using Courts, Banks, 

Agencies and more to hide our Resource to poison our Children and Homes at the Tap.  

Rothschild funds the Federal Reserve Bank which can be found at 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/

80. Rothschild developed the State of Israel, in the 1940’s by stealing Palestine in a 

World War II agreement that pulled America into the War and created an Oil War in the middle 

east for the next 50yrs that was used to core Earth and find these access points most likely at 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/
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each underground Base across America. Rothschild and Israel who own the money basically 

owns The Mosaic Company with its Israel Chemicals LTD groups who poison these US 

Drinking Water Resources with unnecessary Phosphate digging that doesn’t produce enough 

yield hence the import at Tampa Apollo Beach port of 85% of the product.  When THE 

ENGINEER received deeds, Saudi-Arabia bought into MOSAIC one month later, with a group 

of Terrorist who practiced in Sarasota two weeks before 9-11 and are tied to the DEFENDANTS 

in many aspects of America’s Central Command decisions to attack after 9-11 to cause a war 

with no proof of Weapons of Mass Destruction to simply print over $10Trillion to fund the War 

and cause the US Dollar to drop while promoting bottled water culling, massive medicine 

commercials and Cell phones to the people to basically take down America from the inside and 

homes.  

81. Rothschild Federal Reserve IMF Central banks were sending Trillions of dollars 

our Nations monies to other nations using the US Federal Reserve act of 1913 that was written 

when the entire Country wasn’t even worth 1% of that number.   Obama, Clinton, President Bush 

and his family (See Bush-Michigan Nestle compacts) are selling our resources to these Global 

Elite and foreign nations to destroy America and get Rich while now attacking our most valuable 

resource with this gang in Florida and the DEFENDANTS. In Fact, George Bush Jr. was in 

Sarasota the day of the 9-11 attack while Jeb Bush was Governor writing policies of Florida 

Water Wars in the National Resource Defense Council that describes Water rich areas can now 

sell to water poor areas as population demands increase with Pollution issues the EPA has 

created.  We have witnesses that say Bush and Vern Buchanan of Sarasota have been targeting 

this site to open it for a potential Jeb Bush presidency since 2012.  Obama essentially worked for 

Bush, as both parties are playing this Resource under Rothschild control otherwise another 

Shutdown begins and media attacks the pawns or Politicians who are attacking THE PEOPLE by 
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hiding endless unique alkaline mineral spring water to millions of Taps.

82. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – In general an Agency that regulates 

Water and Air for America formed in 1974 to protect America’s Natural Resources through 

Legislative laws such as but not limited to, the Clean Water Act which can be found on their 

website at  https://www.epa.gov/

83. The EPA was provided a Notice of Intent (NOI) to sue by THE ENGINEER on 

December 19, 2019 then suddenly a Federal Shutdown for a Wall in Mexico that this System 

would pay for 10x over was activated.   A Motion to intervene on the Trump Shutdown 

lawsuit 19-cv-00051 was filed by THE ENGINEER in early January 2019.

84. EPA breached for following Federal Environmental Laws in this Regions and 

across America once THE PEOPLE realize ICE Comet theory for Water Origins was a Lie to 

hide what this site proves via Ocean Beneath the Earth.  Which changes 90% of all 

Environmental laws affecting most US Production, Automotive production, Global Warming 

lies, Water Supply, Military, Production assembly, Steal Businesses and Corporate cost, taxes 

and general Corporate overhead that can be mitigated to higher citizen salaries across America.   

Ice Comet theory essentially hides the fact Earth is generating Water from a deeper cycle in the 

mantel like Volcano lava versus a ridiculous idea that Ice comets came to Earth?  Where did the 

Ice come from and don’t you think the sun would burn it off by now with the Core on both sides 

of the Ice.  See THE ENGINEER Website Gilbertibluegold.com for details and realize this 

water is showing water readings of Magnesium and Calcium with a Live Water Alkaline reading 

from a Tilted platform from the KT Event that killed the Dinosaurs 65million years ago, so this 

Water is not running out.  Since this impact Mammals showed up which are made up primarily 

of Calcium (Bones) and Magnesium (Muscle).  Obviously with Satellites and heat seen from 

Space these Resources produce, NASA with EPA, DEFENDANTS and UN hid this knowledge 

https://www.epa.gov/
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to capture them from visuals of heat in space for 40yrs, killing billions of People with Wars and 

Eugenics.  Now Mankind can locate these with existing Oil logs, underground Base locations, 

bottling and Phosphate mining locations to lower trade distances and cost to Mankind for Food 

and Energy.  EPA breached the following and more to be shown as complaint grows and is 

modified with other preparing Class Action on DEFENDANTS.

Clean Water Act Notice of Intent to File Suit 
Section 505(a)(2) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and 
Section 1449(a)(2) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

i. Failure to Utilize Higher Level of Service for Raw Water 
Resources from EPA and Peace River Manasota Water Authority 
Florida hidden Underground Alkaline Endless Spring Water River 
and improper use of State Revolving Funds, US Grants to build 
potential Terror attack above Sky Reservoirs (ZIKA Ponds) via RV 
Griffin Reservoir after Hurricane Charlie pursuant to Title 42 U.S.C. 
to protect the Public Safety and Welfare of US citizens at the Tap of 
a 4 to 6 County Regional System.

ii. Harboring known US Terrorist Attacks surrounding this critical 
medicine changing Unique underground Spring water mixture and  
Resource and its court docket timing to kidnap THE ENGINEER 
Gilberti while attacking his land and his clients land with Florida 
Dept of Justice and Leaders.

85. Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) – Adopted in 1983 

with later revisions of Rules for Water supply and Resource permitting regulations, pursuant to 

the EPA Clean Water Act of 1974.  Website can be found at https://floridadep.gov/

86. Sarasota County Board of County Commissioners (SCBCC) – Sarasota 

County is where the hidden US Resource exist and is part owner of the 4-County Peace River 

Regional Water Supply system who after Hurricane Charlie with Swfwmd and the Enterprise 

spent millions on Florida Forever Trust funds for Environmental land acquisitions (ESLAP) next 

door to ex-commissioner Longino. Lisa Carlton and Walton Ranch to hide this US underground 

resource and build a ZIKA Pond RV Griffin Reservoir following the Mosaic and Tampa Bay 

https://floridadep.gov/
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Water pattern with CW Bill Young to use radioactive gypsum stacks for water storage of mining 

spill rivers to lower the lever of service, sell bottled water and cancer to the region.  

87. Desoto County Board of County Commissioners (DCBCC) -  Desoto County 

helped Charlotte County, Manatee County and Sarasota county build a ZIKA Pond RV Griffin 

Reservoir on the Swfwmd owned RV Griffin site in Desoto county, following the Mosaic and 

Tampa Bay Water pattern with CW Bill Young to use radioactive gypsum stacks for water 

storage of mining spill rivers to lower the lever of service, sell bottled water and cancer to the 

region.  Desoto county and Arcadia Rodeo Board used THE ENGINEER to start plans at the 

Turner Center for a Mosaic Rodeo that is used to pay the Enterprise so Mosaic can open a 22,000 

acre phosphate mine next to THE ENGINEERS land to destroy the US Resource identical to the 

pattern in the last 40yrs in Tampa.  The models for the Northern phosphate district show the 

southern phosphate district was to move to this US Resource in 2012 so they are right on track to 

destroy America’s No1 Resource or steal it for foreign Terrorist groups while millions are 

exposed to radioactive waters supply in both bottling and taps in the entire west Florida regions 

due to interconnecting counties with poor resources.  See land issues of Commissioner buying 

from Rodeo boards with Mosaic helping receive Federal grants on parcels purchased with 

commissioners on both sides of the closing.

88. Hillsborough County State Attorneys Office – Multiple lawyers from this 

office worked with the Public defenders office, Judges in Tampa District 13, Sarasota District 

12, Lee County District 20 and Broward District 17 to subdue THE ENGINEER and his family 

members timed with Terrorist attacks, including the Boston Marathon, Texas Fertilizer 

explosion, Pulse Bar Shooting and Parkland Marjorie Stoneman Douglas shooting.  Many 

witnesses are available to prove this office with Hillsborough County sheriff filed fake police 

reports and many Judges hid the Water supply (over 30 State and US Judges) along the way for 
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the Enterprise.  Over 100 Police officers and firemen are involved that will be listed at a later 

date as discovery opens.  

89. Sarasota Memorial Physician-Hospital Organization, Inc. is a Florida Not for 

Profit organization that is located on 1700 South Tamiami Trail, Sarasota, Florida 34239.  This 

Hospital employs and/or contracts multiple Doctors hiding this Resource for their Enterprise 

interest, such as but not limited to now or in the past Dr. William Sydney King, MD who hired 

THE ENGINEER with a local Real Estate Developer Timothy Mapp.  These two formed a 

company called Eagle Feather Mine, targeted this site for the Enterprise back in 2009 and are 

still working with the Enterprise and this Hospital to keep the Level of Service of Water Supply 

down to steal Medicaid with other Enterprises tied to Medicaid Fraud Rick Scott and other 

systems such as Moffit Cancer and equipment to test cancers invested with Hedge funders on 

Wall Street.

90. Peace River Manasota Water Supply Authority (PRMWSA) – A 4-County 

owned Regional Water supply authority who took over infrastructure from General Development 

Corp.  The following explains their history.  This area is using techniques called Take or Pay 

where Cities are forced to buy 3x the Treated water to pay down revenue bonds, and the treated 

Water is pumped back into the ground through ASR Wells causing more Arsenic drinking water 

to justify their overbuilding and Cancer game with Fitch ratings.  Peace River Manasota Water 

Authority website can be found at http://www.regionalwater.org/

In 1979, General Development Utilities (GDU) constructed a 6.0 millions of gallons 

per day (MGD) Water Treatment Plant between the Peace River and Kings Highway in 

Desoto County to serve their customers in Lake Suzy, Port Charlotte and the City of 

North Port. In 1987, those water plant facilities (PRF) were expanded to 12.0 MGD, 

supported by an intake structure on the Peace River, a 600 thousand gallon reservoir 

and 12 Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) wells. General Development Corporation 

http://www.regionalwater.org/
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(GDC) and their subsidiary GDU had financial problems and, according to the 1991 

Revenue Bond Issuance docs, GDC was in bankruptcy proceedings. Several concerns 

led the Authority, Charlotte County, Desoto County and North Port to begin 

considering ways to acquire the GDU Facilities in earnest: water and sewer rates; the 

need for service expansion; state-mandated requirements that utility and other 

infrastructure be in place to serve future development; and the lack of local, public 

control over the operation and planning of the GDU facilities. All three local 

governments/municipalities initiated a condemnation suit to accomplish this, which 

resulted in a series of negotiations and agreements, which ended up in court. This 

further resulted in an Order of Taking rendered by the court, ordering Charlotte 

County to take over the assets of GDU in Charlotte County and the PRF in 1991. 

Charlotte County purchased those assets and was made solely responsible for 

financing the entire acquisition, which we accomplished with 2 bond issuances (1991 

and 1994) totaling approximately $136M for all capital improvements The May 21, 

1991 an Acquisition Agreement between Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee and Sarasota 

counties, the Authority and the Southwest Florida Water Management District 

(SWFWMD) required Charlotte County, as part of the agreement, to transfer all 

ownership and control of the recently upgraded PRF to the Authority. The water 

produced by the PRF, 10.758 MGD, was dedicated to Charlotte County. A 

determination of the capital cost of Charlotte County’s bond issuance related to the 

PRF asset was determined in 1994 to be $34,594,850, of which SWFWMD contributed 

$1.8M and the remaining balance of $32,794,850 was the financial responsibility of the 

Authority to pay back to Charlotte County. An annual payment was to be made by the 

Authority to Charlotte County until the quick-take-related bonds were retired in 

approximately 30 years. The Authority collects this money every year from all members 

who received a portion of the original 12.0 MGD- PRF capacity and sends a check to 
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Charlotte County. Since Charlotte County received 89.65% of the original capacity, we 

provide the majority of the payment to ourselves. On March 8, 1996 the Authority and 

participating members executed the Amended Peace River Option (PRO) Water Supply 

Contract. This agreement funded a 6 MGD expansion of the PRF, the addition of 9 

more ASR wells and a 42” pipeline to Sarasota County. A water supply contract 

allocated 2 MGD of the 6 MGD expansion to Charlotte County. By the time this 

expansion was completed in 2001, the PRF had the ability to deliver 18.0 MGD to its 

customers on an average day, 24.0 MGD on peak days. In October 2005, a brand new 

Master Water Supply Contract (MWSC) was approved by the Authority 

members/customers, which superseded all prior water supply contracts and allocated 

debt service cost for all existing Authority infrastructure. During this same time, it was 

envisioned by the members/customers to expand the water supply facilities once more 

to meet increased demands, so language addressing the Authority’s Regional 

Expansion Program (REP) to build a second 6 billion gallon (BG) reservoir and make 

capital improvements to the PRF were included in the MWSC. Initial bonds were 

issued in 2005, in order to begin design and construction on what eventually became 

what exists today as a 48 MGD conventional surface water treatment facility, 

supported by a 120 MGD intake on the Peace River, a 6.5 BG off-stream raw water 

storage system, and 21 aquifer storage recovery wells (capacity 6.3 BG). Additional 

bonds were issued in 2010 by the Authority to finish paying for the capital 

improvement, which Charlotte County opted out of and made a cash payment to the 

Authority instead. Charlotte County received an additional water supply allocation of 

3.342 MGD out of the 14.8 MGD expansion project, for a grand total allocation of 

16.12 MGD by 2009. In 2010, the Authority invited THE Engineering consultant HDR 

to conduct a field inspection of the PRF, in order to determine repair and maintenance 

needs. As a result of that inspection, HDR submitted a report to the Authority on 
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10/29/10, describing work that should be completed in order to extend the life of the 

assets and allow them to continue providing reliable water treatment through the next 

20-year period. Most of the assets needing repairs were part of the original 1991 plant 

and the Engineers Opinion of Probable Project Cost (EOPPC) for all the work was 

$9.5M. No new capacity would be created as a result of the repair work, only repair 

and upgrades to the various components. This information was then shared and 

discussed with the members/customers over the course of the next year and The 

Authority Board voted to embark on an Engineering design study. This effort was 

completed by Black & Veatch, beginning with a Design Technical Memo, dated 

3/12/13, with a new EOPPC of $11.7M. Due to the fact that the identified PRF repair 

work was a vast and expensive undertaking and that some of it was recommended 

strictly for the sake of convenience rather than necessity, Charlotte County asked one 

of their Engineering consultants, Jones Edmunds, in the Spring of 2013, to assist CCU 

staff with field inspections of the PRF assets identified as requiring rehabilitation work, 

in order to better understand the project. Conversations about how the work costs 

should be allocated among the member/customers were being held at 

Authority/customer staff level, with some participants demanding that Charlotte County 

pay for 89.65% of the cost. Cost allocation discussions needed to be finalized so the 

improvement work could proceed forward. On 6/17/13 Jones Edmunds submitted a 

Technical Memo to CCU, describing their review and evaluation of the proposed 

improvements to the PRF. In their determination, most of the effort proposed to be 

accomplished was typical renewal and replacement (R&R) work for a facility that had 

been successfully operating for more than 30 years. While the proposed major unit 

process improvements recommended to be done may have improved operational 

efficiency, they did not increase plant capacity, and was, therefore, ordinary R&R. Of 

the total $11.7M EOPPC, the value of this part of the project construction work effort 
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was estimated at $4.9M. Jones Edmunds also determined that some of the 

recommended improvements could be classified as R&R –Reconstruction of Major 

Components or a Modification to improve Operation and Maintenance (O&M), in that 

they use new technology to improve operational efficiency. Examples of this 

classification included the demolition and replacement of the existing alum 

building/tanks and caustic building/tanks in order to consolidate them into one single 

location. Of the total $11.7M EOPPC, the value of this part of the project construction 

work effort was estimated at $6.8M. While Jones Edmunds was evaluating the technical 

details of the PRF repair work, Charlotte County asked attorney Ed de la Parte, Jr. to 

provide an opinion on the facility improvement project and how the costs should be 

recovered by the Authority. Mr. de la Parte completed his review of all relevant 

documents and provided his legal opinion to Charlotte County on 7/31/13. Documents 

examined included the Interlocal Agreement between Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee, 

Sarasota and Hardee counties, dated 2/26/82; a new Interlocal Agreement between 

Charlotte, Desoto, Manatee and Sarasota counties to re-establish the Authority, dated 

2/1/84; the Amended Interlocal Agreement among the 4 local governments, dated 

5/21/91; the Second Amended Interlocal Agreement Creating the Peace 

River/Manasota Regional Water Supply Authority, dated 10/5/05; the Peace 

River/Manasota Regional Water Supply Authority Master Water Supply Contract, 

dated 10/5/05, the 10/29/10 HDR Report on the 1991 Facilities Rebuild; the 3/12/13 

Black & Veatch Design Technical Memo; various worksheets supplied by the Authority 

on proposed project cost allocations; and the 6/17/13 Jones Edmunds Technical Memo. 

Upon completing his review of above-said documents, Mr. de la Parte opined that for 

the portion of the project deemed ordinary R&R by Jones Edmunds ($4.9M), the only 

legal method for the Authority to recover costs is through the Base Rate Charge: Non-

Capital Cost Component, which is the rate established by resolution of the Authority 
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for payment of all R&R costs of the Authority Water Supply Facilities, among other 

things. Mr. de la Parte further stated that, short of amending the MWSC, since the 

$6.8M portion of the project classified as R&R –Reconstruction of Major Components 

or a Modification to improve Operation and Maintenance (O&M), there are no other 

rates existing for the Authority to use to recover these types of project costs except 

ordinary R&R, which is recovered through the Base Rate Charge: Non-Capital Cost 

Component. This charge is based on customer metered water usage and shall be 

allocated as the same charge per thousand gallons used for each customer (common 

rate method). Therefore, referring to the Water Allocation Quantities, Charlotte 

County should be charged 49.23% of this portion of the identified costs, which is, 

historically, how all R&R work costs have been allocated in the past. In summary, all 

private and public water utilities needing to renew, repair, rehabilitate, replace or 

upgrade their facilities that serve all their customers, use their rates to recover costs 

and accomplish the work. Once Charlotte County was ordered, in 1991, to transfer 

ownership and control of the Peace River Facilities to the Authority for operation and 

maintenance, it became their responsibility to make sure all of the facilities were kept 

in good running condition to deliver contractual water demands to their customers. As 

each additional expansion was phased in, all components became an integral part of a 

whole system working together to treat, store and deliver water to the customers. 

Authority rates were designed to make sure each customer was charged a fair and 

equitable prorata share of the costs to operate and maintain the system. Charlotte 

County has been paying their fair and equitable share of the O&M/R&R costs as well 

as the capital construction debt for 22 years. The “Capital/ Debt Component” portion 

of our Base Rate Charge is less per thousand gallons than some of the other customers 

of the Authority because it was cheaper to build water treatment facilities in 1986 than 

it was in 1998 or 2008 when other customers finally decided to order water from The 
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Authority. Charlotte County has never had any other options for water supply except 

The Authority’s PRF, unlike Sarasota or Manatee counties or the City of North Port 

who have their own water treatment plants. The PRF was designed to serve Charlotte 

County from the beginning of its inception, virtually making The Authority a sole 

source provider. As a result, Charlotte County’s water rates are much higher than 

Sarasota County’s, Manatee County’s or North Port’s. In FY14, Charlotte County’s 

allocation for the Non-Capital (O&M/R&R) costs is $4.7M out of a $9.5M budget. 

Charlotte County still holds all the debt for the original 1991 PRF and incurred more 

debt for each subsequent expansion, sometimes through participation with The 

Authority’s bonds and sometimes through other borrowing sources.

91. Southwest Florida Water Management District (Swfwmd) – A Water Supply 

Regulatory Agency that is given Jurisdiction in the West and Central Florida Region from FDEP 

and DOI for Water Resources, funding for infrastructure, water supplies, wetlands and regulatory 

approvals for developers, Municipalities and more.  The State website can be found at 

https://www.swfwmd.state.fl.us/

92. 72 Partners LLC is a Florida Limited Liability Corporation group of west 

Florida bankers, real estate and appraisers consisting of Lee Pallardy, Thomas Howze, Kenneth 

Harrison and Lawrence Hall or are also named individually on the complaint.  The website can 

be found at https://www.leepallardyinc.com/

93. Lee Pallardy of 72 Partners LLC from the Tampa Notre Dame Rough Rider 

Debartolo alumni is a private Real Estate broker and land appraiser who has continuing service 

contracts, performed works and has influence on the Enterprise actors tied to the Courts, Water 

Agencies, Bankers for Governmental agencies that attacked America and THE ENGINEER by 

hiding this resource so MOSAIC and ROTHSCHILD can control it and keep it from the World.  

This group influenced media, School Boards, Judges and Cops to perform terrorism or fake 

https://www.swfwmd.state.fl.us/
https://www.leepallardyinc.com/
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terrorism attacks timed with subduing THE ENGINEER with the following groups as they desire 

as follows:  

a. Hillsborough County
b. City of Tampa
c. Pinellas County
d. Manatee County
e. Carlton Fields Jordan Burt
f. de la Parte & Gilberti, P.A.
g. Greenberg Traurig
h. Holland & Knight, L.L.P.
i. Farm Credit of Central Florida
j. Bank of America
k. Wells Fargo
l. The Bank of Tampa
m. Florida Department of Environmental Protection
n. Florida Department of Transportation
o. South Florida Water Management District
p. Southwest Florida Water Management District
q. U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Middle District of Florida
r. U.S. Department of Justice

Many of the above list who Pallardy serves are DEFENDANTS in this case and other cases with 

THE ENGINEER, have permit plans for years, or have known of this Resource through ongoing 

Cases, such as Judge Delano in US Middle District case with Luis E. Rivera Trustee 9:13-bk-

14831-FMD, Wells Fargo Bank who stole thousands of THE ENGINEERS money with Scott 

Freyre filed at the said US Middle District case with Luis Rivera who helped hid this Bank Fraud 

and the Union Bank blanket bond via more lawsuits, Swfwmd, FDEP, US Department of Justice 

on Gilberti constitution rights with Hillsborough County, Greenberg Traurig Dave Weinstein 

representing Mosaic as stated in Complaint, etc.   The list will grow as this RICO discovery 

opens as THE ENGINEER is just filing the tip of the Iceberg of this massive Racketeering 

operation of Eugenics and Water Supply hidden to destroy Americans.

94. Thomas Howze of 72 Partners LLC is a third Generation Manatee county bank 

owner of the original bank in Manatee called Community Bank of Manatee.  This bank was 

bought out with a merger with a new State Bank called C1 Bank where groups in Tampa 
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including Alex Sink and more have been targeting this site and washed bad notes just before the 

merger in 2011.  Thomas Howze and Lee Pallardy live next door to each other in Myakka City 

Manatee county and have targeted this land for MOSAIC and DEFENDANTS for decades per 

our witnesses and discovery. These Bankers wanted to secure this Resource then go public to 

control development and medicine production, as well as local momentums in Voting and 

Medical sales.  Thomas Howze Director of C1 Bank website can be found at 

https://www.bbb.org/us/fl/tampa/profile/bank/c1-bank-0653-90122818/details

95. Kenny Harrison of 72 Partners LLC leases land from Southwest Florida Water 

Management District at the Peace River RV Griffin Reserve since 1974, sits on the Babcock 

Ranch board where both entities have targeted THE ENGINEERS land and his clients land 

Daughtrey for decades with the Enterprise and other Enterprises tied to the Eugenics of Water 

supply.  Kenny Harrison has been a neighbor of this land for decades and knew of the US 

Resource before THE ENGINEER and the Daughtrey’s and was placed by the Enterprise with 

72 Partners to serve a Global Corporate enterprise through Mosaic Phosphate and Rothschild 

World Bank.

96. Luis E. Rivera Trustee, of Gray Robinson Law (initiated acts at Henderson 

Franklin) Lara Hernandez, Andrew Rosin, Receiver and Ryan Snyder Law committed Fraud on 

the Courts, falsified Title policies, promoted an INVALID Mortgage without any Title research, 

created a Compromise while hiding full payoff to all creditors to steal the Resource for 

DEFENDANTS.  These lawyers and Trustee breached their fiduciary duty by undervaluing the 

land, hiding the US Resource as follows.  His website can be found at http://www.gray-

robinson.com/attorneys-professionals/luis-e-rivera

Abuse of Trust: Breach of Fiduciary Duty by the Trustee:
a. This case is significant because it implicates the rights of parties to a 

bankruptcy case in the context of legal malpractice.  The timing of the legal 
malpractice is significant.  Whether a party’s legal rights will be limited or 

https://www.bbb.org/us/fl/tampa/profile/bank/c1-bank-0653-90122818/details
http://www.gray-robinson.com/attorneys-professionals/luis-e-rivera
http://www.gray-robinson.com/attorneys-professionals/luis-e-rivera
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expanded will depend on the timing of events.  If malpractice occurred before 
liquidation, the malpractice claim, and the proceeds flowing from it, belongs 
to the estate.  In this situation, the estate is expanded to include any legal 
claims against the bankruptcy attorney who commits fraud, misrepresentation, 
or any other kind of malpractice that is injurious to the value of the estate.  
Third Party claims are in discovery against the Trustee working with 72 
Partners LLC and local leaders to hide this resource in Sarasota case and a 
recent Notice of Intent to sue the EPA.

b. The Trustee, his subcontractor lawyer Lara Hernandez and his Receiver 
Andrew Rosin (who has been in RICO claims for stealing lands before in 
Oklahoma and North Carolina) failed to report litigation to the Union Bank 
Blanket bond of $48,740,000.00 on their reports to Judge Delano in US 
Middle District Courts.  While charging against and escrow and filing fake 
police reports timed with taxes due on the land.  Receiver has not reported but 
two monthly reports in 4yrs while allowing trespassers on the Property to 
damage the US Resource.  Currently a Writ of Certiorari to the US Supreme 
Court has been hidden from the US Middle District Judge.

c. Throughout the entire Daughtrey Bankruptcy the Trustee lied about who was 
attending 341 meetings, hid the Chapter 11 exits provided with plans and 
permits from our professional THE ENGINEER and never got any true 
experts to determine the land, mineral and Water Supply value.  As well as its 
ability to pay back all Parties of Interest.   

d. The Trustee was never qualified to determine value of Phosphate minerals, 
Mining compacts nor Water Supply and ignored all of it to service, permitting 
and millions in THE Engineering work paid for by the Debtor to the local 
water supply region.   The Trustee was grossly negligent in not hiring the 
proper THE Engineers and consultants to determine the property value and its 
exits as a function of permits, minerals, water supply future revenues and true 
value.

e. The minerals on the property were deeded to the THE ENGINEER Joseph 
Gilberti PE years before the bankruptcy filing.  The Trustee stole them in the 
compromise causing more litigation and hid the Water Supply from millions 
of Citizens to collect a quick service fee.  

f. The Trustee never notified the $48,000,000 Union Bank blanket bond for 
surety and within weeks after the compromise lawsuits hit from Parties of 
Interest in the millions, which the Compromise allows.  

g. The Trustee caused more litigation and distress to the Debtors who are 
capable of paying all creditors with this Unique Resource in Chapter 11.   The 
Trustee and lower Courts hid the Water Supply critical for Medicine and 
America from the Public and Courts, with Debtors lawyers to steal the land, 
calling a massive underground River deep below simply a ‘Well’.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

97. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1332 

and 2201 and may exercise supplemental jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1367.  Since claims are 

made to the Governor Ron Desantis and the land with the US Resource is located in Florida 

Middle District this court has Jurisdiction.  Although lands under attack are in West Florida, 

many more of these resources exist throughout the nation, such as near Flint Michigan, New 

Mexico, Texas, Alabama, Washington DC and across Earth.  There also may be a conflict of 

Interest in US Middle District since Lee Pallardy of 72 Partner's works for US Middle District 

and agencies in Florida on the DEFENDANT list.  Another complaint is heading into the 

Southern District as the 300mile Alkaline spring water mineral pipeline connects West Florida to 

South Florida via Jeb Bush National Resource Defense Council on Florida Water Wars and the 

Florida North South Conflict.

98. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391.

99. This Court has personal jurisdiction over each DEFENDANT as each 

purposefully availed itself of the privilege of exploiting forum-based business opportunities and 

the exercise of personal jurisdiction is consistent with the U.S. Constitution.

RICO ACTION ALLEGATIONS
PLAINTIFFS’ RICO CASE STATEMENT PURSUANT TO THE LOCAL 

RULES’ STANDING ORDER IN CIVIL RICO CASES

Plaintiffs hereby file their RICO Case Statement as required by Local Rules as follows:

1.  The alleged conduct that is claimed to be in violation of 18 U.S.C. 196 (a), (b), (c) 
and/or (d).

99.  Plaintiffs assert claims listed in Introduction and below for violations of 18 

U.S.C. Sec. 1962 (a), (b), (c) and (d). The individual RICO Defendants named herein formed a 
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strategic alliance with MOSAIC and local Agencies, Hospitals, Hospital Foundations, Leaders, 

Banks and Pharmaceutical groups to keep Cancer rising from Water Supply LOW Level of 

Service with poor RAW Water resources.  DEFENDANTS collectively and politically through 

local THE Engineering, Environmental and Consulting selections by Hillsborough, Pinellas, 

Polk, Pasco, Manatee, Desoto, Charlotte, Lee, Hendry, Polk County(s), as well as Municipal 

Cities within, Peace River Manasota Water Authority, Tampa Bay Water and Southwest Florida 

Water Management worked together to collect massive amounts of Revenues by making millions 

sick with higher cancer rates, more Medicine sales, bad medicine production with poor water 

resources and inflating Medicaid cost and Water bills.

100.  Competitive Negotiation Acts for the Engineering and Consulting services from an 

old group of locals tide to General Development Corp, past and present Phosphate mining 

owners and operators, infrastructure contractors, media outlets, Court appointed Judges and State 

attorneys, Police Chiefs, County officials, water boards, local Developers, Hospital foundations, 

and more with the intent and purpose hiding Critical US underground Alkaline spring water 

rivers (herein after called “Blue Gold”) to millions of Taps and businesses to increase Cancer 

rates, home foreclosures, land foreclosures, selective funding to developers, infrastructure 

projects with unsafe designs, Medicaid fraud billings, higher utility bills and medicine sales 

through a pattern of racketeering activity. 

101.  DEFENDANTS misrepresented the suitability of the toxic Desalinization Plants, 

Peace River, Pesticide planes, Arsenic Ground Water resources heavy more expensive 

chemically treated water, with costly water shortage designs to millions of residents in Florida 

from Tampa to Fort Myers and abroad.  This ongoing scam to sell medicine, kill people with 

increasing Cancer Rates from increasing polluted raw water resources poisoned businesses, 

schools, residents for approximately a 40 year period, and billed businesses and residents at rates 
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that were one of  the highest in the nation for toxic water that was unsuitable for use.  After 

Hurricane Charlie in 2004 DEFENDANTS conspired to hide a critical US underground River on 

THE ENGINEER and Cecil Daughtrey’s property known since 1969 and registered at the 

Department of Interior and DEFENDANTS data base in an effort to build RV Griffin Reservoir 

claiming water shortages that is essentially a ZIKA pond and future Water supply Terrorist 

attack from an old Phosphate mine exposed to Drones and low flying pesticide planes exactly 

were 9-11 Terrorist practiced two weeks before the 9-11 attack.  Failing all efforts to protect 

drinking water resources pursuant to Stafford Act 6.11 to be proactive in protection of water 

supply infrastructure from Terrorist attacks.

102. Defendants put millions at risk and stole over $500,000,000.00 dollars of US Tax 

base to build a Regional System of Reservoirs that fill up in the summer rains and sit stagnant for 

6months until a so-called Drinking Water shortage comes in the Seasonal peak demands.  Using 

environmental concerns along the river withdraws to build future terror attack Reservoirs that 

once exposed can be converted to Power plants.  All pre-planned to steal monies, inflate revenue 

bonds and utility bills and increase cancer rates to steal Medicaid and sell Medicine to where a 

massive Opioid epidemic exist across the State.

103. DEFENDANT performed these acts with Hedge funders behind the Big Pharma 

Insurance groups on Wall Street while blinding consumers during a US Historical Real Estate 

fall out in 2005 to 2009 when the Reservoir was built and still today its ongoing while permits of 

the secret endless Blue Gold have been processed since 2012 to 2019, through two full 

Presidential Elections.

104.  DEFENDANTS work with local developers to wash development notes and 

promote a Florida Forever Trust Fund racket that again taxes the consumer to pull in land owners 

with high consulting fees and then take down their lands in foreclosure with their selective 
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political process and racket within the local Water Board agencies and corporative funding 

initiatives and/or Statewide Revolving fund at the Florida Department of Environmental 

Protection through Region 4 of the EPA.  Furthermore, the individual RICO defendants 

conspired to balance Peace River budget through the sale of low cost Arsenic Peace River water 

known to be unsuitable for any use and treated with chemical and then mixed without monitoring 

with other treatment plans using different ground water resources such as Sarasota County 

Carlton Water Plant.  They essentially treat the water in separate designs and water resources 

then mix them forming a new water quality that is not tested to increase cost and pretend they’re 

are water shortages when they are massive underground Spring Water rivers of Blue Gold.  

These rivers are so massive compared to surface ground water and DEFENDANTS use local 

consultants and in house designers to hide the resources and/or damage them that get exposed 

with MOSAIC.  The fail to provide the safest raw drinking water resources with lower cost 

pursuant to FDEP 62-555 (310) F.A.C. adopted by the EPA Clean Water Act of 1974, 

established by Federal, State and local water quality standards. The individual RICO defendants 

named herein, formed the strategic alliance with Department of Justice groups, lawyers, leaders 

and more to further the conspiracy and ultimately create a massive medicine sales and pill mill 

area in over half of Florida and the largest Cancer Cluster in America from Tampa to South 

Florida where retirees are nestled and used to hide the issue affecting our youth and middle age 

families. 

2.  The identity of each defendant and the alleged misconduct and basis of liability 
for each.

Background Regarding Defendants, The Mosaic Company

105. The Mosaic Company (“Mosaic”) was established in 2004 following an agreement 

between Cargill, Inc. and IMC Global to form the new crop nutrition company.

106. Mosaic is incorporated in Delaware, has its headquarters in Plymouth, Minnesota, 
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and is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange using the stock moniker “MOS”.

107. Following its creation, Mosaic became the world’s largest producer and marketer 

of concentrated phosphate and potash crop nutrients, each of which is the product of Mosaic’s 

phosphate production facilities in Florida, Louisiana and Peru, and potash production facilities in 

New Mexico and Saskatchewan Canada.

108. Additionally, Mosaic obtains the raw phosphate rock for its processing plants 

from Mosaic-owned mines in Central Florida and Saskatchewan Canada.

Background Regarding Defendant, Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC

109. In May 2004, Mosaic’s predecessor, Cargill, Inc., registered Cargill Fertilizer, 

LLC as a foreign limited liability company with the Florida Secretary of State. Thereafter, 

Cargill Fertilizer, LLC began operating the phosphate processing plant located in Mulberry, 

Florida referred to herein as the “New Wales Facility”.

110. On October 25, 2004, Cargill Fertilizer, LLC changed its name to Mosaic 

Fertilizer, LLC (“Mosaic Fertilizer”). Mosaic Fertilizer continued and continues to operate at the 

New Wales Facility as a foreign corporation authorized to do business in the State of Florida.

111. Mosaic Fertilizer’s New Wales Facility is a phosphate fertilizer manufacturing 

plant, located at 3095 County Road 640, Mulberry, Florida 33860.

112. The New Wales Facility is 4,000 acres in size and produces 4.8 million tons of 

phosphate fertilizer and animal feed ingredients each year. It is currently the largest fertilizer 

manufacturing facility in the world.

113. The New Wales Facility, operated by Mosaic Fertilizer, is Mosaic’s primary 

source for phosphoric acid, the necessary ingredient in Mosaic’s phosphate fertilizers.

114.  The Mosaic Company and Mosaic Fertilizer, LLC are collectively referred to 

herein as “Defendants”.
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The Phosphoric Acid Process

115. Phosphoric acid is the product of wet slurries, made by combining ground 

phosphate rock with concentrated sulfuric acid. This chemical combination creates phosphoric 

acid and calcium sulfate. Additional water is added to the slurry to separate the calcium sulfate 

and other insoluble materials from the phosphoric acid.

116. The separated calcium sulfate is commonly referred to as gypsum or 

phosphogypsum, and is a known byproduct of phosphoric acid wet processing. Phosphogypsum 

is radioactive due to the presence of uranium and radium (elements naturally occurring in the  

raw phosphate rock). The re-use or recycled use of phosphogypsum is prohibited by the EPA if 

the phosphogypsum has an average radium concentration of more than 10 picocuries per gram 

(pCi/g). In such an instance, phosphoric acid manufacturers are required to store the radioactive 

phosphogypsum indefinitely in open storage areas called gypsum stacks, or gypstacks.

117. MOSAIC gypstacks are created by pushing original, natural surface soils into 

large piles or mounds, which serve as the initial sides of the gypstack. The soil mounds create an 

earthen dam that receives and holds slurried phosphogypsum wastewater pumped from the 

manufacturing facility. Solid gypsum within the slurry settles to the base and sides of the 

gypsum stack and wastewater from the slurry is decanted into a cooling pond for later use in 

plant operations. The settled gypsum is then used to build up the original soil walls to increase 

the stack's height, allowing for increased storage capacity.

118. For every ton of phosphoric acid made, approximately 5 tons of phosphogypsum 

are produced. As a result, gypstacks are very large and have the capacity to hold millions of 

gallons of the slurried radioactive phosphogypsum.

119. Mosaic Fertilizer is required to store and maintain gypstacks onsite at the New 

Wales Facility because the facility produces phosphogypsum with radium concentrations 
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averaging between 20-35 pCi/g. Currently, the New Wales Facility has one operational 

gypstack– The South Gypsum Stack.

120. The New Wales Facility’s South Gypsum Stack was built in two phases. Phase I 

was constructed in 1992 on 394 acres; it is located south of a cooling pond and is stacked 200 

feet high. The construction of Phase II began in 2002, occupies 310 additional acres, consists of 

an east cell and a west cell, and is approved to have a final height of 300 feet. Additionally, 

Phase II provides for an increase to the height of the Phase I site from 200 to 300 feet high.

121. The South Gypsum Stack operates in conjunction with an unlined cooling pond 

system. Together the gypstack and cooling pond comprise the New Wales Facility's 

phosphogypsum stack system. Mosaic Fertilizer operates its phosphogypsum stack system under 

Industrial Wastewater Facility Permit Number FL0036421 issued by the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection (“FDEP”).

Sink Holes created by Defendants to destroy Water supply resources

122. On or around August 27, 2016, Mosaic Fertilizer employees noticed dropped 

water levels at the west cell within the South Gypsum Stack, suggesting a leak of stored 

radioactive phosphogypsum wastewater.

123. Shortly after the noted water loss, a sinkhole was observed. The sinkhole formed 

at the base of the west cell located in New Wales’ South Gypsum Stack, which held radioactive 

and other chemical-containing wastewater. In the days and weeks that followed this observance, 

Mosaic Fertilizer notified the requisite regulatory authorities that radioactive wastewater was 

escaping from the gypstack.

124. On or around September 16, 2016, Defendants confirmed media reports of a 

sinkhole at the New Wales Facility, which provided the public with knowledge of the 

contamination for the first time, nearly 3 weeks after DEFENDANTS were aware that 
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radioactive wastewater was escaping from the west cell of the South Gypsum Stack and into the 

Floridan Aquifer.

125. Presently, the sinkhole is approximately 45 feet in diameter and several hundred 

feet deep. On information and belief, at least 215 million gallons of radioactive wastewater has 

escaped the South Gypsum Stack via the sinkhole.

126. The escaped radioactive and other chemical-containing wastewater is comprised 

of radionuclides, spent sulfuric acid, wastewater generated from cleaning phosphoric acid 

production pipes and equipment, acidic cooling water with high concentrations of phosphorus 

and fluoride, and other contaminants that settle in the gypstack as a consequence of Defendants’ 

manufacture of phosphoric acid.

127.  Solid gypsum contains a high concentration of radium-226, uranium, and other 

uranium decay products due to the separation and concentration of radionuclides that occurs 

during the production of phosphoric acid.

128.  In addition to radionuclides, gypsum contains metals in concentrations which the 

EPA believes may pose a hazard to human health and the environment. The metals include, but 

are not limited to, arsenic, lead, cadmium, chromium, zinc, antimony, iron, and copper.

129.  The Mosaic Company has confirmed that the escaped radioactive and other 

chemical-containing wastewater has entered Florida’s main source of groundwater, the Floridan 

Aquifer and leaked into the Peace River system for decades.  Greenberg Traurig Dave Weinstein 

defends Mosaic when Sierra sues the ACOE for an FDEP permit.  Greenberg come in as a Co-

defendant and typically settles in 11th District courts of appeals after charging 

$250,000.00/month and eventually threatens the County the permit is within with a lawsuit and 

forces a Mining compact timed with Election and other Infrastructure momentums and real 

estate.   These mining compacts payoff County commissioners and local THE Engineers to look 
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away at the operation and inspections leaving a low staff ACOE review and hence polluted 

drinking water resources and more Cancer rates or cancer causing developments from donated 

radioactive so-called remediation lands governed by Swfwmd another Defendant..

130. As recently as September 2015, Mosaic Fertilizer entered into a Consent Decree 

with the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Justice, which, 

in part, cited Mosaic Fertilizer for violations of the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery 

Act (RCRA), and required Mosaic Fertilizer to investigate “reasonable and practicable methods 

to reduce the volume of pond water within Mosaic’s main Cooling Pond that would be lost in the 

event of a sinkhole.”

131. On information and belief, as of August 2016, Mosaic Fertilizer had not taken the 

steps necessary to reduce the risk of 215 million gallons of radioactive wastewater from draining 

into the Floridan Aquifer via a sinkhole and may have caused many more as the EPA and FDEP 

are working with MOSAIC in syndicated investment groups tied to medicine sales and rotate 

Board members, staff and more to potentially hide additional areas where sinkholes are caused 

and are never reported until someone has the courage or money to litigate these Corporate 

monsters selling medicine with poor water supply resources and higher cancer rates.

132. MOSAIC is been involved in recent Class Actions with thousands of home 

owners on destroying well fields, aquifers and River systems similar to multiple cases caused by 

MOSAIC in the Mosaic Phosphate District and is causing massive Florida home development 

issues of Cancer rising Region from Central Florida down to West Florida along the Peace River 

Corridor. 

133.  MOSAIC has operations where many hospitals capitalize on Cancer and 

Medicaid revenues from poor or damaged Water supply resources Peace River Water supply 

Regional Water Supply Authority and Tampa Bay Water Authority and as a result of 
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DEFENDANT’S actions in ongoing Mosaic Phosphate Mining compacts, poor THE Engineering 

design permit approvals and monitoring, millions have died or suffered from Cancers and 

diseases, lost land, homes and businesses.

134. MOSAIC with their council Dave Weinstein, Vin Marchetti and Don Crawford of 

Greenberg Traurig Law in Tampa attacked Plaintiff and his clients lands in Sarasota, Manatee 

and Desoto with a Tampa group tied to huge developers like Debartolo and Notre Dame, USF, 

UF, FSU, SMU, UM, Yale and Harvard Universities, named 72 Partners LLC and BSFL 

Holdings LLC (aka Land Holdings South of Lakeland Florida) have been setup with 

DEFENDANTS to attack LANTECH and his clients.  

135. Mosaic is proposing a massive 22,000 acre Radioactive Phosphate mine in Desoto 

and Manatee County next door to this US Critical medicine changing resource to destroy it with 

the FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD and DEFENDANTS to destroy America and its Children, 

Homes and Economy to sell Opioids and fill Moffit Cancer centers with the DEFENDANTS.  

See exhibit and plans for approval on April 3, 2019 with criminal Lawyer in Desoto Donald 

Conn who has been targeting this Resource with Judge Hall, Judge Parker and a group of Tampa 

Judges like Dominquez, Judge Mark Wolfe, Judge Conrad, Pam Bondi, Obama, DEFENDANTS 

and more for foreign terrorist organizations.  The Engineers and Leaders involved are fully 

aware of the historical damage this Mosaic company, Israel Chemicals LTD and its past lawsuits 

in the West Florida region do to Aquifers with Greenberg Traurig Law and DEFENDANTS.
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The Pink area shows the Desoto mine next to THE ENGINEERS land at the Desoto-Sarasota-Manatee 
Tri-County monument at the bottom of the Phosphate District planned for attack since 1991.

136. Hillsborough County State Attorneys office, Pam Bondi, Mark Ober, Julian 

Holt’s office, Sheila Sanghvi SA, April Johnson, Robert Masonowski, SA and Chris Shaw public 

defender with almost 10 other tax paid staff lawyers and Judges in District 13, created seven 

FAKE Cases and bond hikes tied to the Boston Marathon and Texas Fertilizer explosion with 

Mosaic’s Chief Council of Greenberg Traurig and private attorneys such as Dirk Weed in 

Tampa.  These lawyers, Judges and Hillsborough County Sheriffs office filed fake arrests to 

subdue THE ENGINEER and steal the land with the Resource for MOSAIC and 

DEFENDANTS within days of discovering the secret US Resource that changes medicine and 

lowers water bills.  Record cases timed with subduing Joseph Gilberti P.E. are timed within days 
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or even minutes of the Boston Marathon Explosion, Texas Fertilizer explosion, Pulse Bar 

Shooting, Marjorie Stoneman Douglas shooting and FDEP permitting of the 300mile 

Transmission systems are filed in many Courts in Sarasota, US Supreme Courts and US Middle 

District Courts.  Many times after torture and death of family members, THE ENGINEER, THE 

ENGINEER Joe Gilberti was forced to take a Plea in Duress to get back to Sarasota to protect 

the land in cases and also in US Middle District court from the Trustee who hid the Resource and 

extra claims from the Union Bank Blanket bond.  The Defendants are hiding the RESOURCE 

under THE ENGINEER’S property for potentially the Healthiest spring water ever seen on Earth 

with lower water bills to over 10million Florida Residents.  With new mixtures for endless new 

medicine, computer and military needs and Energy production for Global Sustainability as this 

site teaches mankind how to find many more.

137. THE ENGINEER’S President Joseph D. Gilberti, P.E. had his personal 

Constitution rights taken and his family was attacked by DEFENDANTS to hide this secret US 

RESOURCE from millions of Florida Taps to keep Cancer and foreclosures rising, new 

Medicine for all America and hide it from to US Leaders in Washington DC and hundreds of 

Universities that need this sites geological indicators and knowledge to teach Mankind how to 

find many more, attacking the Public Health and Safety of Americans for their Medicine sales 

and profits for Fertilizer production or Medicaid fraud billings.

138. DEFENDANTS have targeted THE ENGINEER and millions of Americans by 

attempting to steal and continuously hide this endless underground secret unique Alkaline spring 

water river for years with syndicated groups within many local Agencies, Banks, Media, State 

and Federal Courts, County tax paid Leaders and Staff (both past and present), Police 

departments, Fire Departments, Hospitals, Universities, Environmental Activist like Sierra, 

Manasota 88, Arcadia Rodeo Board in Desoto county, FEMA, Homeland Security, FDEP and 
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EPA Agencies, local real estate developers, land brokers, consultants, lawyers, engineers and 

environmental scientist all aggressively hiding this US Resource with major Hedge funders tied 

to Hospital Foundations, Universities applying for Cancer 50c13 grants, such as USF-Moffit 

Centers, St Joseph’s Hospital, Schriners and more.

139. DEFENDANTS list may grow as discovery evolves due to the massive affects 

this US Resource has on the entire United States and the Globe in Medicine production, US 

National Defense, Energy production, Healthcare reform and Sustainability for Food and Water 

as this site is generating Water from a titled platform from the KT Event that caused the Gulf of 

Mexico through the Yucatan Meteor impact over 65 million years ago.  These geological 

indicators teach NASA and Nations how to find many more the Energy Corps and 

DEFENDANTS have hidden that can be utilized in the same way THE ENGINEER has on the 

Closer to the Heart 300mile Transmission plans submitted as early as 2012 to the 

DEFENDANTS and now resubmitted into the Florida Department of Transportation along I-75 

Corridor, for the third time in over six years.

140. On or around July 2011, chief Council for MOSAIC, Dave Weinstein of Tampa 

Greenberg Traurig was on a Federally filed Fort Meade vs Sierra Case 3:10-CV-00564 at the 

same time he was working on Plaintiff’s land and his clients land in a foreclosure defense in 

Sarasota county still pending, Case 2011 CA 004209 NC.   

141. DEFENDANTS collectively hiding THE ENGINEER secret underground critical to 

health and medicine changing ENDLESS alkaline spring water resource, polluting rivers and other 

waters supply with MOSAIC and manipulating courts together to create cancers centers, fill 

Moffit Cancer center, study cancer kids and sick people, create diseases for unnecessary vaccines 

and sell medicine due to poor Tap and bottled water Raw Resources.  While hiding the real true 

drinking water resources that are ready to drink right out of the ground.  See their timeline of 
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events that flow with the timeline of the recession, LANTECHS hiring on the land for a mining 

permit in 2006 by Sarasota Doctors, the finding of the World hidden Resource in this Complaint 

and attached in Appendix II as well as shown in Sarasota Cases for Joseph Gilberti and US 

Middle District courts for Daughtrey vs Luis E. Rivera II Trustee, as well as Daughtrey’s appeal 

to the US Supreme Court, and permits at the Counties and FDOT for the 300mile pipeline.

TIMELINE OF ENTERPRISE SPENDING ON INFRASTRUCTURE
SURROUNDING THE SECRET UNDERGROUND RESOURCE AND ENGINEER

Fort Meade vs ACOE & MOSAIC Case 3:10-CV-00564

 October 2006 | Charlotte County representatives filed comments to FDEP. This included a note 
commending the FDEP for recent improvements in the phosphate mining permitting 
process and recognizing that the application is a significant improvement over prior 
phosphate mining permits.

 August 2008 | Lee County challenged the FDEP's approval of the permit, filing for a formal 
administrative challenge. Sarasota County joined as an Intervenor in September 2008.

 November 2008 | A two-week hearing was held by the Division of Administrative Hearings in 
Tallahassee.

 December 2008 | After evaluating extensive scientific expert testimony from both sides, the 
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) recommended approval of Mosaic’s applications for the 
ERP, CRP and two variances. Based on factual evidence, he found that Mosaic’s 
proposed mining will not adversely affect water quality and quantity in the Peace River 
and Charlotte Harbor.

 February 2009 | The FDEP issued its Final Order adopting the ALJ’s Recommended Order and 
issued the permits.

 February 2009 | Lee County filed an appeal.
 March 2010 | Lee County’s appeal was denied.
 July 2010 | U.S. District Judge Henry Lee Adams Jr. issued an injunction “in part” against 

operations at the South Fort Meade Extension site, in response to a motion filed by the 
Sierra Club, Manasota-88, and People for Protecting the Peace River.

 August 2010 | Mosaic filed an appeal of the Court’s decision restricting its phosphate mining 
operations on the site.

 November 2010 | District Court approved partial agreement between Mosaic and the Sierra club 
for mining on a limited portion of the property while appeal of the preliminary injunction 
was heard.

 April 2011 | U.S. Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the preliminary injunction and 
remanded the case to the District Court.  Mosaic filed a notice in U.S. District Court 
stating our intention to begin uplands mining in the next phase of the South Fort Meade 
Hardee County Extension.
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 May 2011 | Mosaic filed a Motion for Summary Judgment and Opposition to the Plaintiffs’ 
Motion for Summary Judgment.

 July 2011 | U.S. District Judge Henry Lee Adams Jr. issued another Preliminary Injunction 
temporarily halting all mining on the Hardee County extension of our South Fort Meade 
mine. Mosaic appealed the District Court’ injunction, and filed a Motion for Stay of the 
Preliminary Injunction while the appeal is pending. Mosaic also filed a Motion to Enforce 
the Mandate with the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals.

 August 2011 | Mosaic files a “Notice of Renewing Motion to Expedite Ruling on Mosaic 
Fertilizer, LLC’s Motion for Limited Stay of Preliminary Injunction Pending Appeal” 
with the District Court.

 August 2011 | Plaintiffs file a response to Mosaic’s Motion for Stay Pending Appeal in the 
Eleventh Circuit Court.

 October 2011 | The Appellate Court denies Mosaic’s motion for a stay without prejudice and 
states that Mosaic can resubmit the motion in 30 days if the lower court fails to rule by a 
November deadline. Mosaic’s order for an expedited appeal was also granted.

 November 2011 | Mosaic re-files the motion for stay with the court of appeals after District Court 
judge fails to rule on the motion for a limited stay.

 January 2012 | Judge Adams/District Court denies Mosaic’s motion for a limited stay. Mosaic 
awaits action from the Eleventh Circuit where a similar motion had already been filed.

 February 2012 | Mosaic announces a settlement of South Fort Meade Phosphate Mine litigation.
 March 2012 | The Federal District Court in Jacksonville approved the settlement agreement in 

the litigation challenging Mosaic’s federal permit to mine the Hardee County extension of 
our South Fort Meade mine.

 April 2012 | Mining in Hardee County began again.

142. As you can see above the DEFENDANTS are collectively involved in the region 

on water supply, mining lawsuits from spills, FDEP permitting, agency coordination on water 

resources, medicine and energy production, court expenditures and yearly media hypes for minor 

amount of mining jobs while the housing market plummeted; and cancer increased over 75% in 

ages 14 to 26 during this time.  The housing market would have boomed if this Resource was 

exposed but DEFENDANTS wanted FULL CONTROL while ignoring thousands of kids dying 

in Cancer Centers while they continued to pretend they was no water available but Polluted 

resources and fancy treatment or storage techniques.

143. It is obvious that a much further and deeper group of criminals on both White 

Collar and blue collar levels will be added to this massive genocide and eugenics complaint in 

US Resources under attack by both foreign and domestic groups and that this case will surely 
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grow as discovery permits.

144. Many Florida Police chiefs, Judges, Lawyers, Developers, Agency Water board 

members, City and County managers, Executives recently have resigned who were exposed to 

this Resource and many pending lawsuits within Sarasota, US Middle District, 11th District 

Courts of Appeals, and now the US Supreme Court.  Tax paid leaders seem to rotate nearby or 

even now have come across as witnesses to this massive criminal group involved, who are 

basically attacking America and millions of People at their homes and businesses either through 

water supply, unhealthy plastic bottles sales, medicine sales, utilizing polluted raw water 

resources and hiding the True endless clean resources for drinking water and over priced 

dangerous water treatment and utility bills..

145. During the timeline above MOSAIC’S chief council on the Fort Meade Case, 

Dave Weinstein took the Daughtrey vs BSFL Holdings LLC case and used it to sell the note 

within a block to their friends in Tampa, 72 Partners LLC who consist of Lee Pallardy, Thomas 

Howze (C1 Bank), Kenny Harrison (Peace River Board member for Southwest Florida Water 

Management), Laurence Hall and Spenser Hall (friends with Judge Hall in Desoto County) 

within days through assignment of an INVALID MORTGAGE.  Dave Weinstein was at that 

time immediately fired due to conflicts as Joseph Gilberti lands and THE ENGINEER’S Clients 

land are the only land in the MOSAIC Phosphate District with mining permit and deep Floridan 

Well, the two essentials for a Future Fertilizer plant for their Southern Phosphate movement that 

started in 2012 and planned since 1990’s.  Demonstrating this land has been targeted for decades 

by the Elite and DEFENDANTS in that the Water reading as so far off the Chart of Health and 

tied to an underground River and/or Ocean via access from the KT Event or Yucatan meteor 

impact that lifted Florida out of the Ocean and created the Gulf of Mexico. 

146. DEFENDANT and their attorneys at Greenberg Traurig falsified Police reports in 
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Hillsborough County with Sheriff Gee, Mark Ober SA, Sheila Sanghvi SA, see Hillsborough 

FRAUDULENT Case 12-CM-011299 to kidnap Plaintiff by influencing local Judges with 

DEFENDANTS to raise a whistleblowing misdemeanor bond for so called cyberstalking, from 

$500.00 to $300,000.00 dollars the day of the Boston Marathon explosion.  Plaintiff sent a Jog 

email with prosthetic runners in Leon County with both ex-Governor Rick Scott, FDEP Director 

Hershel Vinyard in a Leon County Torch Run with FDLE that happened a few weeks earlier.  

Suddenly 5hrs and 3minutes later the explosion happens and FBI, Secret Service, helicopters and 

US Marshals attacked Plaintiff, his wife and family and threatened to shoot their dogs in front of 

many witnesses and neighbors. 

147. Three of MOSAIC Land Use and Chief Litigators, Dave Weinstein, Vin Marchetti 

and Don Crawford who were fired from the land litigation were the so called victims.  The arrest 

and bond for $500 was on July 4, 2012 holiday.  No contact was made with any victims for a 

year, but after EPA and Oil consultant Jim Murray of Amps Aquifer and Maintenance shows up 

and performed a Down the Hole video and gave us additional knowledge of the endless capacity 

and never seen before health quality for Water supply, DEFENDANTS with the Hillsborough 

Police attacked Plaintiff to subdue their adversaries with Fraud on the Courts.  

148. LANTECH’S THE ENGINEER and President Joseph D. Gilberti, Jr., P.E. was 

tortured by DEFENDANTS in a 50 degree below isolated holding cell with no food, water or 

clothes while hiding reports with ARMOR Services within the Frankenberg and Orient Jails; not 

providing anyone of the Plaintiff family of Joseph Gilberti’s whereabouts for days, putting his 

Children, Wife and clients in an emotional distress like no other could imagine.  Over 120 Days 

of water boarding without contact with anyone or family for long periods of time.

149.  DEFENDANTS planned and attacked THE ENGINEER in Tampa and his land 

and clients land in Sarasota District 12 just after THE ENGINEER discovered the secret 
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underground endless Alkaline spring water river could replace a polluted RED TIDE Arsenic 

River at Peace River Water Treatment plant in Desoto County (and old Arsenic filled General 

Development Water Plant) and the RV Griffin Reservoir Defendants build for over $500,000.00 

of stolen US Dollars in that they hid this Resource that had a well permit for decades.   

150. DEFENDANT used US Tax Dollars, Florida Forever Trust funds to hide this 

Resource with Carlton, Longino and Walton Ranch owners, some of which were Commissioner 

for the DEFENDANTS in Sarasota County commission.  DEFENDANT is paying themselves 

and friends to hide the Resource from THE PEOPLE for Decades to sell Medicine and keep 

Cancer rates and diseases rising in a Water Supply Eugenics operation.

151. DEFENDANT knows of years of mining spills along Peace River at the RV 

Griffin Parcel owned by Southwest Florida Water management District from $500 to $300,000 

dollars with Judge Dominquez and Judge Conrad in Tampa District 13.

152. Tampa District 13 in Hillsborough County timed this bond hike with the Boston 

Marathon explosion and the Texas Fertilizer plant explosion the week of April 15, 2013 within 

days of the find (April 3, 2013) that shows a titled platform from the KT Event (Yucatan Meteor 

Impact) triggered unique and endless spring water in an isolated area of the Plaintiff’s personally 

owned land in Sarasota.

153. DEFENDANT influenced Swfwmd and US Middle District attorneys to defame 

this US Resource in courts without any testing OR evidence and keep Water supply Level of 

Service lower so cancer rises in the area from Taps and bottled Water production, to sell 

Medicine, create Cancer victims and steal Medicaid with a huge Racketeering mob which 

includes State and US Leaders, such as Senator Rick Scott who is known for Medicaid Fraud.  

154. DEFENDANT used Plaintiffs plans for a new MOSAIC Rodeo in Arcadia with 

illegally purchased lands in conflict with Desoto County commissioners who bought lands from 
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Arcadia Rodeo Board who were the same Commissioners (See Exhibit A).  Desoto County 

Commissioner Elton Langford, Buddy Mansfield both sat on the Desoto Board of County 

Commission and sold the Turner Center parcel to Arcadia Rodeo Board while also being Board 

members on the Arcadia Rodeo board.   All in an effort to build a new Rodeo using and stealing 

THE ENGINEER’S plans and efforts, before THE ENGINEER realized what was under his land 

and clients land in Sarasota which they knew of already.  

155. MOSAIC is now proposing a 22,000 acre Phosphate Mine  in Desoto county next 

to THE ENGINEER’S project and water supply land while he was subdued in Hillsborough 

County by their attorneys who work on Mining compacts for decades, where the victims of false 

charges that have since been dropped.  The timed subduing THE ENGINEER to stop THE 

Engineering permits while attacking the land in Sarasota Courts with DEFENDANTS.

156. Plaintiff with their high powered Attorneys convinced State Legislatures to pass 

HB1099 in late 2011 after THE ENGINEER and his clients fired Greenberg Traurig for 

Conflicts with MOSAIC phosphate and their future attacks on Water supply resources, to up the 

laws for cyberstalking to Felonies knowing the Plaintiff would keep whistleblowing the secret 

US Resource.  DEFENDANTS are being paid in a many ways through Mining Compacts, 

Infrastructure funding programs with the FDEP State Revolving Fund by a Foreign owned 

Mosaic Phosphate Corporation to keep this water from millions of Taps and the American 

People.  

157. THE ENGINEER has the only land with a deep Floridan Well with this Water 

quality in the Mosaic Phosphate District for Sarasota County with an approved Swfwmd Mining 

permit, a deep Floridan well, the two essential items for a future Fertilizer plant.  

158. Sarasota county is the only county that did not sign the Mosaic Mining compact 

out of multiple counties such as but not limited to Hillsborough, Manatee, Desoto, Charlotte, 
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Lee, Hardy and Hendry Counties along West Florida which are timed with US and State 

elections and used to swing Electoral votes with Multimillion dollar mining compacts.  These 

Mining compacts donate poisonous park land or future developments and provide Checks to 

County Commissioners to ‘LOOK AWAY’ from FDEP mining permit operations that destroy 

local Water Supply aquifers and destroy the environment.

159. Dave Weinstein when working on the Fort Meade vs Sierra case in 11th District 

Court of appeals for Hendry County traded Peaceful Horse Ranch by Horse Prairie Creek lands 

as a settlement after trying to target THE ENGINEER’S and his clients land in July 2011.  Dave 

Weinstein was fired for conflicts of Interest with Mining compacts in Region by Plaintiffs clients 

and Plaintiff.

160. DEFENDANT influenced Leaders, Media, Water Boards and Police to attempt to 

steal THE ENGINEER’S land, intellectual property AND hide this US National Defense 

Resource for foreign Terrorist groups tied to White Collar criminals in a Racketeering operation 

to sell medicine with Poor Raw Water resources and hiding the good Water resources.  Creating 

more costs, cancer and oppression with local Lawyers, Bankruptcy Courts and more.

161. Record well permits on this secret underground resource were on file at 

Southwest Florida Water Management and FDEP.

162. Plaintiff lands in Sarasota next to DEFENDANTS lands with proposed Phosphate 

mining has an endless Unique Underground River 2000feet below in the Rock showing Alkaline 

Spring water readings with the highest Magnesium and Calcium ever seen on Earth available for 

over 10million Florida taps from Sarasota to Miami in permit at the Florida Department of 

Transportation and Florida Department of Environmental Protection.

163. DEFENDANT has known of the Raw Drinking Water Resource and has 

influenced local Police through its councils and local Mining compacts to subdue Plaintiff who is 
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a Professional THE ENGINEER performing plans, permit petitions and exposure of the hidden 

Raw Drinking Water Resource critical to Human health, lowering Cancer rates to the Tap, fixing 

Orange Citrus Greening and developing new Medicine to all Americans and Humanity due to its 

unique Water Quality readings.

164. DEFENDANT is known for damaging Florida Aquifers, such as  a sinkhole 

developed at DEFENDANTS’ New Wales phosphate fertilizer manufacturing plant located in 

Mulberry, Florida (“New Wales Facility”). The sinkhole is located on DEFENDANTS’ property 

within an onsite storage facility under DEFENDANTS’ direct control, and is the cause of 

radioactive and other chemical waste contamination in the Floridan Aquifer.

165. DEFENDANTS’ conscious actions and omissions disregarded foreseeable risks to 

human health and safety and to the environment.

166. Residents in the communities that surround the New Wales Facility have 

legitimate concern for the integrity and safety of their water supplies as the toxic radioactive and 

other chemical wastewater is in the Floridan Aquifer causing, and will continue to cause, water 

contamination.  Now DEFENDANT is moving in our Nations most valuable Raw Drinking 

water and medicine production resource at the Sarasota-Desoto-Manatee Tri-County monument 

at the Plaintiffs land on Sec 1 & 2 along S.R. 72 near 9438 Daughtrey Road, Sarasota Florida 

34266.

167. THE ENGINEER brings this suit on behalf of themselves to recover damages 

from DEFENDANTS who recklessly and negligently managed, operated and stores toxic 

radioactive wastewater produced from DEFENDANTS’ existing Statewide Phosphate mines and 

a proposed 22,000 acres a block from THE ENGINEER land which is to serve over 10million 

residents pursuant to the permit plans in petition since 2013 solving Florida North South Water 

conflict via National Resource Defense council in Florida Water Wars.
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168. For 15 to 40 years, DEFENDANTS carried out numerous and repeated acts that 

furthered the conspiracy many of which, qualify as predicate acts under the Civil RICO statute, 

giving rise to RICO liability under 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1962 (c) and (d). The specific conduct and 

predicate acts carried out by the RICO defendants and enterprise actors are set forth below in 

greater detail in their applicable sections pursuant to Local Rule 12.1.

169. DEFENDANT uses local THE Engineers on Continuing Service contracts such 

as but not limited to, King Engineers, Jacobs Engineering, HDR, Johnson Engineering, Stantec 

Engineers, Corollo Engineers, Mosaic Phosphate in house engineers and consultants, who are 

continuing service contracts, as well as many more shown on the Capital improvement permits 

associated with the Peace River Manasota Regional Water supply and nearby developments by 

Pallardy, Pat Neil Development, Benderson Development, Debartolo Development, WCI, 

Palmer Ranch, Lakewood Ranch, Lennar Developers, Mosaic Phosphate, FDOT 

improvements and more, most of which are Florida corporations with its principal place of 

business in Tampa Florida.  Some of these firms where previously named Wilson Miller, such 

as Stantec, or  Post Buckley now Jacobs Engineers, King Engineers just sold, and other 

Engineers and their names as they have recently been shifting and running from the exposure 

THE ENGINEER has provided in permitting.  DEFENDANTS in this action based on 

intentionally providing negligent professional THE Engineering services in researching Natural 

Resources for Drinking Water and preparing Peace River Manasota Regional water treatment 

facility and “Loop Option” to treat water from the Peace River, Carlton WTP, Punta Gorda 

Shell Creek then mixing the different poor water resources for a new mixture that is even more 

dangerous millions.   

170. This Low LOS Peace River Infrastructure Loop Option formed in 1991 by 

DEFENDANTS to hide much higher LOS Water resources is combined with Banking Note 
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washing, timed with Federal Grants and Florida Forever Trust funds on neighboring lands to 

THE ENGINEER and his clients to bribe Ranchers in a collective conspiracy to get millions in 

cash from tax base to keep Cancer rising, using Less than Fee options for Development Rights 

in the name of Environmental protection and lowering of Urban Sprawl.  See Sarasota 

Longino, Carlton and Walton Ranch closing timed with Daughtrey Levy in 2010 for the last of 

the Florida Forever Trust fund as RV Griffin reservoir in Desoto County was put online that 

moved dirt to pay off commissioners and Election liaisons for mining compacts, gambling 

compacts and Electoral Votes.

171. On file at FDOT and Municipalities Chambers-Minutes, THE ENGINEER 

Gilberti of THE ENGINEER submitted permits and met with representatives of Peace River 

Manasota Water Authority and Counties it serves multiple times, Sarasota, Charlotte, Desoto 

Commissioners Office and the FDEP and SWFWMD to discuss:

a. using the underground endless Spring Water vs RED TIDE Polluted Peace River 
as a water source;

b. the ability to perform the necessary upgrades to the Peace Water Treatment Plant 
to a spring water filtration plant and convert Reservoir to a Power plant;

c. the ability to perform quality control

d. the ability for THE ENGINEER to provide less expensive Spring water to half 
the State and over 15 Counties since 2012;

e. Developing a take down of existing Revenue bonds with arsenic filled pipes and 
to STOP WORK on new Reverse Osmosis plants with RED TIDE Rivers with a 
cost analysis that generates millions of Jobs and less Cancer risks.

According to incomplete meeting minutes, “the conversation was guided with focus 

on THE Engineering, regulatory, and quality aspects…” of the items previously referenced 

and the following determinations were made:

a. The Peace River would be more difficult to treat, and was reckless as a source;
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b. Peace River is a secondary source and fails in Hurricane issues as in Hurricane 

Charlie and breaches FDEP 62-555 (310) F.A.C.;

c. Peace River fails the FEMA Disaster Recovery Stafford Act 6.11 as it’s a 

potential Terrorist attack with RV Griffin Reservoir and should be converted 

to a power plant.

d. All Water Shortages end with THE ENGINEER’S underground Resource and 

DEFENDANTS knew prior to Hurricane Charlie.

e. The Peace River Water Treatment Plant did not have the capacity to treat and 

distribute sufficient water to meet the needs and forces a Take or Pay issue and treats 

water that is not needed in summer times and injects in back into the River causing 

ASR Wells to damage and Arsenic water supply. 

3.  List the alleged wrongdoers, other than the defendants listed above, and state the 
alleged misconduct of each wrongdoer:

172. DEFENDANTS listed in Parties of the Complaint and are purposely causing 

higher Cancer rates at the Tap and Bottled water by hiding secret unique underground Rivers 

of Natural ready to drink and ENDLESS Alkaline spring water.

173. The State of Florida directs, controls, and operates the Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection (FDEP) and the FDEP State Revolving Fund (SRF) who received 

plans for funding at the Marjorie Stoneman Douglas Building for Phase 1 on January 28th, 

2018.   The State of Florida Governor Rick Scott at the time has the readings from THE 

ENGINEER’S Cad Tech Rob Stampe since March 2013 and again through consultants and 

friend Cary Portner who sits on Governor Rick Scott (now Senator Rick Scott) International 

Trade Board in 2016.  

174. Governor Rick Scott (now US Senator) ignored this Resource as he is a known 
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Medicaid Fraud leaders and lower level of service (LOS) water supply means more sick 

people as Tap Water Treatment is based on Cancer Rates, see EPA Health Advisories 2012, 

where LOS is set a 1 in 10,000 get cancer based on treatment.  In this area that is much 

higher!   

175. FEMA, EPA, DOI, FDEP, ACOE, Desoto and Charlotte County, Swfwmd, 

Duke Energy and Florida Power and Light (Nextra Energy) purposely ignored this hidden US 

Drinking Water Resource and permit petition to Fort Myers Director during Executive Order 

17-235 offers made to provide FREE spring water during Hurricane IRMA to all West 

Florida citizens.  

176. Gov Scott, Pam Bondi and Hillsborough State Attorney office coordinated with 

the Public Defenders office and dozens of Private lawyers and Circuit Judges to kidnap THE 

ENGINEER Joe Gilberti with fake AR-15 Police reports timed with Dockets for the Sarasota 

land cases, 11th District courts of appeal cases and US Middle District cases to steal the land 

for DEFENDANTS to hide from the Public and keep Cancer Rising.  Many local Civil 

Servants, including the School Boards, FPL, Duke, Governor Rick Scott and FEMA was 

consistently more concerned with satisfying its own distorted perceptions of Politics, Votes, 

campaign contributions from Big Pharma, bottling corps for Major Elections they felt it was 

less risks to attack the poor Farmer Daughtrey’s, with courts friends, the US Resource and 

THE ENGINEER.  Making sure their Media and Police friends attacked and defamed THE 

ENGINEER to not expose the resource to Millions of people of Florida during Hurricanes; 

and did so to carry out the State and Local government’s financially motivated cost-

increasing scheme and Cancer infusion to millions of Taps through Lower LOS.  Florida 

Department of Health (FDOH) is the state agency responsible for public health and regulates 

Water supply permits with or sometimes independent of FDEP.  Instead of protecting public 
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health, FDOH deliberately hid this Resource in all Districts from Tampa to Miami except 

Fort Myers. 

177. Hospitals and their Doctors are investing in Stocks for Bio-Tech devices 

through a public need at Moffit Cancer Centers and Hospitals from Tampa to South Florida 

being inundated with higher Cancer rates from PURPOSELY utilizing poor Water Resources 

with Heavy Treatment versus Ready to Drink endless Alkaline mineral spring water 

underground Rivers hidden all over Florida and the USA.  

178. DEFENDANTS are claiming issues of Water Shortages, sea level rise and 

desalinization of Ocean water with Cesium 137 from Fukashima disaster that has migrated its 

way to America and Florida through the Panama Canal and Gulf Stream currents.

4.  Identity of the alleged victims and the manner in which each victim was 
allegedly injured.

179. THE ENGINEER are residents, property-owners and business owners who at all 

relevant times from April 2013 to the present today are constantly under attack by 

DEFENDANTS, Tampa District 13 where falsified police reports on AR-15 threats were 

fabricated timed with the Pulse Bar Shooting, by ex-Pubic Defender Chris Shaw who 

represented Gilberti on the Boston Bomb game.  Gilbert was kidnapped by DEFENDANTS 

approximately 12 days after finding the secret underground Resource and its abilities.  THE 

ENGINEER copied a mass addy email Governor Rick Scott and FDEP Hershel Vinyard in a 

Jog Torch Run in Leon County with FDLE on April 15, 2013 morning, at 10:54 am.  Suddenly 

the Boston Marathon explosion blew and Gilberti is surrounded by DEFENDANTS and US 

Marshals and taken for 260 days while the land was being attacked in Sarasota District 12 with 

a massive group of Lawyers, local Developers, Judges, Media, Banks and Leaders to hide this 

Resource from American and keep Cancer and diseases rising for Medicine sales, Medical 

equipment sales-leases at Hospitals, Stock dividends in each, to destroy the region an Promote a 
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National Patter in Water Supply Eugenics, Big Pharma and Government overspending and 

borrowing from the Federal Reserve; hence weakening the Americans in Health and its Dollar.  

See Sarasota Cases 2015 CA 006544 NC and 2011 CA 004209 NC and 2016 CA 000205 

NC.

180. Millions of US Citizens, Children, Homes and Businesses from Tampa to South 

Florida are affected with higher Cancer rates, water bills and falsified Water Shortages, creating 

an oppression and foreclosure mill for over a decade since 2004 when this resource should have 

been connected after Hurricane Charlie.  DEFENDANTS purposely installed major Cancer 

clinics, sold pill mills, destroyed lives and Homes that would have survived if this Resource 

was exposed.

181. THE ENGINEER clients Daughtrey and Flints as well as his friends and family 

were damaged by the brutal attacks on our personal monies stolen, time taken with falsified 

police reports timed with Terrorism attacks or FALSE Flags as DEFENDANTS utilized the 

Smith-Mundt Act of 1948, modified in 2013 and 2014 to setup FAKE news acts to subdue THE 

ENGINEER Gilberti with Tampa Hillsborough County and Lee County State Attorneys office.

182. The entire United States and Billions of World People have been deprived of 

these resources this site under THE ENGINEER land in Sarasota shows mankind how to find 

more in days.  See Gilberti KT Hypothesis and Notice of Intent to Sue EPA submitted on 

December 19, 2019 and motion to intervene on Trump shutdown Lawsuit attached here with as 

part of US Middle District case 9:13-bk-14831-FMD Daughtrey vs Luis Rivera Trustee 

submitted in February 2019 to Judge Delano.

183. DEFENDANTS have worked with Banks such as Wells Fargo, Union Bank and 

more to hide Blanket bonds, falsified title policies in US Middle District courts with Ryan 

Snyder Law firms, with a known RICO criminal lawyer Andrew Rosin, Esq. and Luis Rivera 
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Trustee.

5.  A description of the pattern of racketeering activity or collection of unlawful debts 
alleged for each RICO claim:

184. The following predicate acts by the RICO defendants constitute violations of 11 

USC 152 (7), which states that “in a personal capacity or as an agent or officer of any person or 

corporation, in contemplation of a case under Title 11 by or against the person or any other 

person or corporation, or with the intent to defeat the provisions of Title 11, knowingly and 

fraudulently transfers or conceals any of his property or the property of such other person or 

corporation,” and violations of 11 USC 152(8), which states that “after filing of a case under 

Title 11 or in contemplation thereof, knowingly makes a false entry in any recorded 

information (including books, documents, records, and papers) relating to the property or 

financial affairs of the debtor……”

a. This was fraudulent in that all knew they were using Peace River and RED 
TIDE mixtures with unsafe, contaminated and toxic raw water source from the 
Peace River in furtherance of the over-arching fiscal scheme to balance the 
budget, with Take or Pay programs at all costs in conscious disregard of the 
health, property, and prosperity of the citizens of Florida.

b. This acts were done in order to prevent the irate citizens of Florida from 
knowing that the money cost-cutting in water and electric bills with THE 
ENGINEER’S project and resource.

c. If the City and citizens of Florida had known the truth about the toxicity of the 
Peace River water, and could have received the Healthiest Water, BY FAR than 
any other on Earth, many homes would have not lowered in Value.  Just as Flint 
Michigan water lowered value, Gilberti Water Resource will raise equity and 
value.  Bringing millions of Alkaline housing jobs to fill empty lots from 
General Development Corp who left vacant sprawl from the 1970’s from 
Tampa to Naples.

Mail Fraud: The predicate acts by the Individual RICO defendants constituting mail 

fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1341 which says “Whoever, having devised or intending to 

devise any scheme or artifice to defraud………..for the purpose of executing such scheme or 
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artifice or attempting so to do, places in any post office or authorized depository for mail 

matter, any matter or thing whatever to be sent or delivered by the Postal Service, any such 

matter or thing, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both” 

include:

a. DEFENDANTS has, and continues to mail water bills to millions of residents 
in the Peace River Manasota four County region of West Florida, and per the 
Project that been stalled to 10million Florida Residents from Tampa to South 
Florida which fraudulently misrepresent that DEFENDANTS and Counties they 
serve are providing its residents with safe, clean water in exchange for 
consideration that are much LOWER LEVEL OF SERVICE and contain 
Radioactivity and contaminants over an above the EPA Standards.  Essentially 
hiding spring water with lower bills and serving Arsenic ground water and RED 
TIDE River or Desalinization Salt Water with Cesium 137 from Fukashima at a 
higher cost. These bills, delivered by way of the U.S. mail, constitute mail fraud 
by the DEFENDANTS. Peace River Manasota and Cities they serve continues 
to mail water bills to this day despite the declared state of emergency in an 
attempt to refute liability in this matter.

b. After Hurricane Charlie DEFENDANTS taxed millions for a new RV Griffin 
Reservoir costing millions more than if they connected the underground River, 
causing numerous developments to halt from Water supply while they moved 
dirt timed with Elections and Infrastructure to swing electoral votes during 
Obama Presidential elections.

c. DEFENDANTS timed the improvements with Gas prices at a high, $4.50/gal to 
escalate Revenue bonds and cost to build a 6billion gallon unnecessary above 
ground Reservoir that created a massive potential ZIKA pond and water supply 
subject to Terrorist planes and Drones in an area where 9-11 Terrorist pilots 
practiced, to poison nearby Residents, Schools, Businesses and Hospitals at the 
Tap at any given moment.

Wire Fraud: The predicate acts by the Individual RICO defendants constituting wire 

fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (Fraud by Wire, Radio or Television) which says, 

“Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for 

obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or 

promises, transmits or causes to be transmitted by means of wire, radio, or television 

communication in interstate or foreign commerce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures, or 
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sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, shall be fined under this title or 

imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both” include:

a. Plaintiffs incorporate all of the facts and acts set forth in sections i-vii under the 
mail fraud section as these statements and misrepresentations were also 
disseminated through wire-based communication mediums and resulted in 
fraudulent misrepresentations to Florida residents and the general public.

b. After Hurricane Charlie, DEFENDANTS, who was subject to the went on TV 
to alert the public of the switch to the Flint Tier 3 Water for years in Punta 
Gorda and North Port knowing of the source when knowing the City’s water 
treatment facility was using Shell Creek, Carlton Arsenic ground Water and 
Peace River that had Mining spills and RED TIDE Radioactive mixtures for 
years and still today.

c. Furthermore, as property owners in Sarasota, Manatee, Desoto, Charlotte, City 
of North Port, City of Punta Gorda, City of Venice, City of Longboat Key and 
City of Sarasota were receiving fraudulent water bills for water that the City, 
State and DEFENDANTS each had knowledge was a much less LOWER LOS 
vs and Cancer Antioxidant spring resource with NO WATER 
RESTRICTIONS, many of them paid their bills online through the local 
municipalities website with credit cards or by returning the bill by mail with an 
enclosed check that was processed by their banks.

d. This Fraud today still continues by DEFENDANTS with permit petitions and 
public record presentations critical water readings from THE ENGINEER and 
third parties in conscious disregard of the health, property, and prosperity of the 
citizens of Florida Residents, Schools, Hospitals and Businesses.

All of the above predicate acts relate to ongoing Florida Forever Trust Fund, SWFWMD 

Corporative Funding Initiative, its consultants and Board members which were used by 

Governor Rick Scott to pay surrounding Ranchers, consultants and DEFENDANTS in a scheme 

to use tax dollars to steal US Resources and increase Cancer at the Tap. 

6. A detailed description of the alleged enterprise for each RICO claim:

185.  The individual enterprise Defendants acted as an enterprise within the meaning of 

18 U.S.C. 1961(4) which defines “enterprise” as “any individual, partnership, corporation, 

associations or other legal entity, and any union or group of individuals associated in fact and 

although not a legal entity”
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a. The Individual RICO defendants are named at the top of the Complaint and Parties 
listed.  Defendants here are employees and/or agents of various levels of State and Local 
government in the State of Florida and US Congress as well as major Wall Street 
groups, and local land developers, bankers, appraisers, environmental and Engineering 
consultants, bottling corps, Hospital foundations and more. Together, and through their 
various government roles formed an association in such as but not limited to the 
Florida Water Forum, Enterprise Florida and Sarasota Tiger Bay Club. The 
DEFENDANTS consisting of the individual RICO defendants named herein set forth 
in this complaint, used their authority and power to develop and carry out the fiscal 
scheme to use toxic polluted, radioactive Peace River water and arsenic Ground water 
raw resources instead of Alkaline endless spring water underground rivers (ready to 
drink). The Peace River was known to be unsuitable for use and expensive to properly 
treat, and DEFENDANTS want to steal the land, hide the volumes and sell medicine.  
They want to hide the knowledge that finds many more in days.

b. DEFENDANTS purposely hid US Resources from millions of People that affect 
National Security, Economics and Government overspending and borrowing 
from the Rothschild IMF Banks at the Federal Reserve by holding back the 
sustainability and FREE Energy and Medicine this US Unique Resource 
provides to billions of World People.  

c. DEFENDANTS held up years of good Trade with other nations keep Wars 
moving as this site shows mankind how to find Endless Clean Water, hence 
endless food and reasons for World Peace and no enemies or boundaries.   Why 
would Nations fight with endless Free Energy and Food this World Resource and 
its knowledge opens. 

d. DEFENDANTS collect over $600 billion in Interest each year from $20 Trillion 
in Debt that was only $1 Trillion when RV Griffin Reservoir was installed 
instead of exposing this World Water and Energy knowledge this resource 
teaches the University system and all the innocent in the government.

e. DEFENDANTS manipulated Tampa Central Command and Local Leader, 
Police, Judges, EPA, Swfwmd and Tampa Bay Water Authority to hide this 
Resource with the Bush Family who invests in Water Resources to hide them 
with Coke and Nestle to keep War Machines going and Migration of immigrants 
who don’t have resources in their town for food and Water due to Weather and 
climate in colder areas.  

f. Bush and Texas are depriving Mexico of this World knowledge with Clinton and 
Obama administration for decades near the equator areas where more food and Energy 
can be generated to nearby areas of colder climates to reduce fuel cost and hauling, 
destroying overall US and Global sustainability.

7. State whether you allege and describe in detail how the pattern of racketeering 
activities and the enterprise are separate or have merged into one entity:

186. The DEFENDANTS have proven to the local, State and Federal Governments and 
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businesses if any person in America tries to help Millions with a Unique Natural and endless 

resource FREE to Mankind, they will attack and destroy everyone around them.  Taking 

Constitutional rights, homes, and savings to deter all Police, Military and Leader from helping 

or doing what is right.  It’s like a virus spreading and they use the Cell phones, TV and Internet 

to pump up the conspiracy and keep the PEOPLE from helping.  

187. The DEFENDANTS have continued to raise debt and Cancer rates to make 

Americans sick and keep those who are Patriots from helping with their Enterprise of Lawyers, 

Doctors, Bankers, Agencies and Engineering firms who have sold out Americans with the 

Media, to the Point even the Presidents and Congress are afraid to help.

8. The alleged relationship between the activities of the enterprise and the pattern of 
racketeering activity, including a description of the manner in which the 
racketeering activities differs, if at all, from the usual and daily activities of its 
employees.

188. The DEFENDANTS named herein formed an association in fact enterprise that 

executed a plan of redeveloping Peace River water plants, expanding nearby plants, extending the 

Loop Option at the Peace River Manasota Water Authority and Punta Gorda Shell creek through 

the FDEP Revolving fund and Federal borrowing.  

189. The DEFENDANTS continued to fill cancer centers and sell medicine and their 

bio-tech stocks and machines with Leaders who own Hospitals like Rick Scott and local utility 

water infrastructure budget through the sale of Peace River polluted water.  These individuals 

and government agencies that made up the enterprise also had separate and distinct roles from the 

enterprise itself, which included borrowing over $500,000,000.00 dollars of US Funds across 

America to build Reservoirs and hid these much more massive Underground endless Rivers of 

Spring water.  Paying off local ranchers with Florida Forever Trust funds to keep quiet as the 

DEFENDANTS attacked with Fraudulent Courts and timed dockets during Obama’s HP Glitch 
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Federal Shutdown on Columbus Day October 14, 2013 in Sarasota Courts.

9. The benefits, if any, the alleged enterprise receives or has received from the alleged 
pattern of racketeering.

190. DEFENDANTS, specifically the Central Banks like Rothschild who fund the US 

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD with the Enterprise have charged US Citizens billions of 

Dollars per years in Interest from hiding these US Resources for lending, Wars and Medicaid 

right offs by created 1000x more sick and dead families.  Causing overall bad commerce, 

reduction in GDP, fear in the Streets with Cell phones, Cancer and medicine commercials, and 

medicine sales.  DEFENDANTS have capitalized on bottling sales, land grabs, stock market 

inside trading, fertilizer production, and overcharging for healthcare to millions of Americans.  

191. DEFENDANTS have capitalized on Key redevelopment and new development 

real estate for future growth that would have thrived with prior owners if this resource was 

exposed.  DEFENDANTS have used Politicians and leveraged elections with hiding this 

Resource and flexing their influence in Florida courts and State Funding projects.  Giving their 

friends the next Government Contract if you stay in line with the Enterprise.  

192. DEFENDANTS have capitalized on military spending as Wars and Hunger would 

be massively reduced once this site opens the knowledge to find more via Meteor impacts to 

Oceans beneath Earth.

193. DEFENDANTS have destroyed water fronts with Fertilizer runoff enhancing 

RED TIDE in coast areas to buy lands much cheaper to sell at higher prices once they capture 

this Resource and limit any others from exposure, to create a New World Order of Rich Elite get 

the good water and the rest get Cancer, as done for the past 40yrs this case will show.

10. Describe the effect of the activities of the enterprise on interstate or foreign 
commerce.
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194. The enterprise activities set for herein involved interstate or foreign commerce 

through the use of Wire and U.S. Mail that are channels of interstate commerce. Moreover, the 

association in fact enterprise set forth herein involved members from outside Florida and the US 

States and thus amounted to conduct that qualifies as interstate commerce.  

195. The Mosaic Company and the enterprise ship in 85% of the raw Phosphate from 

Morocco at the Tampa Apollo Beach port while pretending to yield phosphate production in 

Florida near the same quantities but in actuality it’s a front to destroy or capture critical water 

resources and hide them from the people or poison them as shown in many lawsuits across 

Florida and on sites Fort Meade or New Wales Facility.  Causing enormous sink holes and 

contamination to millions of taps in water supply.  Timing these lawsuits and settlements with 

Elections and mining compacts to swing electoral votes and leaders to their campaign 

contributions and Enterprise.

11. If the complaint alleges a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 1962(a), provide the 
following information:

196. A pattern of racketeering activity” or through “collection of an unlawful debt” to 

establish, acquire an interest in, or operate “any enterprise” engaged in or affecting interstate 

commerce with infrastructure spending utilizing Poor Raw Water resources, stealing US Funds 

after Hurricanes claiming water shortages while collecting on medicine and bottling revenues. 

DEFENDANTS have printed money and derived income from a pattern of racketeering or 

collection of unlawful debt from higher water bills, Medicaid fraud, Florida Forever Trust funds 

to hide Resources and payoff the Groups tied to the Enterprise.  Spending on bottled water that 

FEMA delivers to residents who could have FREE flowing water offered by THE ENGINEER 

during Hurricanes Mathew, IRMA and more.   FEMA and the Enterprise purposely hid the 
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permits and letter to Fort Myers Health Department who was trying to help during IRMA so they 

can charge tax payers for bottled water and while knowing existing treatment plants off Peace 

River and other systems were delivering much worse potable water.  The enterprise knows many 

were contaminated with cancer causing agents they don’t even test for from the raw resource 

damage in Hurricanes, with intent to sell medicine, new vaccines, print money for unnecessary 

reservoirs (Zika ponds), etc.

197. The DEFENDANTS with Leaders used high cost Reservoirs that failed and are 

old radioactive gypsum mines pumping from arsenic and RED TIDE Rivers connecting to Sea 

Water along West Florida.  DEFENDANTS purposely placed Nuclear power plants, like 

Progress Energy next to high quality underground rivers of spring water knowing they would tip 

over in Hurricanes like Fukashima did with a Tsunami in 2011.  Spent moneys interconnecting 

poor rivers with heavy treated water supply then mixing the treated water without monitoring it 

to create new diseases and cancer centers or Moffit-USF Research centers stealing 503c1 grants 

to fill jobs for doctors and lawyers.  

198. DEFENDANTS and the Enterprise then used or invested some part of that income 

in the establishment and operation of an enterprise, which was engaged in or its activities 

affected commerce to swing electoral votes and elections with Liaison attorneys, Associated 

Industries of Florida (AIF) and National Association of Manufactures (NAM) with the Florida 

Water Forum to fund Rick Scott elections with Mosaic, FPL and Duke Energy along with many 

Wall Street big Pharma groups shown in new RICO Cases across Florida regarding a major 

Opioid Epidemic.

199. DEFENDANTS in Desoto County with Judges Don T. Hall, Judge Parker and 

new Judges related to Lisa Carlton stole THE ENGINEERS plans for Mosaic Rodeo arena at the 

Turner Center in 2011 before THE ENGINEER knew what was under the land from a prior 
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client contract on Daughtrey lands for a mining permit at Swfwmd.  THE ENGINEER was 

played by Desoto county and local Judges on the Rodeo Board who signed a land purchase of 15 

acres at the Turner Center for a now constructed Mosaic Rodeo.  In this purchase County 

Commissioners Elton Langford, Buddy Mansfield, Mr. Needs were County commissioner and 

Rodeo Board members with signatures from Donald Conn as the County attorney.  So both sides 

were had leaders using tax dollars with Mosaic to buy lands and get Federal and State Grants 

with Mosaic employees and engineer Bart Arrington, P.E. who was the Desoto County engineer 

at the time.  A Copy of this Agreement can be provided showing Judge Hall signature for the 

Rodeo board, with county commissioners purchasing from County Commissioners on the Rodeo 

board, see Desoto county Instrument number 201114010685 dated 1/18/2011 at 3:55p.m.  

This setup a upcoming Mediation to open 22,000acres in Desoto County at Horse Prairie Creek 

and next to THE ENGINEERS land at the Desoto-Manatee-Sarasota line to destroy potentially 

America’s No1 Asset in Drinking water and medicine production.  These Commissioners are tied 

to Eugene Turner and Ray Smith who moved all the dirt for the 6billion gallon Water reservoir at 

RV Griffin State parcel where Swfwmd leases to Kenny Harrison of Harrison Cattle, LLC, (also 

member of 72 Partners, LLC on ENGINEERS Land and clients land in TILA and Fraud in US 

Middle District and Sarasota courts) and to Peace River Manasota Regional Water supply who 

stole millions to build this reservoir after Hurricane Charlie.

200. DEFENDANTS with Tetra Tech Engineers, and listed engineers in the complaint 

worked with City of North Port and City of Punta Gorda staff and leaders to hide this Resource 

to get over $56million to expand the Shell Creek WTP in construction right now that could have 

spring water for only a $12million dollar pipeline connection from Desoto to Punta Gorda 

already permitted by King Engineers and Swfwmd.   

201. DEFENDANTS in this Enterprise get kickbacks from Mosaic mining compacts, 
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rodeo construction that was double the actual cost from Federal Grants, while keeping a Tier 3 

Level of Service to all Punta Gorda and North Port families, almost 1million homes since 2004, 

over 15yrs to kill young adults, and children with Cancer from the Tap and showers.

12. If the complaint alleges a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 1962(b), provide the 
following information:

202. The DEFENDANTS through groups like Rothschild, J.P. Morgan, Rockefeller 

and the US FEDERAL RESERVE Central Banks working with the UN and foreign terrorist 

control US media outlets and banks that hide this US Resource that teaches all America and 

other nations how to find more in days.   THE MOSAIC Company with Cargill shipping 

phosphate, potash and coal down Mississippi River to Tampa ports for Mosaic for a polluting old 

Apollo Beach coal plant used to fuel the failed Desalinization plant (most likely pumping 

Cesium 137 from Fukashima inundations) was used to pay campaign contributions, liaisons, 

lawyers, contractors for a failed Water supply system, overcharging and taxing millions in the 

Tampa Bay Water Authority (see Tampa conflict via Florida Water Wars by Jeb Bush and the 

National Resource Defense council NRDC).

203. Racketeering through a long time known Tri-State Florida Water wars in the 

panhandle involving water supply groups hiding these secret underground Rivers in Alabama, 

Georgia and Florida to pay lawyers and tax Citizens while hiding the true water resources.  

13. If the complaint alleges a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 1962(c), provide the 
following information:

a. The individuals who are employed or associated with the enterprise:

204.   See Defendants, Introduction and list of groups described in the Complaint that 

will grow with discovery and other lawsuits tied to this complaint throughout Florida and the 

United States.  Many are shown in the Associated Industries of Florida, NAM, Water Forum and 
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throughout the Justice Departments in Florida who are tied to Law firms and local banks like C1 

Bank and National Banks like Wells Fargo, Bank of America, and more.

b. Whether the same entity is both the liable “person” and the “enterprise” under 
Section 1962(c)

205. The association in fact enterprise set forth herein consists of numerous individuals 

that are not part of a common entity, employer, or corporation but a Worldwide and National 

group tied to Wall Street, DEFENDANTS, Banks, Leaders, Campaign groups for Elections, Law 

firms, Universities, Hospital Boards and Foundations, Military contractors, Big Pharma 

contractors that is easy to track once discovery is opened for the listed DFENDANTS whom 

some have already testified in confidence through their staff and groups. Therefore the liable 

individuals who formed the enterprise are not both the liable person and the enterprise under 

1962(c).

14. If the complaint alleges a violation of 18 U.S.C Sections 1962(d), describe in detail 
the alleged conspiracy.

206. The object of the conspiracy here is straight forward with the financial scheme 

involving the increased Cancer Rates and Medicine Sales, Medicaid Fraud, Real Estate 

takedowns, Tax base funding favored for their constituents and US Federal Reserve borrowing to 

right off Medical bills, foreclosure mills through the sale of toxic Peace River and high arsenic 

ground water resources used at bottled water and Tap water. Heavily Radioactive treated River 

was known to be contaminated at times between testing, Hurricanes, but sold to millions of 

Florida residents, government buildings, schools and Hospitals at the higher rates. Their goals 

was to build more Hospitals, sell more Medical Equipment for Stocks, kill People with Cancer 

and bad medicine from poor Water quality standards and regulations were knowingly violated 

and misrepresented to the public. 
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207. Furthermore, private engineering consultants for DEFENDANTS looked away to 

get the next paying Job in a recession and aided the enterprise by issuing reports that supported 

the reservoir construction after Hurricane Charlie when a Well permits at the Source was on file 

at Swfwmd at Peace River.  The DEFENDANTS, and its suitability, even after the toxic 

conditions of MOSAIC mining spills and after Hurricane Charlie had surfaced and known to the 

individual RICO defendants. While connected Peace River to Carlton WTP making the Water 

mixtures even worse than before and more costly, the DEFENDANTS taxed the Florida People 

more to lower the level of service at the same time attempted to steal the US Resource for Israel 

Mosaic Phosphate and Rothschild Federal Reserve using Leaders, Media and more.

15. The alleged injury to business or property

208.   THE ENGINEER’S Home, Clients properties and Every Florida home that was 

foreclosed from Tampa to Miami may have survived as since Hurricane Charlie.  Just as Flint 

Michigan homes went down in value there is a proven correlation of drinking water quality to 

land and home values, with this potentially healthiest water ever seen on Earth, by Far, millions 

of Florida Homes would have stabilized in the Recession from 2004 to Today.  Bailout monies 

from US Federal Reserve would not have been needed with World medicine export and GDP 

created from an Alkaline Housing boom this Resource and many more that are hidden would 

have been exposed by DEFENDANTS.  With THE ENGINEER’S plans and resource homes 

would have gained equity instead of Cancer Rates and foreclosure mills from the 

DEFENDANTS actions and negligence to THE PEOPLE.  DEFENDANTS attacked all of 

America as this Unique Resource teaches new medicine, Energy production and cannot be 

Manmade anywhere on Earth.
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209. THE ENGINEER would have been pumping millions of dollars per day with 

lower water bills to millions of citizens while also providing millions in land planning to find 

many more in the United States and Worldwide for other nations with the knowledge hidden 

under THE ENGINEERS land.   Almost 10-15yrs of pumping was missed as the Enterprise 

knew of the resource as far back as 1969 when the well was dug and the agenda with Swfwmd 

and the Department of Interior, Hillsborough county, Sarasota, Desoto, Charlotte and a pool of 

engineers to be listed planned with General Development Corp, the Bush Family, Tampa Central 

Command to set up this Mining and Eugenics operation with multiple Universities such as but 

not limited to USF, Yale, Harvard, Notre Dame, University of Florida, SMU, Northwestern and 

more.  Creating a doctor, lawyer and insurance crisis today while millions died of higher cancer 

rates for their bottling game started by Reagan and Margaret Thatcher with Pierre in France, who 

made Water a commodity when it’s supposed to be commons.

210. THE ENGINEER had his Father Joe Gilberti Sr. a 35year Government and FDOT 

Engineer show up dead in his home with the Down the Hole Video disks while Mosaic and 

Greenberg Traurig and Hillsborough County State attorneys and Public Defenders used a Jog 

email from THE ENGINEER for an FDEP Torch Run posted 5hrs before the Boston Marathon 

and only 12 days after the Underground River and unique readings were discovered on April 3, 

2013 when Jim Murray of Amps Aquifer and Maintenance did a Down the Hole video with a 

$200,000 dollar special camera and equipment.  Mr. Murray said emails were being deleted off 

his computer in front of his eyes when the Water Readings were being sent by THE ENGINEER 

in late March 2013.   Mr. Murray has been working for Federal and State government for Oil 

drilling, special designs for Military vessels, Aquifer maintenance for Palm Beach, Dade, 

Broward, Collier and other huge counties for Decades in Florida.  His wife was President of the 

entire USA USGS boards for years!   Mr. Murray described in 50yrs no water has ever been seen 
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like this site and its next to a potential platform from the KT event causing something never seen 

to come up just 1100 feet below the land, hence the World attacks and terrorism acts to subdue 

the Engineer by the DEFENDANTS to sell medicine and control millions of Rich and Blue 

collar families and Energy and Big Pharma corps.

16. The direct causal relationship between the alleged injury and the violation of the 
RICO Statute.

211. THE ENGINEER has suffered loss of Home, business, Reputation, monies, 

family members, emotional damages as well as his client from the DEFENDANTS massive 

Torts and US Terrorism acts to the United States of America and the US Resource.  

DEFENDANTS took almost 15 years of THE ENGINEER’S life and time with his Children to 

kill Americans with Cancer rates and overcharge for Medicine, Utility bills and have created a 

massive Fear in the area for Americans to live FREE of cancer and bullies the DEFENDANTS 

have flexed from the Courts, Jails, Police Stations and media in an effort to separate and divide 

America. 

212.   See damages stated in sections 1 to 197 above.

17. The damages sustained for which each defendant is liable.

213. As a direct and proximate result of plaintiffs relying on DEFENDANTS’ 

misrepresentations of arrests to steal his land, attack his Country’s Water supply for his Ethical 

concern for the safety and quality of DRINKING WATER for millions of Americans the value is 

endless and time cannot be replaced from this attacks.  The DEFENDANTS and their attack to 

pump dirty water, build ZIKA pond reservoirs for their future FPL/Duke energy plants and more 

kickback from Peace River’s water supply and decision to distribute toxic water to the residents 

of Florida, plaintiffs were caused to suffer property and punitive damage that will require 

substantial and costly repairs to replace corroded and stained arsenic filled pipes and water 
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infrastructure so as to ensure Florida’s residents can resume using Water plants that now will be 

converted to Filtrations plants with Spring Water that is Naturally clean and acceptable source. 

The loss in value to plaintiffs’ home, time with his family, dead family members, defaming of 

his name and company is also a direct and proximate result of the toxic disaster caused and 

created by the DEFENDANTS named herein. Cases like Bayshore High School where a large 

percentage of people died would have been much different if this source was connected versus 

contaminated wells or Water supply in the region.  THE ENGINEER attended the workshops and spoke 

to Manatee Reps, University of Miami reps and presented on video and DEFENDANTS worked to 

insure the Media hid this US Resource to kill more children with Cancer rates.   

214. Finally, plaintiffs were defrauded by the DEFENDANTS by misrepresentations 

that caused them to pay for water that was toxic to their homes and property at a higher cost than 

filtered alkaline mineral spring water that is an antioxidant without any water shortages. 

Plaintiffs also seek reimbursement for their loss of time for a resource that can be verified in one 

hour.   While DEFENDANTS chose to hide this US Resource, its Global knowledge to keep  

Americans dying at the Tap with Cancer and Disease rates to create Healthcare costs, Opioid 

epidemics, Wars and migration issues this site and its Global knowledge fixes.  Why would 

America hide endless Clean Water from its own People with all media and Leaders this long and 

hard when this site can be verified in minutes.  Its US Treason on healthcare and Job growth as 

this creates an Alkaline Housing demand and real estate boom, new medicine and energy 

production.

18. A description of the Federal causes of action, if any, and citation to the relevant 
statutes.

i. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 – SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS – DEPRIVATION OF 
CONTRACTUALLY CREATED PROPERTY RIGHT

ii. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 – PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS – DEPRIVATION OF 
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CONTRACTUALLY CREATED PROPERTY RIGHT

iii. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 –SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS– STATE CREATED 
DANGER

iv. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 – SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS – BODILY INTEGRITY

v. Section 505(a)(2) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and 
Section 1449(a)(2) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

vi. Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act (“FDUTPA”).  

vii. Florida Fair Lending Act, section 494.0078, et seq. (“FFLA”)

viii. Florida Consumer Collections Practices Act (“FCCPA”)

ix. CIVIL CONSPIRACY

19. A description of pendent state claims in the complaint, if any.

i. Fraud on the Courts and Terrorism using Smith-Mundt Act.

ii. Breach of Fiduciary Duty as an US Agency to Protect the Public Safety, Welfare and 
Security of THE PEOPLE

iii. Nuisance

iv. Negligence

v. Gross Negligence

vi. Unjust Enrichment

vii. Conspiracy and Racketeering of Federal Funds to pump Radioactive water and sell 
medicine to millions of innocent People.  To fill Cancer centers with dead children.

viii. Trespass

ix. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress

x. Negligent Infliction of Emotion Distress

20. Any additional information plaintiff feels would be helpful to the Court in 
processing the RICO claim.

215. Plaintiffs believe and wish to emphasize that a significant volume of highly 

relevant evidence supporting the claims herein will be obtained through discovery. Plaintiffs 
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reserve their right to supplement this form as this information comes to light so as to provide the 

Court with these additional facts. For example, criminal investigations into this matter are 

pending and have yet to disclose their findings or reports.  In addition, plaintiffs had not had the 

chance to obtain email correspondence that will likely further reinforce every fact and allegation 

contained herein, as many of the individual defendants named herein have been moving to new 

companies, relieved from duty, rotated to new municipalities or firms, retired, etc.

216.   Plaintiffs reserve the right to amend the DEFENDANTS and actions set forth 

above if discovery and/or further investigation reveal that any should be expanded, divided into 

specific enterprises regarding said issues that collectively are working in a mob, or modified in 

any way.

CAUSES OF ACTION

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

STRICT LIABILITY PURSUANT TO FLORIDA POLLUTANT DISCHARGE 
PREVENTION AND CONTROL ACT (§ 376.313 Florida Statutes)

217. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1 

through 122 as if fully restated herein.

218. Stop all funding for Water supply infrastructure from Sarasota to Fort Myers until 

this resource connection is tied into or has a connection agreement to provide much higher level 

of service to millions of home taps, hospitals, schools and businesses with lower water bills.  

This connection is approximately 12-18months of construction and approximately $60 million 

dollars including all conversions from treatment plants to filtration plants with the pipe 

connections.  Money is available and this project has been submitted to the State Revolving fund 

and the Defendants over the years while THE ENGINEER was attacked by the Enterprise.

219. Shutdown all DEFENDANTS operations in Florida in regards to Mosaic 
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Phosphate mines across Florida permanently for US TREASON and Eugenics with a 

Moratorium until this US Resource is exposed and many more hidden by the DEFENDANTS are 

found across the nation and the World to stop the Eugenics in Water Supply and pollution of 

Fish and Wildlife in rivers used for drinking Water and food production.  

220. Call in all US Congress and put them on Lie Detectors of their knowledge of this 

Resource and 15 County permit pipeline servicing American today all they back to 9-11 in 2001 

to determine who else knew in Wall Street, like Bill Gates and the World Health Organization 

who with the UN and the Kyoto Protocol may have purposely caused the BP Oil spill with the 

Ice Comet theory and EPA Global warming lies this site proves.

221. Stop all funding for Florida Water pipeline projects at FDEP until this Site is 

exposed to all America with US Media who is also a major Terrorist hiding this US Knowledge 

and Resource.  And now it found to be tied to a massive Pedophile ring with the 

DEFENDANTS.  Using Hollywood FAKE News through the Smith-Mundt Act modification in 

2013 and 2014 by DEFENDANTS in US Congress.

222.     At all relevant times, DEFENDANTS owned, operated and/or maintained the 

DEFENDANTS New Wales Facility and the South Gypsum Stack and nearby mines that have 

destroyed critical aquifers or stolen mineral rights and access to other potential hidden resources. 

The New Wales Facility, for example, the South Gypsum Stack is now the site of a massive 

sinkhole, which was first reported to government agencies in August 2016. As a result of the 

sinkhole, hundreds of millions of gallons of radioactive and other chemical-containing 

wastewater was discharged from the gypstack and entered the Floridan Aquifer.

223. At all relevant times, DEFENDANTS had a statutory duty to Plaintiffs and class 

members to maintain and operate the DEFENDANTS New Wales Facility and its South Gypsum 

Stack so as not to create and/or to allow the creation of hazardous conditions due to the discharge 
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of contaminants, as defined by Florida Statutes §§ 376.301(09), 376.301(10) and 376.301(12).

224. At all relevant times, DEFENDANTS breached their statutory duty by discharging, 

or causing to be discharged, radioactive and other chemical- containing wastewater into the Floridan 

Aquifer, which Plaintiffs and class members use as the water source for private drinking water wells, 

agricultural activities, and other uses, in violation of Florida Statutes § 376.30 to § 376.317. 

DEFENDANT is strictly liable to Plaintiff under § 376.313(3).

225. As the direct and proximate result of DEFENDANTS’ statutory breach of duty, 

are unable to depend on groundwater pumped from the Floridan aquifer for their private well 

water for drinking water and other personal and business uses.

226. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiffs and millions of homes incurred and 

continue to incur damages, including but not limited to property damage, diminution of property 

value, risk of loss of their private well water supply, loss of use and enjoyment, and other 

economic losses, in an amount to be determined at trial.

227. Freeze all Desoto County Mosaic plans for a 22,000 acre mine of Phosphate 

production next to this resource to prevent any damage as this water mixture affects World 

medicine in that it’s the highest magnesium and Calcium ever seen in Ready to Drink Alkaline 

spring water.  Mosaic mining in Florida is meaningless and nothing but a Political loafing game 

with lawyers and the Enterprise as they currently import 85% of the phosphate product from 

Morocco to the Apollo Beach Port of Tampa.  There is no yield in these Southern District mines 

to take the risk of destroying America’s No1 Aquifer (underground River of Blue Gold) at THE 

ENGINEER land in Sarasota.  Attached is an analysis of upper and middle zones that are 

typically damaged by MOSAIC that could dip into the lower Floridan since we are next to a 

Tilted Platform from the KT Event that caused a massive FRACK, hence upper and lower zones 

are mixing.  This Desoto County mine must never happen due to past negligence and the fact the 

Product is being imported and these operations are solely to destroy America’s resources and 
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influence Elections with Mining compacts and river loafing with Lawyers, courts and media in 

the Florida Swing State regions.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

STRICT LIABILITY FOR ABNORMALLY DANGEROUS ACTIVITY

228. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations set forth in paragraph 1 through 

131 as if fully restated herein.

229. DEFENDANTS are pumping treated lower level of service arsenic rivers instead 

of spring water to charge millions higher water bills and create cancer clusters.  They are hiding 

many tests with frequency of test and lies.  Why are we testing treated polluted water with 

shortages causing more fertilizer needs vs pure spring water with nothing in it that can use much 

less chlorine or even other techniques without chlorine due to the raw resource is already good to 

drink, such a ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT techniques.

230. Sarasota County is buying polluted River water from Manatee County and Peace 

River Manasota Water supply at Peace River in Desoto County.   Pumping from out of County 

when potentially the Worlds No1 Aquifer is under THE ENGINEERS land in Sarasota county 

much closer to its citizens.  Sarasota County should be pumping to the other counties with the 

current 4-County loop system that is half complete.

231. The Engineers such as King Engineering, Stantec, Jacobs, HDR, Johnson 

engineers, Tetra Tech and all their continuing service contracts, companies associated with this 

current system must be cancelled.  

232. Developers such as but not limited to Neil Communities, Benderson 

Development, Lennar Homes, WCI, Debartolo and more in the Region need to be investigated 

for their knowledge of this resource with the Enterprise as they sold homes knowing this water 
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was available and potentially helped fill cancer centers or sold medical space to their advantage 

to make money as well with the Enterprise, big Pharma Wall Street, Opioid Crisis across Florida 

that is directly related to the poor level of service of water supply, etc.

233. Recent studies show pharmaceuticals in water supply that are using recycled 

sewer or treated water from bad sources, this source THE ENGINEER provides doesn’t have as 

its 2000’ below the ground.

234. DEFENDANTS, as the owners and operators of multiple Phosphate mining 

operation that are a staged act as 85% Phosphate is shipped into the Tampa Apollo Beach Port 

from Morocco.  It is simply a massive Racketeering act to destroy Water Supply, Rivers with 

RED TIDE and time hypes for Electoral Votes with settlements with Sierra vs ACOE cases from 

FDEP permits issued to Mosaic Fertilizer LLC or the The Mosaic Company.  The 

DEFENDANTS, engage in abnormally dangerous activities by the manner in which they 

maintained and operated the phosphogypsum wastewater stacks such as at its New Wales 

Facility and Fort Meade– namely, the South Gypsum Stack at New Wales is a good example. 

The collapse of the stack and resulting discharge of radioactive and other chemical-containing 

wastewater within the South Gypsum Stack is the result of DEFENDANTS’ overuse and 

dependence on the gypstack for long-term storage of billions of tons of radioactive waste 

byproduct produced from the manufacture of phosphoric acid.

235. DEFENDANTS use and practices associated with toxic radioactive wastewater 

storage at the Gypsum Stacks for water supply that is not limited but endless with THE 

ENGINEER (a) DEFENDANTS have created a high degree of risk of harm to others: 

particularly, residents and property owners who depend on the Floridan Aquifer for their private 

well water supply, (b) created a likelihood that the harm threatened by DEFENDANTS’ 

activities would be great; (c) DEFENDANT created a risk of harm that could have been 
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eliminated prior to the creation of many mine sinkhole by the exercise of reasonable care but 

cannot now be eliminated; (d) were not a matter of common usage; and (e) were inappropriate to 

the place where and manner in which they were being carried on, in that they constituted a non-

natural use of carelessness.

236.      DEFENDANT’S facility(s) and future operations imposed and continue to 

impose an unusual and extraordinary risk of harm to millions of Citizens to create a Cancer 

Cluster at the Water supply to sell Medicine and steal Medicaid, attack our Citizens with 

Racketeering and Fraud on Agencies who are to protect Americans, Fraud on both State and 

Federal Courts with DEFENDANTS mob of interests surrounding THE ENGINEER who has 

control of the US RESOURCE and has offered is for FREE to the Public to the Tap of millions 

of Homes an Businesses.  US Citizens are depending on THE ENGINEER and this RESOURCE 

that is a unique area under the Floridan Aquifer for their water supply.

237. As a direct and proximate result of DEFENDANTS’ conduct of engaging in the 

abnormally dangerous activities alleged herein, substantial amounts of toxic radioactive 

wastewater has been released and continues to be released from DEFENDANTS’ South Gypsum 

Stack located at the New Wales Facility, Riverview Facility as well as many others in the region. 

238. THE ENGINEER has proposed a new Water Resource utilizing existing 

transmission pipes DEFENDANTS have already damaged with Peace River Water supplies and 

arsenic ground water resources vs Alkaline Mineral spring water resources. The harm sustained 

by Plaintiffs and class members is the result of DEFENDANTS’ abnormally dangerous activities 

and was foreseeable by DEFENDANTS.

239.      By reason of the foregoing, THE ENGINEER incurred damages, including but 

not limited to property damage, personal damages, punitive damages, family members who 

showed up dead while kidnapped in the Tampa Jails, and other economic losses, in an amount to 
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be determined at trial.

240. DEFENDANTS have worked with multiple courts who have friends in the Clerks 

and Judge chambers who influence these courts to ignore the Water supply that can be verified 

by THE Engineers and labs in days.  They bring in Lawyers from Southwest Florida Water 

Management who hid this 40yrs but not Professional qualified Engineers or Hydrologist.  All in 

an effort to keep Cancer and medicine sales rising, killing children and families, businesses with 

Low Level of Service Water supply.  

241. DEFENDANTS are on record ignoring multiple permits, critical drinking water 

Level of service increase along with lower water and electric bill, in municipalities while rotating 

City and County managers to scare staff from helping open and exposing these resources.  

School Boards, Teachers, Firemen, Police and more know in the region but are deterred by 

Leaders, County attorneys, lawyers and media to stand down.   US Media is specifically hiding 

this Resource from the People during Hurricanes with FEMA, USGS, EPA, MOSAIC and 

Florida Leaders like Medicaid Fraud Rick Scott, Marco Rubio, President Obama, US Congress 

and more.  All failing their Oath to the United States to protect the Public Safety and Welfare of 

THE PEOPLE.  This site teaches America how to find more and affects Medicine quality and 

costs.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

NUISANCE

242. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1 through 134 as if fully stated herein.

243. This claim is brought under Florida and Federal law on behalf of Plaintiff.

244. DEFENDANTS, through reckless and/or intentional acts and omissions alleged 

herein, have contaminated the Floridan Aquifer and many Florida Water resources and the 
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project and its investors for THE ENGINEER through the DEFENDANTS media influence and 

power created a deformation attempt to keep Cancer rates rising and THE PEOPLE deterred 

from potentially the greatest Health Resource on Earth.  It seems evident that a future Class 

Action may begin soon on DEFENDANTS as million of Americans are now figuring out this 

attack by DEFENDANTS in the West Florida and South Florida region since over 60 Cities and 

15 Counties have been continuously petitioned at local Commissions, FDEP, FDOT, Circuit 

courts, Police Stations, Fire Stations, Schools Boards, Developers, Builders, Banks by THE 

ENGINEER.

245. DEFENDANTS’ corporate practice of improperly storing dangerous volumes of 

radioactive phosphogypsum wastewater in the Phosphate mine Gypsum Stack located at the New 

Wales Facility and other facilities was unreasonable, unwarranted and unlawful.

246. The contamination of drinking water and Racketeering of Courts, Police and 

Media has interfered with the rights of THE ENGINEER to work on the 300mile Pipeline project 

and consolidate leaders and investors as they scare everyone off like a typical Racketeering Mob 

with Banks and Deep State Police. 

247. DEFENDANTS influence Gov Rick Scott a known Medicaid fraud leader and 

now Florida Senator who was taking pictures with LANTECH’S missing Cad Tech Rob Stampe 

who is now suddenly married to the Walton Family who owns Wal-Mart.  Rob Stampe worked 

for King Engineering who worked on the 4-County Peace River Water supply systems and 

Manatee County water treatment plant facility.  When Mr. Stampe gave Gov Rick Scott the 

Reading before the Boston Marathon Attack he sent LANTECH at text saying “it’s all about 

Nestle.” Nestle Water bought Zephyrhills in Florida within the DEFENDANTS region for water 

supply resources where Bottling plants are also hiding these underground secret Rivers of Water 

supply of higher quality.
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248. DEFENDANTS’ reckless and/or intentional acts and omissions were 

unreasonable, unwarranted and unlawful, and constitute a continuous invasion of the property 

rights of THE ENGINEER and his work to permit and fund the 300mile pipeline down I-75 to 

South Florida solving the Florida North South Water Conflict via Florida Water wars as 

described in the Jeb Bush National Resource Defense Council (NRDC).

249. DEFENDANTS have filled out FAKE Police reports, bond hikes and hearing to 

force THE ENGINEER into a Duress plea to simply get back to the project.  DEFENDANTS 

sole THE ENGINEER’S 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 8th Amendment Rights to subdue their 

Adversary, scare the public in the region from helping and harbored Terrorism attacks timed 

with cases referenced in this Complaint.

250. DEFENDANTS purposely sold Medicine, built Cancer Centers, sold 

Advertisements of Cancer Centers, Medicine knowing this Water supply is basically liquid 

medicine to the tap, can lower cancer and disease rates, create millions of Jobs for Americans.  

DEFENDANTS purposely hid this Resource for foreign and domestic enterprises attacking US 

Resources with US Media and Leaders, their backers and Courts.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

On the basis of the claims set forth herein, Plaintiffs demand the following relief:

247. THE ENGINEER ask the court to require Governor Ron Desantis, Sarasota 

County to visit the site and perform diligence on the endless underground Water Resource, pull 

all plans and water readings and force a connection agreement for this higher level of service to 

the tap of millions of homes.  Common sense shows endless high capacity flow with natural 

alkaline spring water, with no water restrictions and lower water bills is far more sustainable than 

treated Peace River or Arsenic treated ground water currently at Carlton Water plant and Peace 

River Manasota water plant from Peace River.
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248. THE ENGINEER asks the court for DEFENDANTS be reported to President 

Trump, US Attorneys Office, Congress and the US Military for Potential US Treason on US 

Critical Resources of US National Defense and Security for ignoring a simple issue and not 

performing a diligence on water supply through campaign elections, permits submitted, 

presentations with citizens and THE ENGINEER over the past years.

249. THE ENGINEER ask the Court to contact Washington Federal Reserve and send 

$10,000,000,000 dollars for the West Florida pipeline (additional $10Billion for South 

Florida) and system upgrades for Infrastructure, compensate what is fair for the engineers work 

and punitive damages within, so millions of Americans and Floridians have this unique Alkaline 

spring water to their taps, home equity and lower Cancer rates.

251. THE ENGINEER asks the court for IMMEDIATE and expedited monies to be 

provided by DEFENDANTS, (FDEP State Revolving Fund $60-100 million dollars) to pay 

for the Phase-1 12mile Pipeline that ties into the Peace River Water supply infrastructure and 

stubs out the larger transmission to I-75 to satisfy another 8million South Florida residents, finish 

the loop option to Manatee that can eventually tie-into Tampa Bay Water Authority systems; 

submitted to Sarasota Utilities with tracking in 2014 and FDOT Districts 1, 3, 4, 5 & 6  for THE 

PEOPLE and the US Military to help install per Gilberti KT Hypothesis and US Infrastructure 

plan.  Provide all Soldiers double wages working on the Pipeline and finding more for other 

regions (See Gilberti FDOT 300mile pipeline to South Florida in permit) and other nations to 

help end World Hunger, Oppression, Diseases and reasons for wars.

252. THE ENGINEER ask the court to pay punitive damages to THE ENGINEER and 

remove all fake charges done by Hillsborough county state attorneys office and have all State 

Attorneys, Lawyers, Judges, Law Firms, Engineering consultants, and Police involved with those 

cases who attacked THE ENGINEER at his home and his family be reported to the proper 
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authorities for investigation on why they would attack America’s No1 Water, Food production 

and Energy Resources for foreign groups such as Mosaic and Rothschild Federal Reserve bank 

in Europe.

253. THE ENGINEER ask the homes that were foreclosed by DEFENDANTS across 

the West Florida Region that would have increased in value if this World Water knowledge was 

disclosed these past 15-20yrs when DEFENDANTS and RICO Enterprises knew, be returned to 

the families and/or an equal home in value be provided in value paid for in full (A FREE Home).

254. THE ENGINEER ask courts provide this critical information to all Universities 

and Research institutes to find more and open these Global Resources to all Nations who may 

also have access.

255.     THE ENGINEER ask the court to seize all Sarasota case and investigate all 

Judges and Lawyers involved throughout the past 8years and 72 Partners for potential fraud on 

courts, hiding US Resources and condemning millions of Americans while potentially harboring 

Terrorist acts timed with subduing THE ENGINEER and attacking his family.

256. THE ENGINEER ask the court to pull all files listed, including the Hillsborough 

County files where Christopher Shaw, Dave Weinstein, Vin Marchetti, Lara Hernandez, and 

others listed filed fake police reports timed with land docket hearings and terrorist attacks with 

District 13, Rick Scott, Pam Bondi, ex-President Obama to hide this critical and unique 

underground river below the Engineer and Daughtrey lands for Mosaic Phosphate to keep poor 

water resources and treated junk water to the tap for decades.  Hiding Spring water to pump 

polluted and treated Red Tide Peace River with their 20yr long Peace River Manasota Loop 

option and move dirt to unnecessary Federal funded Reservoirs at RV Griffin and CW Bill 

Young in Hillsborough County timed with Elections and money kickbacks from the Enterprise.

257. THE ENGINEER ask the court to consider what is appropriate for the lost of 
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homes and businesses or what is fair in lieu of sections 251 and 256 above.

DEMAND FOR A JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs, for themselves hereby demands trial by jury on all issues so triable as a matter 
of right.

Date:  May 3, 2019 /s/Joe Gilberti
Joseph D. Gilberti, Jr., P.E.
Plaintiff
385 Donora Blvd
Ft Myers Beach, FL 33931
813-470-6000 
Gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com

Cc:       President Donald J. Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

Honorable William Pelham Barr
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530-0001

US Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 
Government Affairs
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington DC, 20510

mailto:Gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com
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RECORD NOTICE OF INTENT TO SUE EPA

LANDTECH DESIGN GROUP, INC.
Planning, Engineering & Consulting Services
385 Donora Blvd
Ft Myers, Florida 33931
813-470-6000
gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com
Gilbertibluegold.com

November 23, 2018

Honorable Andrew Wheeler Honorable Mary S. Walker
Acting Administrator Regional Administrator
U.S. EPA U.S. EPA Region IV
Ariel Rios Building Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Ctr
1200 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W. 61 Forsyth Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460 Atlanta GA 30303

RE: Clean Water Act Notice of Intent to File Suit 
Section 505(a)(2) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and 
Section 1449(a)(2) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

 Failure to Utilize Higher Level of Service for Raw Water 
Resources from EPA and Peace River Manasota Water 
Authority Florida hidden  Underground Alkaline Endless 
Spring Water River and improper use of State Revolving 
Funds, US Grants to build potential Terror attack above Sky 
Reservoirs (ZIKA Ponds) via RV Griffin Reservoir after 
Hurricane Charlie pursuant to Title 42 U.S.C. to protect the 
Public Safety and Welfare of US citizens at the Tap of a 4 to 6 
County Regional System.

 Harboring known US Terrorist Attacks surrounding this 
critical medicine changing Unique underground Spring water 
mixture and  Resource and its court docket timing to kidnap 
engineer Gilberti while attacking his land and his clients land 
with Florida Dept of Justice and Leaders.

Dear Acting Administrator Wheeler and Region IV Administrator Walker:

LandTech Design Group, Inc. (LDG) hereby gives Notice of Intent to 
file suit under the both Section 1365 citizen suit (33 U.S.C. §1365) 
provision of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and the Federal Administrative 

mailto:gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com
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Procedures Act (APA) (5 U.S.C. Section 701-706) against the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Acting Administrator Andrew 
Wheeler in his official capacity as EPA Administrator, and against Mary 
S. Walker in her official capacity as EPA Regional Administrator for 
Region IV, for their failure to perform EPA’s following non-discretionary 
duty under Section 303(d) of the CWA and 40 C.F.R. §130.7 and Failure to 
utilize an available Underground hidden Alkaline Spring Water River 
known for 40yrs by Southwest Florida Water Management District, EPA 
officials and staff, Department of Interior, Manatee, Hillsborough, Desoto, 
Charlotte, Lee, Collier and Sarasota counties for HIGHER LEVEL OF 
SERVICE Raw Drinking Water Resources to millions of Florida citizens to 
Lower Cancer Rates in the Region at the Tap.  Current FDEP Regulations 
62-555 (310) as written pursuant to the EPA Clean Water Act of 1974 and 
its revisions and additions thereto.

1. Peace River Manasota, Sarasota, Charlotte, Manatee Counties, City of North 
Port, City of Punta Gorda has hidden this US Resource to fill cancer centers 
with Medicaid Fraud Gov Scott and a massive Racketeering Act to sell 
medicine and fill Cancer Centers.  Current City of Punta Gorda utilities is 
expanding a Shell Creek Treatment facility and purposely ignored a Sarasota 
2014 transmission permit application submitted by LandTech to connect to 
the Peace River Manasota Water Supply board owned by Sarasota, Desoto, 
Charlotte and Manatee county.  These counties are stealing Medicaid money 
by pumping a known Arsenic River to millions of Homes and ignoring this 
Spring Water unique Natural Resource that is not a spring but a massive 
underground River with Alkaline readings from a Titled platform from the K-
T Event.  This resource has been flowing for over 65million years and is not 
leaving or running out.  It has the endless capacity and can serve 10million 
plus homes via a submitted FDOT 300mile Antioxidant spring pipeline from 
Tampa to Miami from this Source.  Phase 1 charges Peace River counties and 
Fort Myers and Naples with minimum costs to the Region less than Shell 
Creek WTP expansion.  Southwest Florida Water Management District with 
Governor Rick Scott has attacked Engineer Gilberti land with local Mosaic 
Phosphate attorneys Greenberg Traurig and a slough of Medicaid Fraud 
Racketeering groups tied to US Middle District, Tampa District 13, Sarasota 
District 12 and Lee county District 20.

2. EPA has a duty to come to Gilberti Ranch and test this US Resource under 
attack by Local Leaders and Developers hiding it to fill Cancer Centers with 
Lower Level of Service Raw Water Resources falling the Intent of the Clean 
Water Act and using 50 States of Grant money to build RV Griffin Reservoir 
with Southwest Florida Water management District, FDEP SRF Funding, 
State Revolving Funds, State Corporative funding to keep Cancer rising, 
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stealing Grants for 50c13 Cancer Research at USF Moffit and other 
Universities across America in within a massive west Florida to south 
Florida Cancer cluster that ignores Raw Water Quality resources such as 
this 2000ft deep underground River in the Rocks showing a pH=7.49, 
Chlorides at 206mg/l, Calcium at 114mg/l, Magnesium at 78mg/l ready to 
drink Spring Water tied to a underground ocean.  As a Professional Engineer 
for over 15yrs we ask the EPA and its consultants to come to our land, as 
will provide access to test this never seen on Earth Water Quality, perform 
pump report test and see the massive natural Frack past 1100 feet that yield 
tremendous flows that eliminate Water shortage issues, lowers water bills, 
cancer rates and provides enormous Sustainability to the Region.

3. EPA has a Duty to inspect this Unique wonder of the World that shows 
Mankind how to find the rest hidden across America, such as near Flint 
Michigan, the Tri-State Florida Water War in Alabama-Georgia region and 
even near Washington DC at the Chesapeake impact crater.

4. A large $500 million reservoir (RV Griffin) was installed and a 20mile 42-
inch Water main by Southwest Florida Water Management (SWFWMD), 
Peace River Manasota Water Supply Authority (PRMWA) stole 50 states of 
Grant money by to hide a secret underground Alkaline River tied to an 
Ocean under Joe Gilberti’s land and Cecil Daughtrey lands with unlimited 
Cancer slowing ready to drink Spring Water after Hurricane Charlie.  
Southwest Florida Water Management and Sarasota county gave Florida 
Forever Trust funds to Longino, Carlton and Walton Ranches along the this 
improvement who also have known of this secret underground River as these 
families have grown up for generations together and the Well accessing the 
Secret isolated river was dug in 1969 and had a WUP with SWFWMD for 
since 2001.   These SWFWMD Reservoirs like RV Griffin are essentially high 
maintenance ZIKA PONDS that we have permit plans showing to convert 
these potential Water supply terror attacks to a Power plant with our 
endless underground spring water resource, engineering plans and 
connection.  This Reservoir extorted American Tax money for Power corps in 
the area like FPL, Duke Energy and PRECO while creating cancer clusters, 
death of Americans at the Tap to millions and a potential and above sky 
terror attack from Pesticide Planes at the Reservoir hidden in a Swamp of 
Trees where low flying plains and drones cannot be detected.  See FEMA 
Stafford Act 6.11.

5. A simple Water health scan and pump report can verify this World Drinking 
Water resource in a few hours which eliminates billions of Tax dollars being 
wasted by SWFWMD, West Florida County commissioners, Peace river 
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Manasota and Florida Forever Trust funds building these Poor Water Supply 
systems from Poor Water supply resources pursuant to FDEP 62-555 (310)

6 All plans and regional permit petitions have been ready for approval and 
obtained by FDEP director Jon Iglehart in Fort Myers Florida. Application 
fees of $10,300 cleared by FDEP in November 2013 with Brian Dietz P.E.; 
these permits were transferred to FDEP Fort Myers Florida December 31, 
2013. Resubmitted was done again after hurricane Irma where FPL, Duke, 
and all Florida leaders, SWFWMD, and EPA purposely hid the resource with 
to put Americans at risk. 

a. Engineer Gilberti is in litigation with a group called 72 Partners 
LLC in Sarasota county which includes five men named, Thomas 
Howze, Lee Pallardy, Kenny Harrison, Laurence Hall and Spenser 
Hall.  Kenny Harrison owns Harrison Cattle LLC which leases land 
from SWFWMD at the RV Griffin Parcel where the RV Griffin 
Reservoir was built to steal $500million from 50 States after 
Hurricane Charlie and hide this Resource to serve it to Mosaic 
Phosphate who is destroying Aquifers with the help of these groups 
included in this Lawsuit.  This is a Racketeering operation to sell 
medicine as when taking a shower a liter soaks into the body hence 
driving home values down and cancer rates and water bill up in the 
region using POOR Raw Water resources.

7 The Supreme Court has been filed by Cecil Daughtrey on a barrage of 
Terrorism acts timed with Tampa District 12, Lee county District 20 as 
well as Sarasota District 12 lawsuits and kidnapping of engineer Gilberti 
with falsified police reports by Mosaic Phosphate chief council who was 
fired on our Property due to Mining compact conflicts on our land holding 
a SWFWMD mining permit from 2009 with phosphate in the dirt in the 
Mosaic Phosphate District of Sarasota county. 

8 This resource under our land hidden by the SWFWMD, Peace River and 
West Coast engineers, leaders and Media shows underground formations 
and knowledge that millions more exist across the Earth, to help other US 
States and other nations. 

9 Israel Mosaic Phosphate next to our land Nestle, Coke, Pepsi, Disney and 
all hospitals hid this U.S. resource to the tap with Tampa to Ft Myers 
Agencies, Engineers, EPA for 40 years to sell medicine and kill people 
with cancer, diseases, and a low level of service (LOS) in drinking rain 
water resources. The well was dug in 1969. 

10 See FDEP Revolving fund to Marjorie Stoneman Douglas Building in 
Tallahassee 1-28-2018 then suddenly a Parkland Marjorie Stoneman 
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Douglas High School shooting or terror attack 17 days later with 17 shot 
and 17 wounded and our engineer was kidnapped by Tampa District 13 
again to stall our permitting and investment groups or run them off?

11 A class action and RICO is at hand on hiding Critical US Drinking water 
supply resources and medicine tied to a massive Medicaid fraud operation 
by leaders, developers and Hospital foundations in Florida.   This needs to 
be forwarded by all parties to Washington State Attorneys office to 
investigate the aforementioned immediately and put on US media to find 
more issues of agencies, their lawyers and engineers purposely hiding 
Raw Alkaline spring water resources that never end in flow and capacity.

12 President Trump, Congress and Media must take action on these critical 
issues and this unique resource hidden by Hospitals stealing Medicaid 
from Lower level of Service Water Supply, Colleges and Universities, 
Agencies, Department of Justice, EPA, NASA and US media.

13 Indicators show SWFWMD, West Florida Leaders, Tampa Bay Water, 
Peace River Manasota Water supply, Israel Mosaic Phosphate, Rothschild 
IMF World Bank, and Federal Reserve central banks hid this Resource for 
over 40yrs to create cancer clusters and Wars as this site shows Mankind 
how to find many more access points to this Underground Ocean of 
Unique Spring Water ready to drink right out of the Ground.

14 Public Service commission complaints on FPL, Duke Energy and more 
were filed in 2012 by others PSC Complaints 05400-13 and 02424-13 with 
Gilberti Water supply documents attached at the same time Duke and 
Progress Energy were assessing $1.5billion to clean up a STILL 
EMITTING Nuclear Power plant in Crystal River which are the 
Headwaters of Hillsborough River pumping 65MGD of Radioactive Water 
to the Tampa Region to fill Moffitt cancer centers and USF Cancer 
Grants.  Very similar to Radioactive mining spill by Mosaic Phosphate 
during 2011 Fort Meade Case when Gilberti and Daughtrey fired Dave 
Weinstein of Greenberg Traurig due to conflicts as he was on that case, 
our lands, and we have a Phosphate mining permit and a deep Floridan 
well, the two essentials for a Fertilizer plant.  Now Desoto where Peace 
River Water plant is working Horse Prairie which was traded as a 
settlement in the Fort Meade Case.  Mosaic was after our site timed with 
their RV Griffin improvements!  They would have never opened it; they 
would just sell medicine and create more cancer centers with Medicaid 
Fraud Gov Scott.

Administrative Law Judge J. Lawrence Johnston will conduct a hearing to 
consider the environmental effects and any other appropriate matters regarding 

http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
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whether to approve the site certification of the proposed Progress Energy Florida, 
Levy Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2, application for site certification number PA08-
51, DOAH Case number 08-2727EPP, DEP Office of General Counsel Case 
Number 08-1621, pursuant to the Florida Electrical Power Plant Siting Act, 
Sections 403.501-.518, Florida Statutes. ...

Meeting: hearing

Contact: Mr. Michael P. Halpin, P.E., Marjory Stoneman Douglas Building, 
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, M.S. 48, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000, 
(850)245-2007.

15 The Administrative Law Judge can order (daily) multiple lab tests and 
verify the resource with our experts, such as Jim Murray in Palm Beach 
Florida of AMPS Aquifer maintenance who performed a DTH video 
showing higher benefits as we drill deeper.  

16 After this discovery of a massive underground ocean from a Meteor impact 
crater verified by Oil consultants, suddenly Tampa Dist 13 kidnapped 
engineer Gilberti for 300days on Boston Marathon explosion day 4-15-
2013 after sending a Jog email of Leaders and FDEP with Hershel 
Vineyard of Foley Lardner and Gov Rick Scott running in a Torch run 
5hrs earlier on file in Tampa and Sarasota Courts.  See LandTech Design 
Group vs 72 Partners Inc.  All in an effort to hide this Secret Underground 
Ocean from THE PEOPLE and their home taps and tax Americans with 
unnecessary Reservoirs to sell medicine as Tap Water is based on Cancer 
Rates.  Alkaline Natural Spring water with lower water bills eliminates 
the need for Rivers, Reservoirs and huge lawsuits and loafing like this 
case at hand.

Rob Stampe is being deposed who worked on Gilberti plans married into the Sam Walton 
family (Wal-Mart) and is taking pictures with Gov Scott two different times to testify on all 

said issues of Corruption against THE US PEOPLE on this Water Supply!

http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
http://flrules.elaws.us/notice/attribute/12/24/2008/6570797/15868
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This FDEP Email was sent 5hrs before the Boston Bomb and suddenly Gilberti is 
kidnapped by Pam Bondi and Obama in District 13 with Judge Dominquez and Judge 

Conrad with Mark Ober and a slew of State Attorneys and Public Defenders

Gilberti Blue Gold –“The People’s Water”

GILBERTI K-T HYPOTHESIS

 Yucatan Meteor Impact or K-T Event tilts Florida Platforms accessing Alkaline Spring 
Water Oceans beneath the Earth hidden 40yrs for Eugenics.
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300-mile Antioxidant pipeline solves Florida North South Water Conflict 
submitted to FDOT in 2014 on file

Local Peace River Manasota Water Supply Infrastructure adjacent to Daughtrey and 
Gilberti Lands used ELAPP in Sarasota, Peace River Manasota Water Supply Authority, 

SWFWMD and Florida Forever Trust Funds with Carlton, Walton and Longino to hide this 
Resource and build unnecessary RV Griffin Reservoir on this Map

ZIKA Pond Reservoirs built to Hide Secret Underground River of Spring Water to fill 
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Cancer Centers using a Lower Level of Service in the Swamp subject to Pesticide plans, 
drone attacks pursuant to Stafford Act 6.11

Peace River Manasota Water Supply System next to Daughtrey Lands hiding this Critical 
US Resource to fill Cancer Centers with US Families and Children from Radioactive Mosaic 

RED TIDE rivers water Supply
VERSUS 

Endless less expensive Alkaline Mineral Spring Water Supply

Four county commissioners via Sarasota, Desoto, Charlotte and Manatee County own this 
Regional system.

Unique Alkaline Mineral Spring Water Readings tied to Secret Underground Ocean 
isolated under Daughtrey and Gilberti Sarasota lands hidden by SWFWMD, Sarasota-
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Charlotte-Desoto county, Peace River Manasota Lawyer, Engineers and consultants and 
EPA
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Daughtrey & Gilberti lands next to Peace River RV Griffin Reservoir located just south east 
in public record permit 5yrs. In the Mosaic Phosphate district with a Mining permit 

Gilberti obtained in 2009
for Sarasota Dr. William Sydney King MD at Sarasota Regional Hospital where many 

Doctors and Hospital foundations with Hedge funders are hiding it to KILL Citizens with 
Cancer Rates at the tap with SWFWMD and Peace River Manasota Water Supply boards 

and engineers for Medicaid Fraud Racketeering case underway.
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Certified Mail receipts for permit for Filtration plant submitted to FDEP Sarasota Brian 
Dietz, P.E. then transferred to Ft Myers FDEP as Gilberti was kidnapped during Boston 

bomb explosion setup by this Gang of West Florida Water supply and Medicaid fraud 
groups – Copied to Publix, Walt Disney, Coke and Pepsi the same day – Call Jon Iglehart 

Director who has been trying to help has recent permits after Hurricane IRMA to get 
FEMA to use our Water for Disaster recovery

17.   SWFWMD and Peace River Manasota have ignored the General principles of 
using the best Raw Resources to maintain efficiency and the Pubic health, 
Safety and Welfare of Americans for water supply to Homes, Schools and 
businesses.  These Lawyers, Engineers and environmental consultants have 
lost their grip on common sense and manipulate the system to create 
Medicine sales without thinking of our People and their Children in growth, 
just their jobs and salaries.
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Title XXIX PUBLIC HEALTH
Chapter 403 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

SECTION 851 
Declaration of policy intent.

403.851 Declaration of policy; intent.—It is the policy of the state that the citizens of 
Florida shall be assured of the availability of safe drinking water. Recognizing that this 
policy encompasses both environmental and public health aspects, it is the intent of the 
Legislature to provide a water supply program operated jointly by the department, in a 
lead-agency role of primary responsibility for the program, and by the Department of 
Health and its units, including county health departments, in a supportive role with 
specific duties and responsibilities of its own. Without any relinquishment of Florida’s 
sovereign powers and responsibilities to provide for the public health, public safety, and 
public welfare of the people of Florida, the Legislature intends:

(1) To give effect to Pub. L. No. 93-523 promulgated under the commerce clause of 
the United States Constitution, to the extent that interstate commerce is directly 
affected.
(2) To encourage cooperation between federal, state, and local agencies, not only in 
their enforcement role, but also in their service and assistance roles to city and 
county elected bodies.
(3) To provide for safe drinking water at all times throughout the state, with due 
regard for economic factors and efficiency in government.
History.—s. 2, ch. 77-337; s. 162, ch. 79-400; s. 425, ch. 94-356; s. 164, ch. 99-8.

18.  Background on Natural Alkaline spring water to the Region and cancer rates 
shown by Nobel Peace prize winner Dr. Otto Warburg in 1931.  It’s trivial to 
anyone; including children that Alkaline filtered spring water not exposed to 
Pollution and Hurricanes is FAR healthier and safer than Peace River and these 
Treated Water supply plants.  They lie about Water Resources, their capacity and 
build falsified Caution area maps when there are ENDLESS rivers of Alkaline 
spring water deeper below.

The Warburg hypothesis (/ˈvɑːrbʊərɡ/), sometimes known as the Warburg theory of 
cancer, postulates that the driver of tumorigenesis is an insufficient cellular respiration 
caused by insult to mitochondria.[1] The term Warburg effect in oncology describes the 
observation that cancer cells, and many cells grown in vitro, 
exhibit glucose fermentation even when enoughoxygen is present to properly respire. In other 

http://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2011/Title29/#Title29
http://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2011/Chapter403
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insult_(medical)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warburg_hypothesis#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warburg_effect_(oncology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_vitro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glucose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermentation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
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words, instead of fully respiring in the presence of adequate oxygen, cancer cells ferment. The 
Warburg hypothesis was that the Warburg effect was the root cause of cancer. The current 
popular opinion is that cancer cells ferment glucose while keeping up the same level of 
respiration that was present before the process of carcinogenesis, and thus the Warburg effect 
would be defined as the observation that cancer cells exhibit glycolysis with lactate 
production and mitochondrial respiration even in the presence of oxygen.[2]

Hypothesis[edit]

Warburg's hypothesis was postulated by the Nobel laureate Otto Heinrich Warburg in 
1924.[3] He hypothesized that cancer, malignant growth, and tumor growth are caused by the 
fact that tumor cells mainly generate energy (as e.g., adenosine triphosphate / ATP) by non-
oxidative breakdown of glucose (a process called glycolysis). This is in contrast to healthy 
cells which mainly generate energy from oxidative breakdown of pyruvate. Pyruvate is an 
end-product of glycolysis, and is oxidized within the mitochondria. Hence, according to 
Warburg, carcinogenesisstems from the lowering of mitochondrial respiration. Warburg 
regarded the fundamental difference between normal and cancerous cells to be the ratio of 
glycolysis to respiration; this observation is also known as the Warburg effect.

Cancer is caused by mutations and altered gene expression, in a process called malignant 
transformation, resulting in an uncontrolled growth of cells.[4][5] The metabolic difference 
observed by Warburg adapts cancer cells to the hypoxic (oxygen-deficient) conditions inside 
solid tumors, and results largely from the same mutations in oncogenes and tumor 
suppressor genes that cause the other abnormal characteristics of cancer cells.[6] Therefore, 
the metabolic change observed by Warburg is not so much the cause of cancer, as he claimed, 
but rather, it is one of the characteristic effects of cancer-causing mutations.

Warburg articulated his hypothesis in a paper entitled The Prime Cause and Prevention of 
Cancer which he presented in lecture at the meeting of the Nobel-Laureates on June 30, 1966 
at Lindau, Lake Constance, Germany. In this speech, Warburg presented additional evidence 
supporting his theory that the elevatedanaerobiosis seen in cancer cells was a consequence of 
damaged or insufficient respiration. Put in his own words, "the prime cause of cancer is the 
replacement of the respiration of oxygen in normal body cells by a fermentation of sugar."[7]

The body often kills damaged cells by apoptosis, a mechanism of self-destruction that 
involves mitochondria, but this mechanism fails in cancer cells where the mitochondria are 
shut down. The reactivation of mitochondria in cancer cells restarts their apoptosis 
program.[8]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_cause
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carcinogenesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warburg_hypothesis#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Warburg_hypothesis&action=edit&section=1
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1969 Floridan Well (Earth Coring) dug 1509’ deep accessing Oceans beneath the Earth 
located at my Land at 9438 Daughtrey Road, Sarasota Florida 34266. This Well was hidden 

and in permit files for SWFWMD for decades

19. See Videos and Conflicts with 72 Partners on our note who also are 
shareholders for Peace River.  

https://youtu.be/gOjUOzg356g?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Peace 
River to Power plant vs Zika Pond RV Griffin for water supply as NO WATER Shortages 
with our underground ENDLESS River!

https://youtu.be/5mbpbulaJs4  RV Griffin reservoir at Peace River, SWFWMD and 72 
Partners in conflict of interest on Gilberti land with Water Supply!  They are stopping all 
South Florida for 6yrs from getting spring water endless to eliminate Salt Water intrusion 
concerns!

https://youtu.be/fEPRWLHnEyQ?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Browar
d county 300mile Antioxidant pipeline presentation sent to FDOT Dist 1, 4, 6 in 2014 for 
permitting.

https://youtu.be/SfdjHQpCrsY?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Third 
Presentation to Peace River Manasota Water supply stealing Tax base with SWFWMD and 
local municipalities to Lower level of service to Water Supply for Moffit cancer profit, 
Medicaid fraud racketeering and Mosaic Phosphate trying to steal Gilberti land with 

https://youtu.be/gOjUOzg356g?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/5mbpbulaJs4
https://youtu.be/fEPRWLHnEyQ?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/SfdjHQpCrsY?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
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Greenberg Traurig, Tampa to Ft Myers Judges and Gov Scott and more.

https://youtu.be/VHu1VKWIUG0?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Miami
-Dade presentation 7-15-2014 after being kidnapped by FBI and Tampa Pam Bondi office 
on FAKE Boston bomb attack to raise Gilberti bond.

https://youtu.be/KsbpXosRGME?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Proof 
Moffit-USF and Marco Rubio got all files in October 2013!  Hidden during elections to kill 
people with Cancer at the Tap for Medicaid Fraud.

https://youtu.be/-RjxRLtXuHM?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Desoto 
county Rodeo board and Commissioners in conflict with Mosaic Parcel and stole Gilberti 
plans while Judge Hall relatives and friends on Daughtrey note tied to terrorism acts.

https://youtu.be/7cW3_tagltw?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn  Cape 
Coral presentation Feb 2018 just before Marjorie Stoneman Douglas FAKE Shooting while 
Gilberti kidnapped again after turning in FDEP SRF funding to Marjorie Stoneman 
Douglas building Tallahassee!

https://youtu.be/LPQtwW2SHmM?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn Browa
rd School Board presentation on Marjorie Stoneman Douglas FAKE Shooting to steal tax 
base with cops!

https://youtu.be/tQm8wfLsvR0 Access to Underground river tied to massive Ocean of 
Alkaline Mineral spring water hidden by SWFWMD and Bush Family for 50yrs!  To create 
Cancers, Diseases, colleges, Wars as these secret access points from tilted platform via 
meteor impacts are all across Earth.

https://youtu.be/7SxL5K-dO3I?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn City of 
North Port presentation with Kids in 2013 just before we realized what we had then Obama 
and Bush plan Boston Marathon game with Tampa central command to kidnap Gilberti 
after Rob Stampe give Gov Scott readings who worked on plans and King engineering who 
is a consultant for Peace River right now hiding this US Resource with SWFWMD staff.

https://youtu.be/uiAr5pyaZes?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn Sarasota 
Presentation in Sept 2014 just after Dade county to commissioners still hiding this 
Resource.

Please call us to clarify additional permits and submittals to over 60 Cities from 
Tampa to south Florida and ongoing lawsuits as well as our neighbor’s lawsuits in 
the US Supreme Court.  As well as our coordination with FDEP Director Jon 
Iglehart who has tried numerous times to help these local cities and County staff 
people get this Resource to their regions, including a class action case in Ft Myers 
to the Dunbar Residents similar to Flint Michigan on Cancer issues in low income 

https://youtu.be/VHu1VKWIUG0?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/KsbpXosRGME?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/-RjxRLtXuHM?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/7cW3_tagltw?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/LPQtwW2SHmM?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/tQm8wfLsvR0
https://youtu.be/7SxL5K-dO3I?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
https://youtu.be/uiAr5pyaZes?list=PLTpRjyKDXjaxipA7BTAHdMog8tXwR0hgn
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areas who can’t help themselves created this time from Arsenic sludge.  Arsenic at 
Peace River is the highest in the State and it could be pumping the Healthiest 
spring water on Earth to million with one pipe connection that should have been 
installed by now but Leaders are attacking me, my family and clients to attack 
Americans, their homes, Schools, Businesses and Hospitals at the Tap.

Sincerely,

/S/ Joe Gilberti
Joseph Gilberti P.E.
President 
LandTech Design Group, Inc.
Pro Se Litigant
Telephone: (813) 470-6000
Gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com
Gilbertibluegold.com

cc: Honorable Mathew G. Whitaker 
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
NW Washington, DC 20530-
0001

Noah Valenstein., Secretary
Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection Douglas Building
3900 Commonwealth 
Boulevard Tallahassee, FL 
32399-3000

US Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 
Government Affairs
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington DC, 20510

mailto:Gilberti.water.company.fla@gmail.com

